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Dear Customers: 

The last few years have seen big changes affect the national economy, business 
in California, and Chris Alston’s Chassisworks. Once again, our investment 
in technology — both on the factory floor and in our business systems — has
been critical to this company’s continued success. We focused our attention internally on improving processes and work
flow to streamline production procedures while further improving product quality. Additionally, we made a major 
investment in business systems in order to improve customer service and our ability to fulfill orders even more rapidly.  

Chassisworks has always made the commitment to utilize the very best equipment and processes for the design,
testing and manufacturing of our products. This is why Chassisworks components are the most-copied. Because
Chassisworks has the most-advanced automated factory, ours is the only company able to produce state-of-the-art prod-
ucts at competitive prices. As you already know, there’s no need to buy inferior copies when you can afford the best! 

Our ability to continuously invent and refine products is made possible by our in-house research-and-development
center. Because we actually install Chassisworks products on cars and trucks, we ensure that every part fits and works
correctly before it’s offered to you. Besides inspiring fresh ideas, this hands-on process ensures a constant refinement of
existing parts. It also gives Chassisworks the edge needed to prove just how easy it is for the home builder to install
chassis and suspension products. Our ever-growing NoFab line, featuring the enormously successful bolt-on front clips
for Chevy IIs, has been expanded to include Camaro and Firebird front clips that are installed with ordinary hand tools
— without welding. This is an example of how our technological advantage benefits our customers. 

Around here, “state of the art” isn’t just a sales slogan. Rather, it represents millions of dollars invested in high-
technology equipment. It stands for the thousands of hours devoted to getting it right, the first time. It means we have
gone above and beyond what the other guy has done to make products both sophisticated and affordable. As this catalog
goes to print, our all-new line of VariShock shock absorbers is in stock and ready for delivery. Designed, manufactured
and assembled by us, VariShocks are the latest example of how Chassisworks constantly strives to develop revolutionary
products — and why we lead the market to higher technology. 

Because Chassisworks actually manufactures the majority of the parts on these pages, I’m proud to guide you on a
pictorial tour of our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. Welcome to Chassisworks: The Home of Higher Technology. 

– Chris Alston

Let’s start with how we design and develop new prod-
ucts. Chassisworks owns five complete engineering
workstations. In 1997, we upgraded our engineering-
and-design department to Pro Engineer. This is the same

workstation-based software utilized by the aircraft 
industry and Big Three automakers. It enables us to 
create three-dimensional, digital assemblies of a 
complete product — in its environment. Then, we 
can “fly through” the model to verify its form, fit 
and function. Our investment in computer-aided design 
goes far beyond what is commonly referred to as “CAD.”

What does this mean for Chassisworks customers? 
It means we can design a product, model it, and check 
all structural aspects of size, fit and usability — before 
we cut even one piece of material. This exotic software
enables Chassisworks to bring you a more effectively
designed product — with proven performance — more
quickly and less expensively than ever before. Of course,
each new product will still be rigorously tested in the

“real world.” However, by that point, 
its performance is virtually guaranteed.

With these sophisticated engineering
workstations, we not only design a 
product that kicks butt; we can calculate
the force behind it! There’s no other way

to absolutely
assure 

consistent 
quality and parts
performance.

Chassisworks Shop Tour
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Numerous Chassisworks parts are produced entirely 
on our Mazak flexible manufacturing cells. These
incredible machines represent a quantum leap in 
technology from the old-style CNC lathes used by many
manufacturers. Each machine is a combination of two
lathes and two mills, with automatic material loading
and parts unloading. Many products, such as rod ends

and clevises, require both milling and lathe work. 
By combining both functions within a single machine
and adding automatic material loading, the cycle time 
necessary to produce a part is greatly reduced. This

allows us to offer
a higher-quality
part at the same
or lower price as
our competitors.

� Many people have wondered
how a component as complex as
our FAB9™ rearend housing can be
priced so affordably. The “secret”
is sophisticated manufacturing
equipment such as this Amada
Apellio combination of laser and
hydraulic forming, complete with
sheet loader.
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� Chassisworks has invested in a sophisticated
manufacturing process known as “swedging.”
This machine allows us to expand the 
diameter of one tube to fit outside another
piece of the same-OD tubing, like a sleeve.
The expansion is achieved by applying 
multiple tons of pressure per inch on the 
end of the tube. This machine enables us to
make those cool, slip-fit exhaust systems!

� All Chassisworks bent-tube products are 
created on one of two computer-controlled,
mandrel tube benders. These machines utilize
the latest technology in pressure die boost
and assist, which pushes more material into
the outer radius of the bend to greatly 
minimize tube thinning. Our mandrel-bent
rails are the finest in the industry because 
of these machines and the specially designed
tooling that we have developed. (Chris
Alston pioneered mandrel-bent frame 
rails for drag racing, and has made a huge
investment in their successful production.)

� To further ensure the quality of the finished
goods, our CNC bender is programmed 
directly from the CAD drawing. This bender is
so sophisticated that programming is almost
obsolete. We simply call up a drawing from
our CAD software, and insert the correct
length of tubing; the bender takes it from
there. This allows us to make custom cages
with just a few measurements from you. 
The software then calculates all bends and
degrees to produce exactly what your custom
application needs.  Technology is certainly 
not wasted in our facility.

� Chassisworks recently added computer laser cutting 
to its list of high-technology operations. This new-
technology, hybrid-style laser cuts accurately enough 
to produce quality bolt holes, unlike prior-generation
machines. The laser cutter takes its drawings directly
from our software and positions them on the raw sheet
to utilize 95 percent of the raw material. Moreover, our
vacuum loader enables this machine to be loaded and
unloaded with minimal down time. Again, we pride
ourselves on providing Chassisworks customers with the
highest-quality parts at the lowest-possible prices.

Chassisworks Shop Tour
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� We also manufacture parts on a Mazak
Pallatech machining center — the very first of
these huge machines to be delivered in America.
Its enormous work envelope enables us to 
manufacture more parts per cycle. With 12 tables
and 120 different tools available, we can machine
large numbers of parts with no setup time. (Its
50-horsepower, 15,000-rpm spindle really makes
the chips fly!) This machine enables us to produce
those high-quality, low-cost FAB9™ housings.

� Our 10-foot-long, 170-ton, computerized,
nine-axis fabrication press features the 
latest in automation controls. This machine
has nine programmable axis, which allow
us to make even the most-complicated
formed parts. Once a digital model of the
formed part is downloaded, the control 
virtually programs itself. 

� Many Chassisworks products 
are robot-welded. This dual-
station robot-welding cell’s
simultaneous part rotation 
and robot movement provide
optimum positioning of the
work piece — resulting in the
finest weld quality possible. 

� Our investment in technology doesn’t stop here. As many of you 
have experienced, chromed parts can easily chip and peel. Chassisworks
was not at all satisfied with the quality of chrome available. We 
looked at many alternatives and methods for preventing flaking 
and peeling. After much investigation, it was determined that 
polishing a tube prior to manufacture and chroming would result in 
a premium-quality finish. Chassisworks did not delay; we went right 
to work purchasing, installing and utilizing a tube-polishing machine.
Now, all parts to be chromed are polished before anything else is 
done to them. This additional process has helped us bring a more-
professional appearance to the finished piece.
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� Chassisworks refuses to hold up its 
customers because of material shortages.
That’s why we inventory a minimum of
30,000 feet of 1-5/8”-diameter tubing,
and at least 12,000 feet of 3x2”material.
It’s a huge investment on our part, but
we know that when a drag racer or car
builder needs bent parts, he needs them
now! The payoff on this investment is the
capacity to service our customers’ needs
more efficiently and effectively.

� Higher technology doesn’t stop with manufacturing,
either. Computerized order entry allows our sales team
to enter and track your order quickly; the status of any
order is only a few keystrokes away. A fully integrated
computer system controls all aspects of our business,
from accounting and order entry to manufacturing 
and shipping. This super-sophisticated network greatly
reduces errors while simultaneously streamlining 
operations. Moreover, your sales representative 
is a longtime enthusiast with hands-on experience 
installing chassis and suspension products. No wonder
our customer service is second to none!

� One of the best-known Chassisworks technical inno-
vations is the FAB9™ series. It accepts the same internal
gears as a Ford 9-inch and provides a complete rearend
housing for any vehicle. We developed this custom
welding fixture, enabling us to attach all the brackets
needed for your application and produce a custom
rearend — in one day! Any of our rear suspensions and
all of our accessories can be quickly added to the basic
rearend assembly, based on the information provided in
your order. At Chassisworks, we truly “make to order”
— but with “off-the-shelf” pricing and delivery time. 

� A high-density warehousing system
that lets us stack finished parts 25 feet
high enables Chassisworks to maintain
the largest inventory in the industry. 
In fact, we ship 98 percent of all orders
within 24 hours! Our specially designed
packaging and custom-made boxes 
are engineered to package your order
securely, in fewer containers — saving
you shipping costs.
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� Standard Ladder Bars Our Standard 
ladder bars feature 1-1/4”-diameter lower bars.
Blue-powder-coated finish is standard.

� Adjustable Battle Cruiser
Ladder Bars Adjustable Battle
Cruiser ladder bars feature 
1-1/4”-diameter lower bars. Ours is 
the only adjustable ladder bar with
the 1” adjuster on the bottom bar,
making adjustments much easier.

Available in 32”length 
in blue, silver or black
powder coat. Also 

available in 36” length in
blue powder coat.

� Pro Street Standard Ladder Bar Our Pro Street
design features urethane-bushed front and rear rod ends that

absorb road vibration for greater driveability – yet is
strong enough to keep those big Pro Street tires
glued to the asphalt.

� Pro Street Adjustable Ladder Bar For those 
who are more serious about getting the most out of 
their combination, our Pro Street design is available as a 
double-adjustable model. The Pro Street Adjustable ladder 
bar incorporates all of the advantages of our Battle Cruiser 

6200 STANDARD BATTLE CRUISER LADDER BARS $224.00
6201 ADJUSTABLE BATTLE CRUISER LADDER BARS (SPECIFY BLUE, BLACK OR SILVER) 253.00
6219 ADJUSTABLE BATTLE CRUISER LADDER BARS, 36” 268.00
6237 PRO STREET STANDARD LADDER BARS 277.00
6287 PRO STREET ADJUSTABLE LADDER BARS (SPECIFY BLUE, BLACK OR SILVER) 310.00
6229 PRO STREET ADJUSTABLE LADDER BARS, 36” 326.00

Chassisworks ladder bars are constructed with direct-threaded tubes for
optimum strength. Upper bar adjusters permit pinion-angle adjustments.
Our 1”-shank front rod ends are the largest in the industry, offering 
twice the strength of conventional 3/4” 4130 rod ends. Our 180-degree
axle brackets are proven
stronger and easier to
install than competitive
brackets. Plus, the contoured
bracket design provides
additional floor clearance.
Axle brackets, nuts, bolts and
rod ends are included with all
ladder bars.

Ladder Bars

double-adjustable model but comes with billet-urethane 
rod ends for the street. New, 36”-long bars are perfect for
long-wheelbase cars and trucks. The 36” version provides the
same great features of our Adjustable model, but is long
enough for wheelbases up to 120”!
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Ladder-Bar Accessories

6286 3x2” CROSSMEMBER (WITH FIVE 3/4” HOLES), 3-1/2” DROP $97.00
3x2” CROSSMEMBER (WITH FIVE 3/4” HOLES), 6-1/2” DROP 107.00

6245 1-5/8” FRONT CROSSMEMBER (WITH FIVE 3/4” HOLES) 57.00

� Front Crossmembers The 3-1/2”-dropped bend of 
our front crossmember is tighter than market standard, so
ladder bars can be installed closer together. Crossmember 
is 1-5/8” in diameter and 52” in length. We provide five
adjustment holes (3/4”-diameter) for instant-center changes.
Full-360-degree brackets make the crossmember stronger 
and easier to keep straight during assembly. For full-framed
cars and trucks, the 3x2”, dropped crossmember 
(Number 6286) has the same drop and adds 
needed rigidity to the frame. This crossmember 
is also available with a 6-1/2” drop.

� Ladder-Bar Support & Spacers
For maximum safety,
Number-6238 dual-style 
ladder-bar supports 
should be used with 
Standard or Adjustable 
Battle Cruiser ladder bars to contain the ladder bar in the
event of a front-rod-end failure.

Our single ladder-bar support, Number 6289, makes 
rod-end replacement easy. Number-6290 single Pro Street 
ladder-bar safety strap can be added to your Pro Street
Adjustable ladder bars.

Use Number-6240 bolt set to attach Pro Street Standard
ladder bars to all chassis and crossmembers. When installing
Pro Street Adjustable ladder bars, our Number-6288 
front adapter and bolt kit are required to complete your
installation.

6203 ADAPTER BUSHINGS & BOLTS FOR BATTLE CRUISER LADDER BARS $24.00
6288 ADAPTER SET FOR PRO STREET ADJUSTABLE LADDER BARS 29.00
6238 LADDER-BAR DUAL SUPPORT & SPACERS FOR 6200, 6201 & 6219 44.00
6289 LADDER-BAR SINGLE SUPPORT & SPACERS FOR 6200, 6201 & 6219 39.00
6240 FRONT-BOLT SET FOR PRO STREET STANDARD LADDER BARS 12.00
6290 SINGLE SAFETY STRAP FOR PRO STREET ADJUSTABLE LADDER BARS 12.00

� Adapter-Bolt Sets Adapter-set Number 6203 is used
with either the 3x2”or 1-5/8” crossmember, allowing our
Battle Cruiser ladder bar’s front bolt to be torqued down
without binding in the bracket. When installing any of the Pro
Street Adjustable ladder bars, our Number-6288 front adapter
and bolt kit are required to complete your installation.
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� Special Package Deal: $596-up

Chassisworks’ ladder-bar packages 
combine the various parts necessary to
assemble your complete, correct rear 
suspension – and cost less than purchas-
ing and shipping these components 
individually. Our sales representatives 
are experienced drag racers who will 

custom-tailor the correct combination 
of ladder bars, coil springs and shock
absorbers to your specific race 
or Pro Street application.
All packages are 
in stock, ready for 
delivery!

Ladder-Bar Packages

� Special Package
Deal: $370-up

Complete ladder-bar-suspension 
packages include a ladder-bar 
crossmember, adapter bushings 
and bolts, rear coil-spring mounts
with upper crossmember, rear 

shocks, coil springs matched to your
application, a track locater and your
choice of ladder bars. Coil-over up-
grades available. Order Package “T”
– prices starting as low as $596!

Purchase a ladder-bar front
crossmember, adapter bush-
ings and bolts, track locater
and your choice of ladder
bars. A housing floater can 
be substituted for a track
locater for $33 extra.
Order Package “R”– prices
start as low as $370!

All components
can be substituted or
upgraded to fit your

specific needs!
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� Special Package Deal: $838

Chassisworks offers money-saving package deals on
complete 4-link Suspension Systems. Select your
choice of 4-link, rod ends, locater, springs, shocks,
mounts and crossmember.

4-Link Suspension Systems

� Special Package
Deal: $797

Includes the Pro Street 4-link (with billet, urethane-
bushed rod ends), Pro Street track locater, coil-spring
mounts, springs, rear shocks, shock crossmember and
3x2” front crossmember. Add $70 for chrome-plated
link bars. Coil-over upgrades available. Order Pro
Street Package “U”– as low as $838!

Includes our Battle Cruiser 
4-link, track locater, coil-
spring mounts, springs, rear
shocks, shock crossmember
and four-each mild-steel and
4130 chromemoly rod ends.
Coil-over upgrades available.
Order Package “U”– 
as low as $797!

All components 
can be substituted or
upgraded to fit your

specific needs!
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Take a close look at our Battle Cruiser 4-link. When our 
customers told us they were having a hard time getting a
large wrench around the welded-on adjustment nut, we 
went right to work redesigning our 4-link. By machining
much-smaller wrench flats directly into the tube, it is now
possible to maneuver a wrench between the link tubes.
Chassisworks is the only company that features these com-
pletely CNC-machined, 1x.156”, direct-threaded-tube 4-link
bars. Bars are available in gold-irridite or chrome finishes.
Each 4-link comes with a complete “map” of all possible
adjustments and resulting intersections, greatly simplifying
chassis tuning. Our 4-links set the standard with 3/16”-thick,
360-degree mounting plates and 3”-diameter holes. These 

can easily be trimmed to accommodate larger housings. We
also polish all 4-link tubes before they are finished. Whether
you choose gold-irridite or chrome finish, this polishing
process provides a much smoother surface for a better finish.

Battle Cruiser 4-links are available in two different 
configurations: Number-6205 front mount attaches under 
the rear frame rail and is used for rear subframes and
Eliminator I chassis; Number-6269 front mount attaches to 
a 3x2” dropped crossmember and is used in trucks and 
full-frame stock vehicles. Available with gold-irridite or
chrome-finish link bars for either configuration. All hardware
is included. Rod ends must be purchased separately and vary
with the application.

4-Links

� Battle Cruiser 4-Link

� Rod Ends

6205 BATTLE CRUISER 4-LINK FOR FRAME MOUNTING; GOLD LINK BARS $177.00
BATTLE CRUISER 4-LINK FOR FRAME MOUNTING; CHROME LINK BARS 247.00

6269 BATTLE CRUISER 4-LINK FOR 3x2”-CROSSMEMBER MOUNTING; GOLD LINK BARS 189.00
BATTLE CRUISER 4-LINK FOR 3x2”-CROSSMEMBER MOUNTING; CHROME LINK BARS 259.00

6211 MILD-STEEL ROD ENDS; SET OF 8 $161.00
6228 MILD-STEEL, TEFLON-LINED ROD ENDS; SET OF 8 194.00
6232 FOUR MILD-STEEL & FOUR 4130-CHROMEMOLY ROD ENDS 278.00
6212 4130-CHROMEMOLY ROD ENDS; SET OF 8 310.00
6236 4130-CHROMEMOLY, TEFLON-LINED ROD ENDS; SET OF 8 397.00
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Our popular Pro Street 4-link uses the same bracket 
geometry as our Battle Cruiser 4-link. Instead of spherical-
bearing rod ends, it uses billet-steel rod ends with urethane
bushing liners. In addition, one end of the link tube uses 
a urethane-lined weld eye, which virtually eliminates the 
possibility of the rod end rattling, causing the link bar to 
fall off. The bars are direct-thread, 1-1/4x.156” tube to 
accommodate the huge, 1”-shank, billet rod end. These rod
ends are strong enough for blown street cars and offer 
plenty of flexibility for a street-driven vehicle.

Pro Street 4-links are available with blue-powder-coating
or chrome-finish link bars. In addition, the front brackets are
available in two configurations: Number-6248 front mount
attaches under the rear frame rail, and is used for rear 
subframes and Eliminator I chassis; Number-6270 front 
mount attaches to a 3x2” dropped crossmember, and is 
used in trucks and full-frame stock vehicles. All hardware 
and billet rod ends are included.

� Pro Street 4-Link

6248 PRO STREET 4-LINK, FRAME MOUNTING; BLUE LINK BARS $371.00
PRO STREET 4-LINK, FRAME MOUNTING; CHROME LINK BARS 441.00

6270 PRO STREET 4-LINK FOR 3x2”-CROSSMEMBER MOUNTING; BLUE LINK BARS 381.00
PRO STREET 4-LINK FOR 3x2”-CROSSMEMBER MOUNTING; CHROME LINK BARS 451.00
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This exclusive design incorporates the latest technological
advances in chassis dimensioning, tuning and efficiency. By
using 12-point, 1/2” bolts in the brackets, we moved the holes
much closer together — providing much finer adjustment
than was possible before. To accomplish this, we use
a custom-made, 3/4x1/2” rod end. The axle bracket
features a built-in lower wheelie-bar mount, a
lower antiroll-bar mount and a double-sheer,
adjustable lower shock mount. Our 4130 link tubes
are a full 1-1/4” OD, with weld-in adapters and hex
adjusters. This design is considerably more resistant
to bending than conventional 4-links with direct-
thread, 1"-OD tubes. Like all Chassisworks 4-links,
this version comes with a map of all intersect points and
tuning instructions to simplify adjustments.

Two styles are offered. Eliminator II features mild-steel
brackets with 4130 tubes for 3/4x1/2” rod ends. The ultimate
Avenger version — as installed on our Pro Modified cars —
shares the same geometry, but features 4130 brackets and
even larger (1-3/8”-OD), 4130 link tubes for use with huge,
7/8x1/2” rod ends. Our billet-aluminum lower shock mounts
are adjustable in 5/8” increments for fine tuning. The
Eliminator II 4-link can be used with either a Number-6275
track locater or a Number-6230 wishbone (to center 
the housing). Also available for the ultimate Pro Street 
suspension, the Eliminator II 4-link can be purchased with 
billet urethane rod ends and blue or chrome link bars.

Model-6214 shock-mount spacers
are required. The 4-link is also

available with a different 
front bracket for use with
3x2” frames.

Eliminator II 4-Link

6246 ELIMINATOR II 4-LINK $247.00
6278 ELIMINATOR II 4-LINK, PRO STREET (BLUE LINK BARS) 439.00

ELIMINATOR II 4-LINK, PRO STREET (CHROME LINK BARS) 519.00
6206 4-LINK, AVENGER 535.00
6214 SHOCK-MOUNT SPACERS FOR ELIMINATOR II, PRO STREET 23.00
6244 ROD ENDS, 4130 TEFLON, 7/8x1/2” (8) 750.00
6247 ELIMINATOR II 6° SHOCK MOUNT 74.00
6266 REAR ANTIROLL BAR 258.00
6275 TRACK LOCATER, BOLT-ON, ELIMINATOR II 75.00    
6276    ROD ENDS, 4130 TEFLON, 3/4x1/2” (8) 418.00
6292 ELIMINATOR II 4-LINK, 3x2” FRAME 258.00
6293 ELIMINATOR II PRO STREET, 3x2” FRAME (BLUE) 450.00

ELIMINATOR II PRO STREET, 3x2” FRAME (CHROME) 530.00    

� Special Package Deals, as Low 
as $621 Save money by ordering a complete
Eliminator II Suspension System. One popular
package combines the Eliminator II 4-link, shock
mount, locater, and antiroll bar: Order Package
“W” for only $621. Another package includes all
of the above items plus rod ends and unsprung
wheelie bars for only $1396.

All components 
can be substituted 
to suit your specific

combinations!
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Antiroll Bar

Eliminator II Shock Mounts

The newest innovation in rear-suspension control is our antiroll
bar. Installed in our Pro Modifieds for years and now offered to
all Chassisworks customers, this device produces consistently
quicker 60-foot times by equalizing traction and preventing body
roll. Our installation kit includes a 4130 antiroll bar, mounting
tube with bearings, billet-aluminum arms, 4130 rod ends and
adjuster links. Its adjustable width permits installation on chassis
with rear frames up to 30 inches wide.

Use antiroll-bar frame adapters to install our antiroll bar on
3x2” frames.

Use Number-6221 tabs to install our antiroll bar on 4-links
other than the Eliminator II 4-link.

Our urethane-bushed panhard bar is designed for vehicles using coil-over
rear suspension with a stock-width frame. It is not recommended for use
on applications less than 30” long. Kit comes complete with billet-urethane
ends and all mounting hardware.

6266 REAR ANTIROLL BAR $258.00
6202 ANTIROLL-BAR FRAME ADAPTERS (PAIR) 23.00
6221 ADJUSTER-ROD TABS, 3/8” HOLE (SET OF 4) 11.00

FloaterPanhard Bar
A floater eliminates binding caused by ladder
bars or 4-links used with leaf 
springs. Our floater quickly 
adjusts for instant center 
and ride height.
All necessary 
hardware is 
included.

6227 ELIMINATOR II STRAIGHT SHOCK MOUNT $85.00
6247 ELIMINATOR II 6° SHOCK MOUNT 74.00

6204 HOUSING FLOATERS (PAIR) $98.00

6247

6227

6291 PANHARD BAR, 3/4” URETHANE ENDS $107.00
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Our exclusive design is engineered 
for use with Chassisworks 4-links.
A wishbone should be used in 
applications which do not provide 
sufficient clearance for a track locater
(as on Avenger chassis). The center
pivot mounts on the chassis and 
prevents interference with floor jacks.
Clevises bolt to lower link tubes,
greatly simplifying installation. Our
bent-tube design also aids installation.
Packaged complete with all hardware
and instructions, wishbones are offered

for all ladder bars and 4-links. To ensure
that you order the correct wishbone,
measure the diameter of the lower rear
bolt in your 4-link or ladder bar; this
will determine the clevis size needed.
Wishbones are available for 1/2”-,
5/8”-, and 3/4”-diameter bolts.
All wishbones come complete 
with mild-steel rod ends except 
Model 6280, which has 
4130-chromemoly rod ends.

6218 WISHBONE, 5/8” CLEVIS $173.00
6226 WISHBONE, 3/4” CLEVIS 173.00
6230 WISHBONE, 1/2” CLEVIS 173.00
6280 WISHBONE, 1/2” CLEVIS (4130 ROD ENDS) 247.00

Chassisworks track locaters positively center the
rearend housing throughout the suspension travel.
A track locater runs diagonally from the front of the
suspension to the rear of the opposite side. All locater
tubes are 36” long to fit the widest chassis. Available 
in weld-on or bolt-on styles. All locaters come 
complete with all hardware and detailed instructions.

� Weld-On Locaters: For use with solid-rod-end ladder-
bar installations only. (Do not use with any 4-link or Pro
Street ladder bars.) Includes two tabs; one welds to each 
ladder bar. The 7/8 x.156”, 36”-long tube uses a weld clevis to
attach one end of the tube. The other end is 5/8” direct thread
and uses an adjustable clevis to attach the track locater to
the ladder bar. Features a bare-metal finish for welding.

� Bolt-On Locaters: These locaters are available for 
4-link or ladder-bar applications. Bar is threaded on both 
ends and features right- and left-hand, 1/2”-diameter rod
ends for easy adjustments. The full 36” length can be cut and
rethreaded to fit any width frame. All bolt-on locaters are
available with different formed clevises specific to your 
rear-suspension needs. To determine the proper size of your
locater clevis, measure the diameter of the bolt to which 
the clevis attaches. Available in 3/4” clevis for
Chassisworks Standard 4-links, or 5/8” clevis for
other 4-links. Our ladder-bar applications use
one 5/8” and one 1/2” clevis. Gold-irridite finish.

� Locater For Eliminator II 4-Link:
Features 7/8x.058”, 36”-long, 4130 tube with
right and left tube adapters. Bolt-on style comes
complete with two 1/2”-hole, formed clevises.
Can also be used with our Avenger 4-link.

Track Locaters

Wishbones

� Pro Street Locater: Pro Street locater is used with
both our Pro Street 4-link and Pro Street ladder bar.
It features a huge, 1x.156”, 36”-long, direct-thread link with
3/4”-shank, billet-urethane rod ends — and unique-to
Chassisworks double-pivot clevis that eliminates all suspen-
sion binding! This size locater is necessary in a street-type
vehicle. If using with Number-6237 Pro Street ladders bars,
you will also need the Number-6277 locater-stud mount.

6207 TRACK LOCATER FOR LADDER BARS (WELD-ON) $65.00
6208 LOCATER FOR BATTLE CRUISER 4-LINK, 3/4” CLEVIS (BOLT-ON) 65.00
6209 LOCATER FOR 4-LINK, 5/8” CLEVIS (BOLT-ON) 65.00
6210 LOCATER FOR LADDER BARS, ONE EACH 5/8” & 1/2” CLEVIS (BOLT-ON) 65.00
6275 LOCATER FOR ELIMINATOR II 4-LINK, 1/2” CLEVIS (BOLT-ON) 75.00
6249 LOCATER FOR PRO STREET 4-LINK OR PRO STREET LADDER BAR (BOLT-ON) 117.00
6277 PRO STREET LOCATER STUD MOUNT (USE WITH MODEL-6237 LADDER BAR) 28.00
2302 LOCATER CLEVIS, 3/4” HOLE (EACH) 11.00
2303 LOCATER CLEVIS, 5/8” HOLE (EACH) 11.00
2304 LOCATER CLEVIS, 1/2” HOLE (EACH) 11.00
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� Special Package Deal! 
Coil-spring mounts, rear shocks & your choice 
of springs – only $247

� Coil-Over Crossmember This 1-5/8x36”-long cross-
member fits even the widest frames. It comes complete with
four 1/2”-hole, double-shear mounts. Use Number 6215 with
Koni and VariShock coil-overs (bolts and spacers included).
Use Number 6273 with our Number-6225 coil-spring setup
(bolts not included; they come with Number 6225).

� Coil-Over Brackets For applications in which
adjustable lower shock mounts are not necessary. Includes
four double-shear brackets and hardware. Use for top and
bottom mounts.

Shock Mounts

� Rear Coil-Spring Assembly The economical alter-
native! Ideal for use with rear subframes, it offers a full 6” of
suspension travel and includes an adjustable lower mount 
that lets you vary ride height up to 6”. Our superior design
allows the spring to pivot at the top and bottom, preventing
binding. This assembly is now available for applications in
which a housing back brace will not be used (Number 6223).
Both assemblies use 12” springs and our rear shock absorbers 
(purchase separately or in a money-saving package).

� Lower Coil-Over Mount Our original-design lower
shock mount clears a Ford  9” housing’s back brace.
Engineered for our Eliminator-series chassis and rear 

subframes, this unique mount provides approximately 6”
of height adjustment. All hardware is included.

The Number-6281 adjustable lower mount welds to the 
4-link axle bracket for truck frames.

Our Number-6224 adjustable lower shock mount is
designed for non-Ford 9” back-brace installations. All 
hardware included.

6216 LOWER COIL-OVER MOUNTS, ADJUSTABLE (PAIR) $65.00
6224 LOWER COIL-OVER MOUNTS, NO BACK BRACE (PAIR) 69.00
6225 REAR COIL-SPRING MOUNTS ONLY (PAIR) 182.00
6223 COIL-SPRING-ASSEMBLY MOUNT, NO BACK BRACE 188.00
6284 COIL-SPRING SUSPENSION MOUNTS 182.00
6281 ADJ. LOWER COIL-OVER MOUNT FOR TRUCK FRAMES 64.00
6905 REAR SHOCK FOR COIL-SPRING SET (EACH) 23.00

6215 COIL-OVER UPPER CROSSMEMBER $34.00
6273 COIL-OVER UPPER CROSSMEMBER (NO HARDWARE) 28.00
6217 COIL-OVER BRACKETS (PAIR) 23.00
6243 COIL-OVER BOLTS & SPACERS ONLY (PAIR) 12.00
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Made of 4130 tubing, our round-lower-bar, professional design

is lighter — yet stronger — than older models. Spring-loaded,

chrome-plated assembly is 52” long, with 4”-diameter wheels.

(Also available unsprung.)

Mounts are fully adjustable for

varying suspension widths. Our

wheel-bracket design lowers the

upper bar, greatly increasing

bumper clearance on 

low cars. Installing a

full X-strut in the upper bar increases strength

and creates more clearance for floor jacks 

(by eliminating a wheel-separator tube). The

upper-X assembly is shipped unassembled to allow for different

widths. Also available is an unassembled kit that contains all

the tubing and hardware necessary to build an unsprung pair 

of wheelie bars up to 84” long.

Wheelie Bars

6213 WHEELIE-BAR KIT, 84”, UNSPRUNG $321.00
6233 X-STRUT WHEELIE BARS, UNSPRUNG 311.00
6234 X-STRUT WHEELIE BARS, SPRING-LOADED 365.00
6235 SPRING-LOADED CONVERSION KIT 54.00
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� Switches
The main-power-
disconnect, toggle and
starter switches are also
available separately.

� Parachute-Release Mechanism
Complete with an aluminum 
lever, mounting 
hardware and a 
14-foot cable.

� Parachute-Pack Mount Quick-release
mount is made of 4130 tubing. Your ’chute 
pack attaches to the plate, which is held in 
place by the mount. Order Number 6805.
Sold in bare-metal finish.

� Front-End Mount Compact and lightweight,
yet extremely strong, this universal mount attaches 
to your fiberglass front end in six places.
Our new, improved configuration 
features a bent 
bottom tube to 
fit more applications.
Self-locking design requires 
no hard-to-remove fasteners.
Packaged complete, as shown.
Bare-metal finish.

� Tow Point This innovative device 
welds to your front crossmember and 
extends through the front end to provide 
a convenient tow-strap location. (No more 
lying on the ground to unhook the tow 
rope!) Bare-metal finish.

6311 PARACHUTE-RELEASE LEVER ONLY $29.00
6324 PARACHUTE-RELEASE LEVER & CABLE 44.00
6403 PARACHUTE-STRAP MOUNT 29.00
6805 PARACHUTE-PACK MOUNT 44.00

Parachute Accessories

Gauge Mounts

� Parachute-Strap Mount The bracket 
welds or bolts to the chassis. The parachute strap
pivots on the aluminum spool. (Tube not included.)

Our aluminum, laser-cut gauge mounts attach 
directly to your steering column. Available with two,
three or four 
holes for 2-5/8”
gauges. Also 
available with
additional hole 
to accept 5-1/4”
Autometer
tachometer 
(pictured).

6508 GAUGE MOUNT, TWO 2-5/8” HOLES $38.00
6509 GAUGE MOUNT, THREE 2-5/8” HOLES 41.00
6510 GAUGE MOUNT, FOUR 2-5/8” HOLES 44.00
6511 GAUGE & TACH MOUNT, TWO 2-5/8” HOLES 54.00
6512 GAUGE & TACH MOUNT, THREE 2-5/8” HOLES 60.00
6513 GAUGE & TACH MOUNT, FOUR 2-5/8” HOLES 65.00

6803 FRONT-END MOUNT, TUBE-STYLE $98.00
6808 TOW POINT 65.00

Front-End Accessories

Switch Panels
Our aluminum panels are designed
for easy dashboard or roll-cage
mounting. The standard panel is
packaged complete with six toggle
switches (30-amp capacity) —
plus a push-button starter switch
and all mounting hardware.
It measures 2-3/4x8-1/2”. Our
fused panel features five toggle
switches and six blade-type fuse
holders with fuses.

6500 DISCONNECT SWITCH $34.00
6501 TOGGLE SWITCH 7.00
6502 PUSH-BUTTON STARTER SWITCH 9.00
6503 SWITCH PANEL, FLAT-STYLE 54.00
6505 SWITCH PANEL WITH ROLL-CAGE MOUNT 65.00
6506 FUSED SWITCH PANEL, FLAT-STYLE 108.00    
6507 FUSED SWITCH PANEL WITH ROLL-CAGE MOUNT 118.00
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VariShocks
Variable shock valving gives you up to 256 different 
combinations of “instant adjustment” – without unbolting
your VariShock! During five years of intense research and
development, Chris Alston’s engineering team successfully
corrected every shortcoming of conventional racing shocks.
Designed from a clean sheet of paper, VariShock’s QuickSet
2 is the first affordable coil-over to combine sophisticated
shock valving with all-new, American-made components.
Never before have so much performance, repeatability and
adjustability been offered at such an affordable price.

VariShock’s double-adjustable design is also easier to
tune: 256 different settings are attainable simply by 
rotating two fully accessible, 16-position knobs. All adjust-
ments are made in seconds, without removing or unbolting
the VariShock. One knob sets the bump (compression)
range; the other sets rebound (extension). Both knobs are
laser-etched with directional arrows and “plus/minus”
symbols that clearly indicate which direction achieves
the desired adjustment. Additional arrows etched
into the QuickSet 2’s base reveal which knob sets
bump, and which sets rebound.

In a drag race application, the way a car
separates at launch and the way it settles
downtrack can have a tremendous effect on
the e.t. Our double-adjustable QuickSet 2
allows you to control vehicle separation

(rebound) and settling
(bump) independent of

each other. This allows
the ability to tune your

suspension to the required
track conditions for ultimate

performance. In the single-
adjustable model, you have 

14 settings which adjust both
bump and rebound simultaneously.

This offers a good compromise
between the ultimate tune ability 

of the QuickSet 2 and affordability of 
the QuickSet 1.

Repeatability is unprecedented! By 
controlling the quality of the components,

assembling them in-house and dyno-testing
every assembly, Chris Alston’s Chassisworks
can deliver a pair of VariShocks that perform 

virtually identically — throughout the entire

� Each 16-position
adjuster knob and
the billet-aluminum
shock body are 
laser-etched with
directional arrows
for easy reference.

� An Allen wrench 
is all that is needed 
to quickly unlock 
for adjustment 
VariShock’s one-piece
lower spring seat.

� QuickSet 2
Coil-over version
with spherical 
bearing ends.
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� Urethane bushings 
(1/2” bore x 1-1/4” wide) 
feature up to 350% more
material, improving load 
distribution and extending
bushing life.

range of travel. Whereas other brands in this price range
rely on cheaper offshore or OEM parts, American-made
VariShocks are engineered systems of premium compo-
nents, all designed to meet your specific needs. The shocks
use “Deflective Disk Valving” in the pistons to eliminate
spring fatigue. They have piston rods made from 5/8”
centerless ground hard chrome steel for wear resistance
and long service life. VariShock models are even 
“rebuildable” in the event they get bent or damaged.
Custom valving is also available.

A revolutionary adjustment mechanism, smaller than
any previous design, allows our billet-aluminum body to 
be both shorter and lighter. You get more clearance around
the eyes, plus greater travel within any shock length. We
built two separate eyes to maximize the benefits of each
mounting-eye style. The spherical-bearing eyes use a 
COM-8 1/2” bore x 1-1/8” wide high-misalignment bearing

with a Teflon liner as standard.
The eye has more clearance
around the mounting brackets
than any other design. The 
urethane end has up to 350%
more urethane material than

other brands, for superior load distribution, yet no less
clearance around the eye. We also chose a premium 
urethane that has much higher load capacity for improved
life than the poly bushings from other manufacturers.
Urethane ends are 1-1/4” wide and accept 1/2” bolts.

Durability was improved in three key areas. Internal
shaft seals were specifically designed and manufactured
for these shock absorbers, producing a longer-lasting seal
that helps keep dirt out of the shock absorber. Internal
connections and return paths use a unique machined 
configuration and added seals to prevent bypassing.
Drag-race shocks spend most of their time in low piston
speed service. In the low-speed mode, the damping action
of the shock is dominated by bypassing flows. VariShock
eliminates the bypassing of internal leakage to give the
shock repeatable control in the area in which it operates
most frequently.

A new-design, one-piece lower spring seat does not
require a lock nut; it’s locked in place by two ball locks
that press into the grooves on the reservoir body and 
easily unlock for adjustment with an Allen wrench.
Spring seats accept 2-1/2”-ID coil springs.

� QuickSet 2
A double-adjustable 
shock with a 16-step
adjustment on both 
bump (compression) 
and rebound 
(extension),
allowing 256 
combinations 
of control.

� QuickSet 1
A single-adjustable shock
with a 14-step knob 
that adjusts bump 
and rebound 
simultaneously.

� SensiSet
SensiSet uses 
ride-sensitive 
valving that is 
factory-set.

VariShocks are Available in Three Adjustment Styles:

� Our exclusive Spanner Wrench has a unique design
using four teeth to eliminate slipping while adjusting 
the ride height.

Custom valving
and dyno services

available!
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VariShock Coil-Overs

SENSISET QUICKSET 1 QUICKSET 2 SPRING COMPRESSED EXTENDED 
$356 PAIR $374 PAIR $648 PAIR USAGE REQUIRED LENGTH LENGTH TRAVEL EYE
VAS 11011-280 VAS 11111-280 VAS 11211-280 FRONT 7“ 8.55“ 11.35“ 2.80” COM-8
VAS 11011-350 VAS 11111-350 VAS 11211-350 FRONT 7” 9.30” 12.80” 3.50” COM-8
VAS 11011-425 VAS 11111-425 VAS 11211-425 BOTH 9” 10.05” 14.30” 4.25” COM-8
VAS 11011-515 VAS 11111-515 VAS 11211-515 REAR 12” 10.95” 16.10” 5.15” COM-8
VAS 11011-615 VAS 11111-615 VAS 11211-615 REAR 12” 11.95” 18.10” 6.15” COM-8
VAS 11011-715 VAS 11111-715 VAS 11211-715 REAR 14” 12.95” 20.10” 7.15” COM-8
VAS 11022-280 VAS 11122-280 VAS 11222-280 FRONT 7” 8.55” 11.35” 2.80” POLY
VAS 11022-350 VAS 11122-350 VAS 11222-350 FRONT 7” 9.30” 12.80” 3.50” POLY
VAS 11022-425 VAS 11122-425 VAS 11222-425 BOTH 9” 10.05” 14.30” 4.25” POLY
VAS 11022-515 VAS 11122-515 VAS 11222-515 REAR 12” 10.95” 16.10” 5.15” POLY
VAS 11022-615 VAS 11122-615 VAS 11222-615 REAR 12” 11.95” 18.10” 6.15” POLY
VAS 11022-715 VAS 11122-715 VAS 11222-715 REAR 14” 12.95” 20.10” 7.15” POLY

� QuickSet 2
Coil-over shock with 
spherical bearing ends

� QuickSet 2
Coil-over shock with 
urethane bushing 
mounts

� QuickSet 1
Coil-over shock
with spherical 
bearing ends

� SensiSet
Coil-over shock with 
urethane bushing 
mounts

For any application combining a shock absorber with a coil spring,
VariShock Coil-Overs create the ultimate front or rear suspension!
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VariSprings
The new VariSpring line of springs was designed to 
complement the VariShock family. Once again, we used
higher technology to resolve application limitations. These
springs are manufactured using a new chrome-silicon,
high-tensile wire. This allows the springs to “set solid.”
The springs can compress until the coils touch without
damaging the spring or causing it to take
a set, which ultimately changes
the ride height. Since this 
wire can flex more than 
conventional wire, these 
springs have greater travel 
than our competitors’ springs 
of the same rate. These springs

will allow your shocks to travel their full range of motion
without going solid. This gives you greater traction and
control at full bump, and additional suspension travel to
work with. If you are ready to take advantage of higher
technology with greater travel and lighter, stronger springs,
step up to VariSprings.

VariSprings have a silver-powder-coat finish. They are
individually labeled with our part number and spring rate
on the outside of the coils for easy reference. VariSprings
are available for front and rear applications in four lengths
and a broad range of rates. All VariSprings are +3% on
rate. The steps between rates are sufficiently close to 
make very fine 
adjustments.

� 7-inch VariSprings
VAS 21-07400 7” LENGTH, 400 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 4.15 $87.00
VAS 21-07450 7” LENGTH, 450 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 4.17 87.00
VAS 21-07500 7” LENGTH, 500 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 4.05 87.00
VAS 21-07575 7” LENGTH, 575 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 3.58 87.00
VAS 21-07650 7” LENGTH, 650 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 3.51 87.00

� 9-inch VariSprings
VAS 21-09210 9” LENGTH, 210 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 5.64 $107.00
VAS 21-09240 9” LENGTH, 240 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 5.57 107.00
VAS 21-09275 9” LENGTH, 275 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 5.46 107.00
VAS 21-09310 9” LENGTH, 310 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 5.57 107.00
VAS 21-09350 9” LENGTH, 350 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 5.17 107.00
VAS 21-09400 9” LENGTH, 400 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 5.07 107.00
VAS 21-09450 9” LENGTH, 450 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 4.90 107.00
VAS 21-09500 9” LENGTH, 500 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 4.77 107.00
VAS 21-09550 9” LENGTH, 550 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 5.06 107.00
VAS 21-09600 9” LENGTH, 600 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 4.41 107.00
VAS 21-09675 9” LENGTH, 675 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 4.80 107.00
VAS 21-09750 9” LENGTH, 750 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 4.24 107.00

� 12-inch VariSprings
VAS 21-12080 12” LENGTH, 80 LB/INCH, TRAVEL =  8.63 $87.00
VAS 21-12095 12” LENGTH, 95 LB/INCH, TRAVEL =  8.28 87.00
VAS 21-12110 12” LENGTH, 110 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 7.91 87.00
VAS 21-12130 12” LENGTH, 130 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 8.43 87.00
VAS 21-12150 12” LENGTH, 150 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 7.61 87.00
VAS 21-12175 12” LENGTH, 175 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 7.60 87.00
VAS 21-12200 12” LENGTH, 200 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 7.45 87.00
VAS 21-12250 12” LENGTH, 250 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 7.00 87.00
VAS 21-12300 12” LENGTH, 300 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 7.07 107.00
VAS 21-12350 12” LENGTH, 350 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 7.00 107.00
VAS 21-12400 12” LENGTH, 400 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 6.35 107.00

� 14-inch VariSprings
VAS 21-14080 14” LENGTH, 80 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 10.28 $107.00
VAS 21-14095 14” LENGTH, 95 LB/INCH, TRAVEL  =  9.38 107.00
VAS 21-14110 14” LENGTH, 110 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 9.91 107.00
VAS 21-14130 14” LENGTH, 130 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 9.06 107.00
VAS 21-14150 14” LENGTH, 150 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 9.01 107.00
VAS 21-14175 14” LENGTH, 175 LB/INCH, TRAVEL = 8.93 107.00
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VariShock ShockWave™

VariShock ShockWave™ is a unique product line that 
combines VariShock shocks with Air Ride Technologies’ 
air-bag springs and control sets. The combined group of
engineers redesigned Air Ride’s upper bag mount for
increased clearance. They relocated the air fittings and
built the new units around the VariShock QuickSet 
aluminum-bodied, adjustable-shock family. Our double-
adjustable shock unit gives you complete ride control as
well as adjustable ground clearance. There are two styles
of inlet port: the original style is in the spring cap; the 
new style is in the upper mounting eye. For the ultimate
in driving performance and ride-height adjustability,
we recommend the VariShock ShockWave™.

RidePro™ air systems are available in two
styles. The 2-way system provides front and
rear control. A sway bar is recommended to
prevent body roll. For applications without 
a sway bar, add our 4-way pressure-control
system, which controls excess body roll.

� VariShock ShockWave™ QuickSet 2 
ShockWave™ QuickSet 2 is a double-adjustable 
shock with two 16-position knobs for bump 
and rebound adjustment allowing 256 
combinations of control.

QUICKSET 1 QUICKSET 2 INLET COMP. EXTENDED 
$799 PAIR $1,069 PAIR USAGE BAG STYLE PORT LENGTH LENGTH TRAVEL EYE
VAS 131G2-280 VAS 132G2-280 FRONT DOUBLE CONVOLUTED CAP 9.19 11.79 2.60 POLY
VAS 131G2-350 VAS 132G2-350 FRONT DOUBLE CONVOLUTED CAP 9.91 13.26 3.35 POLY
VAS 131G2-425 VAS 132G2-425 FRONT DOUBLE CONVOLUTED CAP 10.66 14.76 4.10 POLY
VAS 131H2-280 VAS 132H2-280 FRONT DOUBLE CONVOLUTED EYE 9.08 11.61 2.53 POLY
VAS 131H2-350 VAS 132H2-350 FRONT DOUBLE CONVOLUTED EYE 9.80 13.05 3.25 POLY
VAS 131H2-425 VAS 132H2-425 FRONT DOUBLE CONVOLUTED EYE 10.55 14.55 4.00 POLY
VAS 131J2-425 VAS 132J2-425 REAR TAPERED SLEEVE CAP 10.66 14.76 4.10 POLY
VAS 131J2-515 VAS 132J2-515 REAR TAPERED SLEEVE CAP 11.56 16.56 5.00 POLY
VAS 131K2-425 VAS 132K2-425 REAR TAPERED SLEEVE EYE 10.55 14.55 4.00 POLY
VAS 131K2-515 VAS 132K2-515 REAR TAPERED SLEEVE EYE 11.45 16.35 4.90 POLY

� ShockWave™

Q2 Rear
with urethane
bushings

We even designed-in trouble free installation. We made the
diameter of the upper air bellows mount significantly smaller.
We also extended the mounting eyes and machined them 
to provide greater clearance and incorporate the air inlet 
fitting. These shocks come in travel lengths for front and rear
suspension applications. These VariShock ShockWave™ units
are available with QuickSet 1 and QuickSet 2.

� ShockWave™

Q2 Front
with urethane
bushings

� ShockWave™

Q1 Front
with urethane
bushings

� VariShock ShockWave™ QuickSet 1 
ShockWave™ QuickSet 1 is a single-adjustable shock 
with a 16-position knob for simultaneous bump and 
rebound adjustment.

� ShockWave™

Q1 Rear
with urethane
bushings
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We now offer RidePro™ 2-way and 4-way air-valve-control
systems by Air Ride Technologies. Each kit includes a
150-psi compressor, reservoir tank, airlines, fittings, and
digital control kit. The RidePro™ assembly can be placed
anywhere in the vehicle while the switches and gauges
can be mounted elsewhere. Only the wiring harness and
the smaller air lines are routed into the cabin. The air
valves are “bubble-tight.” This means they have been 
tested for completely leak-free operation.

The 4-way system allows for single- or dual-axle 
operation. This allows you to operate each air spring 
individually for ultimate versatility in your application.

This system uses a 3-gallon reservoir tank, a 4-switch 
control panel, and two dual-valve bodies to provide 
independent control of each zone. When configured in 
the 4-way mode, this system will prevent air transfer from
side to side. This will improve cornering and handling 
and help eliminate body roll. The massive air flow in this
system results in a 5-6-second rise time.

The 2-way system uses a 2-gallon reservoir tank, a 
2-switch control panel with digital readout, and one dual
valve body. This system provides independent control of
two zones (front and back) with an 8-10-second rise time.
Left-to-right control is maintained by your sway bar.

VAS 310-2121 RIDEPRO™ 2-WAY SYSTEM, DIGITAL 
CONTROL, 2-GALLON AIR TANK, 150-PSI 
COMPRESSOR, WITH 1/4” LINES.
PROVIDES FRONT-BACK CONTROL $799.00

VAS 310-4131 RIDEPRO™ 4-WAY SYSTEM, DIGITAL 
CONTROL, 3-GALLON AIR TANK,150-PSI 
COMPRESSOR, WITH 1/4” LINES.
PROVIDES FRONT-BACK CONTROL,
AND SIDE/SIDE CONTROL 1099.00

� RidePro™ 4-Way System 
with digital control kit

� RidePro™ 2-Way System 
with digital control kit

Control Systems for VariShock ShockWave™
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VariStrut Front Struts
VariStrut is a new family of aluminum racing front struts
designed and manufactured in the United States. This light-
weight-strut assembly incorporates all the features of our
double-adjustable VariShock. It uses our 1-piece, self-locking
lower spring seat. The base is machined out of billet 
stainless steel to incorporate the lower body with axle.
The steering arm, lower A-arm mounting stud, and brake-
caliper bracket bolt directly to the base. This compact unit
allows us to drop the shock reservoir below the center of
the axle. The axle does not press in, which significantly
increases available travel. This strut produces 4 inches 
of travel. VariStrut is providing 60% more travel than 
comparable struts that offer only 2-1/2 inches of travel.
Each strut accepts a 2-1/2 x 9 inch ID spring. We stock 
a wide range of springs specifically designed to 
complement these struts. This strut was designed as 
a bolt-on replacement for Strange struts to increase
your travel by over 1-1/2 inches. Available with stud
or eye upper mounts. The eye mount uses a spherical
bearing (COM-8 Teflon-lined 1/2-Dx1-1/8 W).
VariStrut offers excellent weight transfer, high-speed
stability, and ease of installation for a lightweight
front suspension.

Installation is eased with our 1-piece,
spherical-bearing control arm. With a
lower pivot on the strut, the control arm
adjusts to set camber and caster. The ride height
is set using our lower spring seat. The upper mount can be
a 5/8” stem or a spherical COM-8 bearing. The damping is
adjusted by two knobs on the lower body. Positioned away
from the wheel and brake disc for easy access.

VariStrut is a double-adjustable strut with 16-step
adjustments on both bump (compression) and rebound
(extension). This allows for an unprecedented 256 
combinations of control. The double-adjustable strut 
allows you to independently set how the car separates for
weight transfer and how fast it settles down the track.

VariStrut Front 
Struts Include:
� Double-adjustable

QuickSet 2 strut body 
with integral spindle

� Lightweight brake kit
using 2-piston calipers
and 10” solid rotors

� Your choice of spring rate

� VariStrut
with upper eyemount and
lightweight brake kit

� One-piece lower
spring seat
An Allen wrench is
all that is needed to
quickly unlock and
adjust VariShock’s
one-piece lower
spring seat.

� VariStrut adjuster
knob and shock body
Each 16-position adjuster
knob and the billet-
aluminum shock body
are laser-etched with
directional arrows for
easy reference.
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Optionally Available:
� Medium-duty brake kit using 4-piston calipers and

11.75” solid rotors

� Slotted rotors available in 10” or 11-3/4” diameter

� Control arms are sold in pairs. They feature a high-
misalignment, 5/8”-bore,Teflon-lined, spherical bearing;
pivot-stud-bearing housing mechanism; 4130 tubes;
and 1/2”-thread tube adapters.

� The rod ends are available separately and come in
two sizes to match the most common chassis
mounts. Part Number 6192 is for 7/16”
chassis attachments. It includes four
7/16”-bore-x-1/2”-thread, 4130-body,
Teflon-lined rod ends. Part Number 
6193 is for 1/2”chassis attachments.
It includes four 1/2”-bore-x-1/2”-thread,
4130-body, Teflon-lined rod ends.

� Tie-rod tubes are designed to replace
the stock-Pinto-rack tie rod with 
5/8”-OD, 4130 tube. A 7/16”-thread tube
adapter on the outboard end attaches 
a 3/8”-bore, high-misalignment, 4130,
Teflon-lined rod end to be used as a tie-rod
end. The strut steering arm is attached to the
rod end with the provided hardware and
bump-steer shims.

VAS 901212 STEM MOUNT DRAG RACE STRUT SYSTEM (PAIR) $1987.00
VAS 901222 EYE MOUNT DRAG RACE STRUT SYSTEM (PAIR) 1987.00
OPTIONAL SLOTTED ROTORS (PAIR) 50.00
OPTIONAL MEDIUM DUTY BRAKES WITH 4-PISTON CALIPERS (PAIR) 75.00
6191 VARISTRUT CONTROL ARM (PAIR) 189.00
6192 4130 ROD ENDS, SET OF FOUR, 7/16” BORE, 1/2” THREAD 110.00
6193 4130 ROD ENDS, SET OF FOUR, 1/2” BORE, 1/2” THREAD 110.00
6194 TIE ROD TUBES WITH 3/8” x 7/16”, 4130 ROD ENDS (PAIR) 135.00

� VariStrut
with upper stem
mount and 
medium-duty 
brake kit

� VariStrut
Eye mount

� VariStrut
Stem mount
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VariShock Bolt-On Shocks
On the street or strip, VariShock offers the ultimate direct-replacement shock
absorbers for cars and trucks!

QUICKSET 1 QUICKSET 2 COMP. EXTENDED UPPER LOWER
$354 PAIR $628 PAIR LENGTH LENGTH MOUNT MOUNT USE
VAS 14122-615 VAS 14222-615 11.943” 18.093” EYE 1/2” EYE 1/2” R
VAS 1412C-825 VAS 1422C-825 14.043” 22.293” EYE 1/2” EYE 11/16” R
VAS 14142-515 VAS 14242-515 9.203” 14.353” STEM 3/8” EYE 1/2” F
VAS 14142-825 VAS 14242-825 12.303” 20.553” STEM 3/8” EYE 1/2” R
VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715 10.828” 17.978” STEM 3/8” STEM 3/8” F/R
VAS 14145-425 VAS 14245-425 8.303” 12.553’ STEM 3/8” CROSS OPEN F
VAS 14145-515 VAS 14245-515 9.203” 14.353” STEM 3/8” CROSS OPEN F
VAS 14145-615 VAS 14245-615 10.203” 16.353” STEM 3/8” CROSS OPEN F
VAS 14148-425 VAS 14248-425 8.303” 12.553” STEM 3/8” EYE 7/16” F
VAS 14148-615 VAS 14248-615 10.203” 16.353” STEM 3/8” EYE 7/16” F
VAS 14148-715 VAS 14248-715 11.203” 18.353” STEM 3/8” EYE 7/16” R
VAS 14149-715 VAS 14249-715 11.203” 18.353” STEM 3/8” PIN 1/2” F/R
VAS 14149-825 VAS 14249-825 12.303” 20.553” STEM 3/8” PIN 1/2” R
VAS 1414F-425 VAS 1424F-425 7.835” 12.085” STEM 3/8” STUD PLATE F
VAS 1414F-515 VAS 1424F-515 8.735” 13.885” STEM 3/8” STUD PLATE F
VAS 1414F-615 VAS 1424F-615 9.735” 15.885” STEM 3/8” STUD PLATE F
VAS 14164-715 VAS 14264-715 12.568” 19.718” CROSS CLOSED STEM 3/8” R
VAS 14168-715 VAS 14268-715 12.943” 20.093” CROSS CLOSED EYE 7/16” R
VAS 14169-715 VAS 14269-715 12.943” 20.093” CROSS CLOSED PIN 1/2” R
VAS 1416F-425 VAS 1426F-425 9.575” 13.825” CROSS CLOSED STUD PLATE F
VAS 141BA-825 VAS 142BA-825 14.043” 22.293” EYE 5/8” EYE 9/16” R
VAS 141BB-425 VAS 142BB-425 10.043” 14.293” EYE 5/8” EYE 5/8” F
VAS 141CC-825 VAS 142CC-825 14.043” 22.293” EYE 11/16” EYE 11/16” F/R

� QuickSet 2
Bolt-On Shock 
Front

� QuickSet 1
Bolt-On Shock 
Front

� Crossbars
Our crossbars 
are produced in
open and closed
styles and use the 
urethane bushings
with 350% 
more material,
improving load
distribution 
and extending
bushing life.

� QuickSet 1
Bolt-On Shock 
Rear

� Stem Mount
This stem mount
is threaded
(3/8”D x 2-1/2”L)
and is designed
to fit into the
existing upper
mount of many
vehicles.

� Pin Mount
Our pin mount comes
in sizes to match many
vehicles and uses the
urethane bushings,
which feature up to
350% more material,
improving load distrib-
ution and extending
bushing life.

Open style

Fitment Note: Bolt-on front shocks are larger in diameter than the hole in
the lower A-arm. The lower A-arm must be disconnected from the spindle
to allow installation of the shock into the front coil spring.

Closed style

� QuickSet 2
Bolt-On Shock 
Rear
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� Due to deviations in ride height, you must verify that the 
application chart’s suggested shock will actually fit your vehicle.
Consult the dimensional chart on opposite page to determine
that the selected shock’s compressed length, extended length,
and upper and lower mounts are correct for your vehicle.

� BUICK FRONT REAR
APOLLO

73-75 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X68-715
REGAL

73-87 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X69-715
SKYLARK

64-67 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X69-715
68-72 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X69-715
75-79 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X68-715

� CHEVY FRONT REAR
BEL AIR, SPECIAL 150

53-57 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X49-825
65-81 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X69-715

CAMARO
67-69 SINGLE LEAF VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X48-715
68-69 MULTI LEAF VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X49-715
70-81 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X64-715
82-02 — VAS 14X49-715

CHEVELLE
64-67 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X69-715
68-77 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X69-715

CORVETTE
53-62 —- VAS 14X49-715
63-82 VAS 14X45-515 —

IMPALA
65-85 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X69-715

MONTE CARLO
70-88 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X69-715

NOVA, CHEVY II
62-67 VAS 14X4F-615 VAS 14X49-715
68-79 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X68-715

TRUCK C10, C1500 PICKUP
50-55 — VAS 14X49-825
63-72 REAR LEAF VAS 14XBB-425 —
67-72 REAR COIL VAS 14XBB-425 VAS 14X22-615
73-86 VAS 14XBB-425 VAS 14XBA-825
87-99 VAS 14X45-515 —

TRUCK S10 PICKUP
82-93 VAS 14X45-425 —
94-01 VAS 14X45-425 —

� DODGE FRONT REAR
CHALLENGER

70-74 VAS 14X48-615 VAS 14X2C-825
CHARGER, CORONET

66-72 VAS 14X48-615 VAS 14X2C-825
73-76 — VAS 14X2C-825

DART, DEMON, SWINGER
60-61 — VAS 14XCC-825
62 VAS 14X48-615 VAS 14X2C-825
63-76 VAS 14X48-615 VAS 14XCC-825

TRUCK DAKOTA PICKUP
87-96 VAS 14X45-425 —
97-02 VAS 14X45-425 —

� FORD FRONT REAR
FAIRLANE, FAIRLANE 500

57-58 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X44-715
59-62 VAS 14X45-515 —
62-65 — VAS 14X44-715
66-70 VAS 14X4F-515 VAS 14X44-715

FALCON
60-70 VAS 14X4F-515 VAS 14X44-715

MUSTANG & MUSTANG II
65-70 VAS 14X6F-425 VAS 14X44-715
71-73 VAS 14X4F-425 VAS 14X44-715
74-78 VAS 14X48-425 —
79-84 — VAS 14X49-825
85-93 — VAS 14X49-825
85-93 HANDLING PKG — VAS 14X42-825
94-02 — VAS 14X42-825

TORINO, GRAND TORINO
68-71 VAS 14X4F-515 VAS 14X44-715
72-76 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X49-715

TRUCK F-150 PICKUP
57-60 — VAS 14X49-715
80-96 VAS 14X42-515 —
97-01 VAS 14X45-615 —

� OLDSMOBILE FRONT REAR
CUTLASS, CUTLASS SUPREME

64-67 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X69-715
68-88 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X69-715

OMEGA
73-79 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X68-715

� PLYMOUTH FRONT REAR
BARRACUDA

64-69 VAS 14X48-615 VAS 14XCC-825
70-74 VAS 14X48-615 VAS 14X2C-825

BELVEDERE, SATELLITE
55-61 — VAS 14XCC-825
62-72 VAS 14X48-615 VAS 14X2C-825
73-74 — VAS 14X2C-825

DUSTER, SCAMP, VALIANT
60-76 VAS 14X48-615 VAS 14XCC-825

FURY
59-61 — VAS 14XCC-825
62-64 VAS 14X48-615 VAS 14X2C-825
65-70 — VAS 14X2C-825
75-78 — VAS 14X2C-825

� PONTIAC FRONT REAR
FIREBIRD, TRANS AM

67 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X48-715
68-69 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X49-715
70-81 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X64-715
82-02 — VAS 14X49-715

GRAND PRIX
63-64 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X69-715
65-68 VAS 14X45-515 —
69-87 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X69-715

GTO
64-67 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X69-715
68-73 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X69-715
74 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X68-715

LE MANS, TEMPEST
64-67 VAS 14X45-515 VAS 14X69-715
70-83 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X69-715

VENTURA
71-77 VAS 14X45-425 VAS 14X68-715

� Replace the “X” in the part number with a 1 when 
purchasing QuickSet 1 or a 2 for QuickSet 2 style shocks.
Consult the factory for applications not shown.

VariShock Bolt-On Applications
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Compatible with racing gas, alcohol and most popular additives, these cells
are rotationally molded from space-age plastic and feature 100-percent-
seamless construction. Foam baffling on the inside prevents slosh 
and resists explosion. Cells with sumps include a 3”-diameter,
flush-mounted, aircraft-style cap; all other cells include a 
D-ring-handle cap. Models 250-004-01 through 250-116-01
have sumps with dual Number-8 pickups; all other cells 
have Number-6 vents. Model 200-222-01S is a custom,
22-gallon, “sideways” cell for Pro Street applications.
This design fits even the narrowest frames.

� Mounts All fuel-cell clamps are constructed of 1/8x1”
steel. Their full-360-degree design holds the tank securely.

� Funnel This convenient, universal design can be fitted
with an optional fuel-filter screen (Number 500-000-01).

� Sending Units Two lengths are offered for fuel
tanks: 11-1/8” and 8-1/2”. Three ohm ranges are 
available: 70-10 for most Fords; 0-90 for most GM; and
240-33 for Autometer (see chart).

� Overflow Can This 1-piece, 1-pint can is molded
from the same material as fuel cells. Two 1/4” mounting
bosses are provided.

� Fuel-Cell Strap-Mount Set Chassisworks now
manufactures a bracket set that welds to your frame or
crossmember,
enabling you to
clamp your fuel-cell
mounts directly to
these welded-on
brackets.

Molded Fuel Cells & Accessories

250-004-01 FUEL CELL, 4-GALLON, UPRIGHT, 10x9x17” $112.95
400-004-03 CLAMP SET FOR 4-GALLON CELL 26.95
250-005-01 FUEL CELL, 5-GALLON, FLAT, WITH SUMP, 13x13x8” 112.95
400-005-03 CLAMP SET FOR 5-GALLON CELL 26.95
250-008-01 FUEL CELL, 8-GALLON, WITH SUMP, 20x15x8” 121.95
400-008-03 CLAMP SET FOR 8-GALLON CELL 27.95
250-012-01 FUEL CELL, 12-GALLON, WITH SUMP, 17-1/2x16x10-1/2” 128.95
400-012-03 CLAMP SET FOR 12-GALLON CELL 28.95
250-016-01 FUEL CELL, 16-GALLON, WITH SUMP, 25x17x9” 141.95
400-016-03 CLAMP SET FOR 16-GALLON CELL 29.95
200-222-01 FUEL CELL, 22-GALLON, 25x17x14” 187.95
400-222-03 CLAMP SET FOR 22-GALLON CELL 31.95
200-222-01S FUEL CELL, 22-GALLON, SIDEWAYS, 17x25x14” 148.00
290-112-01 FUEL CELL, FUNNY CAR, 16x18x16” 138.95
290-104-01 FUEL CELL, ECONO ALTERED, 12-3/4x11x9” 122.95
550-014-06 FUNNEL, 14”, TRIANGULAR 13.95
500-000-01 FUNNEL FILTER 17.95
220-003-01 FUEL CELL, 3-GALLON, PRO MOD 212.95
250-105-01 FUEL CELL, 5-GALLON, UPRIGHT, 18x11x9” 112.95
400-105-03 CLAMP SET FOR 5-GALLON UPRIGHT CELL 26.95
250-116-01 FUEL CELL, 16-GALLON, WITH SUMP (HORIZONTAL) 141.95
200-116-01 FUEL CELL, 16-GALLON, PRO STREET, 18-1/4x18-1/4x12” 146.95
203-116-01 FUEL CELL, 16-GALLON, PRO STREET, WITH SENDING UNIT 224.95
400-116-03 CLAMP SET FOR 16-GALLON PRO STREET CELL 29.95
250-001-01 MINIATURE 1-GALLON FUEL CELL, 6x6x12” 112.95
371-070-03 SENDING UNIT, 11-1/8” DEEP, 70-10 FOR MOST FORDS 94.95
371-090-03 SENDING UNIT, 11-1/8” DEEP, 0-90 FOR MOST GM 94.95
371-240-03 SENDING UNIT, 11-1/8” DEEP, 240-33 FOR AUTOMETER 94.95
378-240-03 SENDING UNIT, 8-1/2” DEEP, 240-33 FOR AUTOMETER 91.95
600-025-01 RADIATOR-OVERFLOW CAN 20.00
6328 STRAP MOUNT FOR FUEL CELL (SET OF 4) 28.00

Fuel Cells

� Aluminum Fuel Cells Triangle Engineering’s fuel
cells feature .090”-thick aluminum. They come complete
with aircraft caps and are filled with foam baffling.
Dimensions listed refer to length, width and height,
respectively.

Aluminum Fuel Cells & Accessories

TE 5504 FUEL CELL, 3-GALLON UPRIGHT, 8x8x15” $249.00
TE 5501 FUEL CELL, 5-GALLON CELL, 12x12x8” 265.00
TE 5502 FUEL CELL, 10-GALLON CELL, 16-1/2x16-1/2x 9” 269.00
TE 5503 FUEL CELL, 15-GALLON CELL, 20x18x10” 305.00
TE 5503-S FUEL CELL, 15-GALLON WITH 0-90-OHM SENDING UNIT, 20x18x10” 315.00
TE 5508 FUEL CELL, 15-GALLON WITH 80-10-OHM SENDING UNIT, 20x18x10” 315.00
TE 5505 FUEL CELL, 20-GALLON CELL, 24x20x10” 320.00
TE 5505-S FUEL CELL, 20-GALLON WITH 0-90-OHM SENDING UNIT, 24x20x10” 325.00
TE 5506 FUEL CELL, 20-GALLON WITH 80-10-OHM SENDING UNIT, 24x20x10” 325.00
TE 6304 COOLANT-RECOVERY TANK; 1-QT. CAPACITY 95.00
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� FAB9™ pricing includes housing ends

The first affordable fabricated rearend housings are 
available exclusively from Chris Alston’s Chassisworks.
FAB9™ housings are stronger than stock housings – and

five pounds lighter! The 3”axle
tubes are supported by 

internal gusset plates built
into the case, giving the

tubes additional strength.
They are fully machined after

welding for tighter tolerance, and
use studs to mount the third member.

Engineered to accept all 9”, Ford-style differentials,
each FAB9™ includes a fully
welded center section with
axle tubes installed, plus
machined housing ends in
either Olds, big-Ford, small-
Ford, small-GM or Mopar styles.

(To simplify bracket installation, ends are not installed.)
Optionally available is a 2-piece, tapered back brace

starting at $74. The triangle formed by the back brace
dramatically increases the rigidity over adding a back
brace to a stock Ford housing.

FAB9™ housings can also be ordered complete with
housing ends, suspension brackets, axle vent and back
brace installed, as pictured.

Ideal for all types of competition and Pro Street 
applications, FAB9™ housings are in stock now and 
ready for immediate delivery. Availabl e in mild steel 

or 4130 chromemoly. The 4130 rearend
housings are suggested

for vehicles weighing
more than 
3000 pounds with 

650-plus horsepower.

FAB9™ Rearend Housings

� FAB9™ with 4-Link Brackets

8200 FAB9™, 45.5” WIDE; CHOICE OF HOUSING ENDS $354.00-UP
8201 FAB9™, 61.5” WIDE; CHOICE OF HOUSING ENDS 379.00-UP
8252 FAB9™ HOUSING WITH BRACKETS INSTALLED 650.00-UP
8203 FAB9™, 45.5” WIDE; CHOICE OF HOUSING ENDS; 4130 530.00-UP
8204 FAB9™, 61.5” WIDE; CHOICE OF HOUSING ENDS; 4130 584.00-UP
8253 FAB9™ HOUSING WITH BRACKETS INSTALLED; 4130 903.00-UP

FAB9™

A Chassisworks
Exclusive!
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� FAB9™ with 
Eliminator II Brackets

� FAB9™ with Ladder
Brackets

Our FAB9™ back brace is tapered in two dimensions for
the ultimate in strength, combined with weight reduction.
This 2-piece design is available in three sizes for maximum
combined housing lengths of 35”, 45” or 55”. Braces are
easily shortened to fit narrower housings. (Two of each
brace are required to reinforce one rearend housing.) 2342 15” BACK BRACE FOR HOUSINGS UP TO 35” $37.00 EACH

2335 20” BACK BRACE FOR HOUSINGS UP TO 45” 42.00 EACH
2343 25” BACK BRACE FOR HOUSINGS UP TO 55” 47.00 EACH
2705 15” 4130 BACK BRACE FOR HOUSINGS UP TO 35” 77.00 EACH
2704 20” 4130 BACK BRACE FOR HOUSINGS UP TO 45” 82.00 EACH
2706 25” 4130 BACK BRACE FOR HOUSINGS UP TO 55” 92.00 EACH    

Back Braces

� Save $10 on back brace 
when purchased with housing!
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Precision-laser-cut axle-bearing retainers are horseshoe- shaped to
allow axle bearing to be installed before the retainers. Allows for fast
and easy axle removal.

Back braces are available separately for Ford 9”and Mopar
8-3/4” housings. Some trimming and grinding are required.
Fits housings up to 40” long.

8022 AXLE RETAINERS, SMALL FORD (PAIR) $24.00
8023 AXLE RETAINERS, OLDS, FOR 3.15”-OD BEARING (PAIR) 24.00
8024 AXLE RETAINERS, EARLY BIG FORD, FOR 3.15”-OD BEARING (PAIR) 24.00
8025 AXLE RETAINERS, LATE BIG FORD, FOR 3.15”-OD BEARING (PAIR) 24.00
8026 AXLE RETAINERS, SMALL GM, FOR USE WITH 3.15” BEARING FOR

CAMARO, CHEVELLE & NOVA 24.00

Axle Retainers

8050 FORD 9” BACK BRACE $98.00
8051 MOPAR 8-3/4” BACK BRACE 98.00

Back Brace

8040 HOUSING-FILLER ASSEMBLY $30.00
8041 AXLE VENT 10.00
8042 HOUSING-DRAIN SLEEVE 10.00

Vent, Filler & Drain
� Filler Assembly
Welds on top of the housing as a filler and
plug. Steel sleeve welds directly to the 
housing. Aluminum cap features an O-ring
seal to prevent accidental loosening.

� Axle Vent
Prevents pressure buildup in your housing.
A must for safety-conscious racers. All-steel
assembly screws into 1/8” pipe thread.

� Drain Sleeve
Drains oil from housing. Uses 1/2” diameter
pipe plug.

8000 BIG-FORD EARLY HOUSING ENDS WITH SEAL (PAIR) $98.00
8001 BIG-FORD LATE HOUSING ENDS WITH SEAL (PAIR) 98.00
8002 BIG-FORD EARLY HOUSING ENDS, DRAG STYLE (PAIR) 65.00
8003 OLDS ’49-64 HOUSING ENDS, DRAG STYLE (PAIR) 65.00
8004 MOPAR HOUSING ENDS (PAIR) 65.00
8005 SMALL FORD HOUSING ENDS (PAIR) 65.00
8006 SMALL-GM HOUSING ENDS, SEAL STYLE, FOR 3.150” BEARING (PAIR) 98.00
8007 BIG-FORD LATE HOUSING ENDS, DRAG STYLE 65.00    
8008 SYMMETRICAL, 3”-SQUARE BOLT PATTERN ENDS, DRAG STYLE 65.00
8009 BIG-GM HOUSING ENDS, SEAL TYPE, FOR 3.150" BEARINGS (PAIR) 98.00

Billet housing ends for race applications are available for
early big-bearing Ford or Olds and small-bearing Ford or
Mopar patterns. We now have housing ends with stock axle
seals for early and late big-Ford bearings and small-GM

housing ends. These are used for street applications using
OEM bearings for better oil control. Model 8006 requires
Number-8026 retainers to retain axles because it uses a
3.150”-OD axle bearing, instead of the stock bearing.

Housings Ends
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A Chassisworks exclusive! All-new polygon drive with preferred-locking collar latch 
creates a steering system that reduces play and is easier to use than pin-lock designs,
while preventing your steering wheel from slipping off. Our stop collar supplies tactile
feedback that the hub is installed correctly. The hub attaches only in one position;
its machined guide mechanism with engraved arrow aids rotational alignment 
during installation, plus provides consistent steering-wheel-to-front-tires orientation.
Two drilled hub styles fit a standard, 3-bolt flange (6162) or 5-bolt Grant GT (6163).
Our blank flange (6168) lets you drill holes to match other wheel patterns.

6101 MIL-SPEC U-JOINT, DUAL 3/4” BORES, 7/8” OD $80.00
6103 COLUMN-TUBE ADAPTER, 3/4”-36 SPLINE 29.00
6116 STEERING COLUMN WITH SINGLE U-JOINT 108.00
6117 STEERING-WHEEL FLANGE, ROUND, 3-HOLE 8.00
6160 SHAFT AUXILIARY BUSHING FOR 3/4” SHAFT 39.00
6162 QUICK-RELEASE HUB, STANDARD, 3-HOLE 58.00
6163 QUICK-RELEASE HUB, GRANT GT, 5-HOLE 88.00
6168 QUICK-RELEASE HUB, BLANK, NO HOLES 88.00

6195 FEMALE COUPLER, 9/16”-26-SPLINE, W/3/4” BORE $20.00
6196 MALE COUPLER, 9/16”-26-SPLINE, FOR 3/4” BORE 20.00
6197 U-JOINT, DUAL 3/4” BORE, PIN & BLOCK 51.00
6198 U-JOINT, 9/16”-26x3/4” BORE, PIN & BLOCK 61.00
FR1708 U-JOINT, 9/16”-26x3/4”-36, NEEDLE-BEARING STYLE 69.00
FR1711 U-JOINT, 3/4”-36x3/4”-36, NEEDLE-BEARING STYLE 69.00
FR1792 DUAL U-JOINT, 3/4”-36x3/4”-36, NEEDLE BEARING 149.00
FR1793 DUAL U-JOINT, 9/16”-26x3/4”-36, NEEDLE BEARING 149.00

� Quick-Release Hubs

Steering Columns & Quick-Release Hubs

Combination choices include single or dual universal joints in
the shaft; a splined coupler or universal joint to attach the
steering box; and three quick-release hubs. Steering shafts
and support tubes are 3/4”, 4130 chromemoly tubes. A 1-1/8”,
4130 column-mount tube features flanged polymer bearings
to support the shaft. U-joints for drag cars under 2800 lbs.
(Numbers 6197 and 6198) are economical pin-and-block
designs. Mil-spec U-joint 6101 is an upgrade to the pin-and-
block style, featuring less free play and a sealed design; use 
it with coupler 6196 to attach directly to a Pinto rack. All
vehicles over 2800 lbs. (drag or street) need needle-bearing
U-joints. Splined tube adapter 6103 converts a 3/4”shaft to
3/4”-36-spline for use with needle-bearing U-joints. FR1711,
which has a 3⁄4”-36 spline in each end, is the center U-joint 
in a column; it will misalign approximately 
30 degrees. FR1792 is a double-style,
3⁄4”-36-spline U-joint that accommodates up to 60 degrees of
misalignment. Needle-bearing U-joints can also attach directly

to the steering box. Most spline sizes are available. FR1708
fits a Pinto rack. FR1711 fits our street-machine rack. FR1792
and FR1793 are high-misalignment models for Pinto and
Chassisworks street-machine racks. Double U-joints require a
steering-shaft auxiliary bushing (6160).

� Steering Columns & Accessories

6195

6163

6197

3361

6101

6103

6160

6162 6168

Steering Column 
with U-Joint, Coupler 
& Quick Release Hub
$187-up; with Dual 
U-Joints $212-up!
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Steering Components
� New Pinto Rack Our top-quality version of the popular ’71-72 Pinto rack and pinion 
is made from all-new components and chrome-plated for a winning appearance.

� Pro Box Made from the finest aerospace materials, this rack is 
our first choice for all professional doorslammer chassis. Aluminum 
housing is fully polished.

� Pinto Tie Rods Universal design can be used with either
struts or A-arms. Tie rods will adapt the length of Pinto 
rack-and-pinion tie-rod tubes.
Kit includes misalignment bushings 
and rod ends. Also available:
1/2”-bore tie-rod ends with 
misalignment bushings.

� Billet Rack Clamp Machined from 
billet aluminum and fully polished, our clamp
replaces the factory rubber mount used on 
the passenger side of a ’71-72 Pinto rack.

� Pro Box Tie Rods These tie rods feature direct-
threaded, 4130 tubes with hex adjusters and a gold-irridite
finish. Our kit features 7/16”Teflon-lined 4130 rod ends and
both right- and left-hand threads for easy toe-in adjustments.
A full 12 inches long, the tubes can easily be shortened to fit
any application.

� Mustang II Tie-Rod Adapters
These adapters with hex
adjusters weld to Mustang II
or Pinto rack-and-pinion tie
rods to lengthen or shorten
the rack as necessary.
Spherical-bearing Mustang II
tie-rod ends are available in
two sizes: Number 6107 is 
a pair of 1/2”-bore, female spherical rod ends with 1/2”
bolt and misalignment spacers to attach a Pinto rack to a
steering arm with 1/2” straight bore; Number 6109 is similar,

except it has a tapered stud
with misalignment spacers 
that attach a Pinto rack 
to a 1974-80 Mustang II 
spindle. The tapered 
stud, Number 1230, is 
also available individually.

6119 NEW PINTO RACK & PINION $262.00
WH 6109 PRO BOX 420.00
6100 PINTO TIE RODS 65.00
6112 PRO BOX TIE RODS 235.00
6124 BILLET RACK CLAMP 54.00
6106 MUSTANG II TIE-ROD ADAPTERS (PAIR) 44.00
6107 TIE-ROD END, A-ARM, 1/2” BORE 34.00
6109 TIE-ROD ENDS, MUSTANG II TAPER, WITH 1/2” ROD END 62.00
1230 SPINDLE STUD, MUSTANG II, 1/2-20 FOR 1/2” ROD ENDS 27.00
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U-Joints & Splined Shafts

FR1708 NEEDLE U-JOINT, 9/16”-26x3/4”-36 $69.00
FR1709DD NEEDLE U-JOINT, 9/16”-26x3/4”-DD 69.00
FR1711 NEEDLE U-JOINT, 3/4”-36x3/4”-36 69.00
FR1712DD NEEDLE U-JOINT, 1”-48x3/4”-DD 69.00
FR1713 NEEDLE U-JOINT, 1”-48x3/4”-36 69.00
FR1714DD NEEDLE U-JOINT, 1”-DDx3/4”-36 69.00 
FR1715DD NEEDLE U-JOINT, 3/4”-36x3/4”-DD 69.00
FR1716DD NEEDLE U-JOINT, 3/4”-DDx3/4”-DD 69.00
FR1717DD NEEDLE U-JOINT, 1”-DDx3/4”-DD 69.00
FR1723 NEEDLE U-JOINT, 13/16”-36x3/4”-36 69.00
FR1724 NEEDLE U-JOINT, 3/4”-30x3/4”-36 69.00
FR1726 NEEDLE U-JOINT, 5/8”-36x3/4”-36 69.00
FR1800B14 MIL-SPEC U-JOINT, 3/4”x3/4” BORES 90.00
FR1850 SHAFT, 3/4”-DDx18” PLAIN STEEL 21.00
FR1850PL SHAFT, 3/4”-DDx18” PLATED STEEL 45.00

6122 MUSTANG II RACK & PINION, NEW          $209.00
6118 MUSTANG II TIE-ROD ENDS, STOCK LENGTH (PAIR)    48.00
6108 MUSTANG II RACK-MOUNT SET (PAIR)   44.00
6177 MUSTANG II TIE-ROD ENDS, 1-1/2”LONGER (PAIR)          48.00

BR VJ-736X526 3/4”-36 FEMALE x 9/16”-26 YOKE 
VIBRATION REDUCER $166.00

BR VJ-7DDX526 3/4”-DD FEMALE x 9/16”-26 YOKE 
VIBRATION REDUCER 166.00

BR C10526 COUPLER, PINTO RACK & PINION 26.00
BR U10H-526R SPLINED U-JOINT, PINTO RACK & PINION 61.00
BR U10H-R BORED UNIVERSAL JOINT, DUAL 3/4” BORES 51.00
BR S736X2X SPLINED SHAFTS, 3/4”-36, AVAILABLE IN 

EVEN SIZES FROM 4” THROUGH 16” 31.00
BR S736X2X SPLINED SHAFTS, 3/4”-36, AVAILABLE IN 

EVEN SIZES FROM 18” THROUGH 36” 36.00

Mustang II Rack & Steering Components

� Mustang II Rack
Chassisworks offers a new Mustang II rack and pinion.

� Mustang II Tie-Rod Ends
We offer new tie-rod ends for Mustang II rack and spindle
ends. Available in the stock shaft length and a 1-1/2”-longer
version.

� Universal Joints For Pro Street applications,
we offer needle-bearing U-joints. These allow you to 
connect your factory steering column to a rack and 
pinion on the steering box.

� Splined Shafts These double-splined,
3/4”-diameter, 36-spline shafts are available in even 
lengths from 4”to 36”to complete your installation.
Also available is a 3/4x36x9/16x26”-yoke, vibration-reducing 
U-joint. The vibrational reducer is on the 3/4x36”end.

� Mustang II Rack-Mount Set
Our precision-machined, billet-steel mounts for the Mustang II
rack and pinion weld to your chassis.

all components can be
upgraded to meet your

specific needs.
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Flaming River tilt columns are constructed
of all-new components. Standard tilt steering
columns are available in paintable steel or polished
stainless steel, in three lengths: 30”, 32” or 35”.
The diameter of these standard columns is 1-3/4”.

Also available is a tilt column with gearshift lever and 
illuminated indicator panel. Tilt gearshift columns are offered
in lengths of 28”, 30”and 33”. Gearshift-column diameter is 2”.

Polished firewall mounts, specially designed for use 
with Flaming River tilt columns, are offered in two sizes:
1-3/4” (for standard tilt columns) or 2” (for gearshift columns).
Also available are column drops of 2-1/2”, 3-1/2”, 5-1/2” and 
6-1/2”. Column drops are offered in a choice of polished or 
satin finish.

Complete, bolt-in tilt columns for 1967-69 Camaros are 
available in paintable steel or stainless steel. Bolt-in tilt 
assemblies for 1955-57 Chevys are offered in both standard 
and gearshift styles.

Flaming River Tilt Columns & Accessories

PAINTABLE STEEL TILT COLUMN; 30”, 32” OR 35” $299.00
STAINLESS TILT COLUMN; 30”, 32” OR 35” 459.00
PAINTABLE STEEL TILT WITH GEAR SHIFT; 28”, 30” OR 33” 489.00
STAINLESS TILT WITH GEAR SHIFT; 28”, 30” OR 33” 559.00
’67-69 CAMARO PAINTABLE STEEL, TILT ONLY 299.00
’67-69 CAMARO STAINLESS STEEL, TILT ONLY 459.00
’55-57 CHEVY PAINTABLE STEEL, TILT ONLY 299.00
’55-57 CHEVY STAINLESS STEEL, TILT ONLY    459.00
’55-57 CHEVY PAINTABLE STEEL, TILT WITH GEARSHIFT 489.00
’55-57 CHEVY STAINLESS STEEL, TILT WITH GEARSHIFT 559.00
POLISHED FIREWALL MOUNT; 1-3/4” OR 2” 79.00
SATIN COLUMN DROP; 2-1/2”, 3-1/2”, 5-1/2” OR 6-1/2” 79.00
POLISHED COLUMN DROP; 2-1/2”, 3-1/2”, 5-1/2” OR 6-1/2” 89.00
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Our seat is superior to similar-appearing models offered elsewhere.
The outside is narrower, greatly increasing clearance inside the car,
yet the inside is wide enough for even the largest racer. Our head rest
runs straight up — not tilted back — for optimum driver protection.

Leg room increases by 1-1/2”. Because it sits closer to the floor than
competitors’ models, head room also increases. This double-wall seat
is rotationally molded from premium polyethylene material, with

slots provided for a shoulder harness,
lap belt and crotch strap.

A black, snap-on upholstery
cover is included.

� Aluminum 
Drag Seat

This JAZ aluminum
seat comes with a
black-vinyl cover

for $179.00.

6300 DOUBLE-WALL POLY SEAT WITH COVER $108.00
6301 STOCK-FLOOR SEAT MOUNT 44.00
6302 TUBE-STYLE SEAT FRAME FOR FULL CHASSIS 87.00
6303 QUICK-RELEASE PASSENGER-SEAT MOUNT 39.00
6313 SEAT-BELT BOSSES (4) 24.00

6307 WINDOW-NET MOUNT $56.00
6308 RECTANGULAR WINDOW NET (BLACK) 43.00
6309 RECTANGULAR WINDOW NET (RED) 43.00 
6310 RECTANGULAR WINDOW NET (BLUE) 43.00
6317 ANGLE NET (BLACK) 48.00
6318 ANGLE NET (RED) 48.00
6319 ANGLE NET (BLUE) 48.00

Seats

� Seat Mounts Three seat mounts
are available. Each is shipped unassem-
bled for ease of installation.

Number 6301 is for use with stock-
type floors. It bolts to the seat and floor,

and adjusts for
height and angle.
Yellow-zinc finish.

Number 6302 is a tube-frame style
for use in full-chassis cars. Our new

design is the best driver-seat
mount on the market, period —
at a very competitive price.
This quick-release unit bolts in,

meeting the latest NHRA rules. Install
it with our Number-6313 seat-belt
bosses (four pieces with 7/16” fine
threads).

Number 6303, our quick-release 
passenger-seat mount, is the perfect
companion to Number 6302. It holds
the passenger seat securely, yet is easily
removed. Bare-metal finish.

� Window Nets and Mount The exclusive design of
our window-net mount allows us to offer it at a greatly
reduced price. It’s also easier to install and operate than 
previous designs. The net lowers for easy entry and exit 
by simply removing a spring-
loaded pin. Our heavy-duty steel
mount features a cad-plated finish
and accepts 24”, ribbon-style nets.
Nets are offered in three colors
(see chart). Rectangular nets are
18x24”; angle nets measure 24”
(top) by 18” (back) by 24” (front).

Window Nets
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� Radiators Three Chassisworks radiators cover all door-
slammer applications. Each lightweight model weighs just seven
pounds and features a 1-1/4”-thick aluminum core and plastic
tank. Its outlets measure 1-1/4”OD. Lightweight radiators are
offered in two styles and sizes: remote-fill, which measures
24x12-1/2”; or direct-fill, with cap flange on tank (as shown on
the right), 27x12-1/2”. Our heavy-duty, all-aluminum radiator
(left) delivers maximum cooling. It measures 21-1/2x12-1/2”.

� Radiator Mount Our quick-release, 4130-tube mount
bolts to all Chassisworks radiators. Sold in bare-metal finish.

� Window Spacer This kit spaces a Lexan window up
from the stock flange, making it flush with the body. Ideal 
for use on the windshield or rear window. Shipped complete
with counter-sunk bolts and lock nuts. Fifteen-foot strip 
measures 1/2x3/4”.

� Window Frames Designed to hold Lexan windows in
hardtop doors that have no stock frames, these frames can
also be easily adapted to fit doors with or without wing 
windows. Because we use 4130 tube, these super-strong
frames do not require additional supports. All hardware is
included. Shipped unwelded, in bare metal.

6802 WINDOW-INSTALLATION SPACER KIT $49.00
6809 SIDE-WINDOW FRAMES (PAIR) 108.00

6401 BATTERY BOXES, SHEET-
METAL STYLE (PAIR) $82.00

6419 BATTERY BOX, SHEET-
METAL STYLE (SINGLE) 44.00

6012 RADIATOR, REMOTE-FILL $129.00
6013 RADIATOR, DIRECT-FILL 129.00
6014 RADIATOR CAP FOR NUMBER 6013 13.00
6015 RADIATOR MOUNT, QUICK-RELEASE 44.00
6022 HEAVY-DUTY ALUMINUM RADIATOR 366.00
JZ 600-025-01 RADIATOR-OVERFLOW CAN 20.00

6800 INNER DOOR HANDLES (PAIR) $75.00
6801 DOOR HINGES (PAIR) 75.00

� Inner Door Handles Our design attaches directly to the
door panel and OEM door latch. Handles can be positioned 
almost anywhere on the door panel. Aluminum levers and linkage
are included with each pair of handles (enough for two doors).

� Door Hinges Ideal for mounting fiberglass or steel 
doors on full-chassis cars. Quick-release style allows for instant
door removal.

Window Spacers 
& Window Frames

Radiators

Door Handles & Hinges

Battery Box
Designed to mount to either side of the frame, our box includes 
flanged lightening holes for extra strength. Sized for Group-24 
batteries, the tray measures 6-3/4x10-1/2”. Sold in bare-metal 
finish. Our 3/8”-diameter hold-down assembly meets all 
sanctioning-body requirements. Hold-down straps adjust to 
accommodate batteries up to 12” tall. Sold in pairs or individually.
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6004 CHEVROLET (ALL) MID PLATE, ALUMINUM (28x20”) $97.00
6005 CHRYSLER “B” MID PLATE, ALUMINUM (28x20”) 107.00
6006 BLANK MID PLATE, ALUMINUM (28x20”) 74.00
6020 FORD BIG-BLOCK MID PLATE, ALUMINUM (28x20”) 107.00
6023 CHEVY FUEL-CAR-STYLE MID PLATE (24x24”) 176.00
6024 FUEL-CAR-STYLE MID PLATE; NO ENGINE HOLES (24x24”) 176.00

� Motor Plates A motor plate makes engine installation and
removal easier, while reinforcing the front of the chassis. Our
1-piece design is stronger than common 2-piece plates, and creates 
additional header clearance. Material is 1/4”-thick, 6061-T6 aluminum,
computer-machined for accuracy. Extra-large-size, trapezoidal-shaped
(39x30x12”) will fit most applications. Shipped with mounting tabs.

Chevy motor plates (Numbers 6045 and 6046) are CNC-profile-
milled from 1/4”-thick, 6061-T6 aluminum for small- and big-block
Chevys. These add rigidity and provide additional clearance for 
dry-sump pumps and steering
components on full-chassis
cars. Thirty-four inches wide at
mounting points. Installation
hardware included.

� Mid Plates Our computer-machined mid plates
are available in three sizes: Two 6061-T6 aluminum
plates with solid centers (28-3/4x20x1/8”-thick and
24x24x1/4”-thick), and one open-center style
(30x14”) made from .090”-thick steel. Mid plates 
are available for most combinations. (See chart.)
Aluminum 1/8” plates are shipped with mounting 

tabs. Steel plates
require Number-
6036 bracket set.

Motor Plates & Mid Plates

 6000 6001

 6002 6003

 6019 6030

 6032 6033

 6035 6041

 6043 6044

 6045 6046

6027 6028

6029 6031

6034 6042

6049

 6004 6005

 6006 6020

 6023 6024

6000 SMALL-BLOCK CHEVY MOTOR PLATE $107.00
6001 BIG-BLOCK CHEVY MOTOR PLATE 107.00
6002 CHRYSLER “B”-ENGINE MOTOR PLATE 117.00
6003 BLANK MOTOR PLATE 87.00
6019 FORD MOTOR PLATE, 429-460 117.00
6032 FORD CLEVELAND MOTOR PLATE 117.00
6033 FORD 289-351W MOTOR PLATE 117.00
6030 CHRYSLER 318-340-360 MOTOR PLATE 117.00
6035 OLDS 455 MOTOR PLATE 117.00
6041 FORD FE 352-428 MOTOR PLATE 117.00
6043 FORD 429-460 WATER-PUMP MOUNT 117.00
6044 FORD 5.OL INTERNAL WATER PUMP 117.00
6045 PROFILED SMALL-BLOCK CHEVY MOTOR PLATE 126.00
6046 PROFILED BIG-BLOCK CHEVY MOTOR PLATE 126.00

6027 CHEVY (ALL) MID PLATE, STEEL (30x14”) $44.00
6028 CHRYSLER 383-426-440 MID PLATE (30x14”) 64.00
6029 FORD 429-460 MID PLATE, STEEL (30x14”) 64.00
6031 CHRYSLER SMALL-BLOCK MID PLATE, STEEL (30x14”) 64.00
6034 FORD SMALL-BLOCK MID PLATE, STEEL (30x14”) 64.00
6036 BRACKET SET FOR STEEL MID PLATES 12.00
6042 FORD FE 352-428 MIDPLATE, STEEL 64.00
6049 PONTIAC-BUICK-OLDS V8 MIDPLATE 64.00

6001

6004
6027

� Engine-Installation Kit  Includes Motor
Plate, Steel Mid Plate, Trans-Mount Bracket &
Round Driveshaft Loop – As low as $183
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� Motor-Plate Bracket Our scalloped motor-plate
bracket is made from 1/8”-thick, 4130 sheet, which is laser-cut
and shipped flat. Its bolt pattern
matches that of motor-plate-
adapter 6047. This bracket is
“folded up” to form a ledge,
which holds the motor plate.
The backing-doubler washers
are then welded to the back to
strengthen the bracket. The
bracket fits 1-1/4” tube.

� Motor-Plate Adapter This billet-aluminum spacer
allows you to mount a big- or small-block engine in the 
chassis when using our
profile-milled motor
plates. Install the small-
block mounts first,
then add the spacer
when converting to 
a big-block. Includes
mounting hardware.

� Transmission Crossmember This universal design is
ideal for either round or square frames. Crossmember is 36”
long and 1-1/4” in diameter. Packaged complete with bracket,
as pictured. (Bracket can also be purchased separately.)

� Torque Limiter A limiter keeps the engine from 
moving rearward and prevents automatic-transmission-case
breakage. It attaches to the frame near the motor plate, and
to the engine on the stock motor-mount boss. Complete as
shown. Shipped unassembled.

� Shifter Platform This exclusive Chassisworks design
provides a rigid platform for most automatic-transmission
shifters. Our quick-release mount attaches to the driveshaft
loop, making transmission and tunnel removal much easier.
Lightweight, tube-style construction. Shipped unassembled.

6017 LENCO TRANSMISSION-MOUNT RAILS $107.00

6047 MOTOR-PLATE ADAPTER FOR 6045 & 6046 $50.00 6074 MOTOR-PLATE BRACKET FOR 1-1/4” TUBE (PAIR) $30.00

6007 UNIVERSAL TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER $54.00
6008 TRANSMISSION-MOUNT BRACKET 12.00

� Driveshaft Loops Mandrel-bent from
7/8”-OD, 4130 tubing, these loops feature a
narrower size: 6”wide (for greater seat clear-
ance) by 11”tall. Designed to meet NHRA
requirements, they fit 3”-diameter driveshafts.
Order with quick-release pins and mounting
sleeves, or as a loop only.

6018 SHIFTER PLATFORM $65.00

6009 TORQUE LIMITER  $44.00

� Lenco Transmission Mount Made of 4130 tubing,
our mount fits 3-speed and 4-speed Lencos. Its sliding 
design makes removal easy. Side rails reduce case flex and
help prevent rearward movement of the engine. Shipped
unassembled.

6021 ROUND DRIVESHAFT LOOP, LOOP ONLY $29.00
6010 ROUND DRIVESHAFT LOOP, QUICK-RELEASE STYLE 34.00
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� Front Firewall Trim this universal
kit to fit any car! Our .050”-thick
aluminum is covered with
PVC to protect the
finish during
installation. The fire-
wall is 24” tall and
60” wide, and features
a 3/4” flange to seal 
it to the transmission
tunnel. Package includes 
steel cowl cap and A-pillar
caps for welding to car body.

Special packaging allows all Chassisworks tubs to
be shipped via UPS! Available in three sizes:
24x36” (fits all tires under 31”tall); 24x40”
(for tires over 31”); 28x43”(tires over 33”).
All tubs come with square beads, and 
feature Pittsburgh seams for easy 
assembly. Steel tubs are made of 
22-gauge steel. Top-quality, .032”-thick-
aluminum material is covered with PVC
sheet (easily removed after installation) to 
protect the finish against scratching. Our exclusive
contour tool and photo-illustrated instructions are provid-
ed. All tubs are shipped unassembled for low freight and ease
of installation — except for our preformed truck tubs (Numbers 
6613 and 6619). Specially engineered to fit truck floors, they feature
thicker steel for weld-in installation, and come assembled specifically
for truck applications. All prices are for one pair of tubs.

� Dashboard This 3-piece package provides a center 
section plus matching end caps. A full 60” wide and
tall enough to accept gauges up to 3-1/2”in
diameter, our .040”-thick-aluminum
dashboard is easily trimmed
to fit any vehicle.
Rolled edges produce a
professional appearance.

� Transmission Tunnel Universal design fits most 
chassis and all popular automatic or manual transmissions.
Because it’s made of premium .040”-thick aluminum, this
Chassisworks assembly is more durable than tunnels being
sold throughout the industry. Your complete installation kit

includes driver-side and passenger-side transmission
tunnel with attached floor, plus driveshaft cover

and matching floor pieces. PVC coating 
protects the finish during installation.

Tunnel is 28” wide by 27-1/2” long.
Driveshaft cover is 28”wide

by 36”long. Driveshaft
cover is shipped in

three pieces.

Wheel Tubs

Interior Tin

6600 STEEL TUBS, 24X36” $87.00
6601 ALUMINUM TUBS, 24X36” 97.00
6602 STEEL TUBS, 24X40” 107.00
6603 ALUMINUM TUBS, 24X40” 117.00
6614 STEEL TUBS, 28X43” 171.00
6608 ALUMINUM TUBS, 28X43” 171.00
6613 TRUCK STEEL TUBS, 43”, ASSEMBLED 141.00
6619 TRUCK STEEL TUBS, 36”, ASSEMBLED 141.00

6605 FRONT FIREWALL,
ALUMINUM $117.00

6628 FRONT FIREWALL,
STEEL 117.00

6607 DASHBOARD $117.00

6606 TRANSMISSION TUNNEL,
ALUMINUM $140.00

6627 TRANSMISSION TUNNEL,
STEEL 150.00

� Front Floor Kits Kits are 22-1/2” wide and 60”
long to fit from the frame rail to the rocker panel.
Available out of high-quality, .050”aluminum or 
20-gauge steel for extra rigidity. All pieces have 
a 1/2”flat bead (to match our rear-floor kit) and 

aluminum 
has PVC 
protective coating.

6622 DRIVER-COMPARTMENT 
FLOOR, ALUMINUM $97.00

6623 DRIVER-COMPARTMENT 
FLOOR, STEEL 75.00
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Driveshaft Tunnel

Chassisworks offers these complete kits for use with
any Chassisworks subframe or Eliminator I-series 

chassis. All panels are laser-cut and precision-
bead-rolled on our CNC bead roller to match
our wheel tubs. Each floor kit contains
enough pieces to reinstall the complete floor,
from the dropped crossmember to the rear

bumper. Available in aluminum or steel.

Rear-Floor Kits

Our rear firewall is available in .040”-thick aluminum
or heavy-duty, 20-gauge steel. Kit includes oversized
pieces to cover the area from the package tray to 
your floor. All pieces have a 1/2”-flat bead and come
with protective PVC to protect your sheet during
installation. For best results, we recommend using this
kit in combination with our universal rear-floor kit.

This weld-in driveshaft tunnel is constructed of 
18-gauge steel. Universal size is shipped 7” wide, 10”
high, and 48” long. Great for use with rear-subframe
kits. Allows you to raise the driveshaft tunnel into your
car, allowing the vehicle to sit lower.

Available in either .040”aluminum or 20-gauge steel, this 
precision-laser-cut product mounts on the floor and covers the
sump for your fuel cell. Finished size is 9” wide by 11”long,
with a 1” lip on all four sides. Beaded for strength and protection,
our 1-piece design is the most 
advanced sump cover on the market.

6624 FUEL-TANK SUMP COVER, ALUMINUM $49.00
6625 FUEL-TANK SUMP COVER, STEEL 49.00

6620 REAR FIREWALL, ALUMINUM $74.00
6621 REAR FIREWALL, STEEL 64.00

6626 DRIVESHAFT TUNNEL, STEEL $48.00

6609 REAR FLOOR, LADDER-BAR, ALUMINUM $278.00
6610 REAR FLOOR, 4-LINK, ALUMINUM 278.00
6611 REAR FLOOR, LADDER-BAR, STEEL 278.00
6612 REAR FLOOR, 4-LINK, STEEL 278.00
6615 REAR FLOOR, ALUMINUM, FOR MODEL-7136 SUBFRAME 299.00
6616 REAR FLOOR, STEEL, FOR MODEL-7136 SUBFRAME 299.00

Fuel-Tank Sump Cover

Rear Firewalls

Any Rear Floor Only
$220 when Purchased

with Models 7100,
7114, 7128 or 7129 

Rear Frame!
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Spoiler

Constructed from .060”-thick aluminum, these access doors
feature a doubler-plate design to effectively seal the door.

Doors & Quarter Panels

6604 DOOR & QUARTER PANELS (PAIRS) $140.00

6617 ACCESS DOOR, 6x6” $44.00
6618 ACCESS DOOR, 8x12” 54.00

6810 SPOILER $420.00
6812 FLAP ADJUSTERS ONLY (SET OF 4) 168.00
6804 FLAP ADJUSTERS ONLY (SET OF 2) 87.00

Oversized (22x50”) door panels are easily trimmed for 
a custom fit in most vehicles. Our .032”-thick aluminum 
is factory-beaded and features a 
rolled top lip for that custom
appearance. This complete kit
(not shown) provides two door 
panels, plus driver-side and 
passenger-side inner quarter
panels. It is designed for use
with Chassisworks door hinges
and inner handles. PVC coating protects all surfaces
during installation.

Access Doors

This complete spoiler features state-of-the-art 
technology. Engineered to provide adjustable 
downforce with minimal drag, this type of wing is used 
on fast doorslammers not limited by spoiler restrictions.
Constructed of aluminum, it measures a full 22x72”. We provide 
four adjustable-length, “down”strut rods and flap adjusters.

An extra-long mounting lip 
permits installation on most cars.
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7130 ELIMINATOR II FRAME, BRACKETS ON HOOP $290.00
6246 4-LINK, ELIMINATOR II 247.00
6247 BILLET ADJUSTABLE LOWER SHOCK MOUNT 74.00
6230 WISHBONE, 1/2” CLEVIS 173.00
6266 ANTIROLL BAR 258.00
6276 ROD ENDS, 3/4 x1/2” 4130, TEFLON LINERS (8) 418.00

INDIVIDUAL PRICE: $1460.00

Package-“004” System Price: $1382.00
ABOVE WITH 14-POINT ROLL CAGE & 28 x 43” TUBS: $1826.00

7130 ELIMINATOR II FRAME, BRACKETS ON HOOP $290.00
7131 ELIMINATOR II FRAME, BRACKETS BEHIND HOOP 343.00
7133 4130 ELIMINATOR II FRAME, BRACKETS ON HOOP 450.00
7136 3X2” ELIMINATOR II FRAME 355.00

These affordable rear-frame systems bring
you all the advantages of our Eliminator II
suspension in the economical “back-half”
style. These rear frames make the perfect
starting point for a higher-technology
bracket car or the ultimate Pro Street
vehicle. This frame is offered in three
styles: 3x2”-box-rail style or two 1-5/8”-
round-tube versions.

For round-rail cars in which the driver’s
seat is far back in the body, up against
the wheel tub, use Model 7130. In this
frame, the 4-link front mount is even with
the main hoop.

For longer-wheelbase cars which 
position the driver’s seat considerably 
forward of the rear wheel tubs 
(6” to 12”), use Model 7131.
In this frame, the 4-link front 
mounts attach to bent 

crossmembers that extend behind the
main hoop. The 3x2”-box-rail version will
fit most vehicles and is easier to install.

All three frames require the use of 
a Chassisworks 14-point cage for 
the necessary rigidity and extra 
tubes to complete your 
frame. You will also 
need 7”-travel 
coil-overs.

Eliminator II Rear Frame

� For Your Best Value, Order A System

Roll-cage parts pictured are 
not included with rear frames.

� 3x2” Eliminator II
Rear Frame
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Rear Frames & Suspension Systems
Every Chassisworks subframe features a smooth,
mandrel-bent frame — not the ugly, wrinkled rails sold
elsewhere! Our unique designs let your vehicle ride
lower than with frames that fit under stock floors. Plus,
our tightly bent crossmember moves the rails closer
together to accept larger tires — even in the smallest
bodies. Ladder-bar or 4-link models are offered for all
popular cars and trucks. All subframes 

include full-length connectors, a dropped crossmember,
upper shock crossmember, frame crossmember and 
rear rails. Shipped unassembled for low freight, or 
factory-welded for your specific vehicle. For extra 
savings, order a package (see below).

7100 3X2” REAR FRAME (LADDER-BAR) $320.00
7114 3X2” REAR FRAME (4-LINK) 320.00
7128 1-5/8” REAR FRAME (LADDER-BAR) 320.00
7129 1-5/8” REAR FRAME (4-LINK) 320.00

6200 STANDARD LADDER BARS $224.00
6207 WELD-ON TRACK LOCATER 65.00
6203 ADAPTER-BOLT SET 24.00
6225 COIL-SPRING SETUP 182.00
695X TWO REAR SPRINGS 87.00
7100 OR 
7128 LADDER-BAR-FRAME KIT 320.00
6905 REAR SHOCKS (PR.) FOR COIL-SPRING SET 46.00
6021 ROUND DRIVESHAFT LOOP 29.00

INDIVIDUAL PRICE: $977.00

Package-“001”System Price: $892.00
WITH 10-POINT CAGE & 24 x40” TUBS: $1218.00

All components are upgradable to meet your specific needs.

4-Link Suspension Systems 

� Add Number-6610 Or -6612 Rear-Floor Kit 
For Only $220!

Ladder-Bar Suspension Systems 

� Add Number-6609 Or -6611 Rear-Floor Kit 
For Only $220!

6205 4-LINK $177.00
6208 BOLT-ON TRACK LOCATER 65.00
6225 COIL-SPRING SETUP 182.00
695X TWO REAR SPRINGS 87.00
6905 REAR SHOCKS (PR.) FOR COIL-SPRING SET 46.00
7114 OR 
7129 4-LINK-FRAME KIT 320.00
6021 ROUND DRIVESHAFT LOOP 29.00    

INDIVIDUAL PRICE: $906.00

Package-“002”System Price: $839.00
WITH 10-POINT CAGE & 24 x40” TUBS: $1165.00

All components are upgradable to meet your specific needs.

Factory-Welded 
Frame Special: 

$110

Now Available:
Round-Tube

Version
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� Low-Profile-Frame Package 

� Dropped Crossmember New style features a 
tighter bend and full-3-1/2”drop. Mandrel-bent, .083” tubing
is 58” long. Also available in heavy-duty, .120” wall.
New, 6-1/2”-drop, .120” wall is ideal for use on truck frames
where additional driveshaft clearance is needed. Perfect for
custom-chassis fabrication.

� U-Bend Full-180-degree U-bend is made from 3x2x.083”
tubing. The 120-degree bend is .120”-wall tubing. Use to make
custom frames and gussets.

� Frame-Notch Set Half-round gussets are 6” in 
diameter and 4” wide. They can notch a frame up to 3” deep.
Boxing plates also included.

7132 REAR FRAME, LOW-PROFILE, WITH BENDS $418.00
6270 PRO STREET 4-LINK, BLUE LINK BARS, CROSSMEMBER-MOUNT 381.00
6613 STEEL TRUCK TUBS 141.00
6249 PRO STREET TRACK LOCATER 117.00
6284 COIL-SPRING ASSEMBLY WITH ADJUSTABLE LOWER MOUNT 182.00
6905 REAR SHOCKS FOR COIL-SPRING SET 46.00
695X REAR SPRINGS 87.00

INDIVIDUAL PRICE: $1372.00

Special System Price: $1275.00
You Save: $97.00!
KONI UPGRADE: ADD $150.00
CHROME 4-LINK TUBES: ADD $70.00

Chassisworks now offers a 3x2”rear-frame clip specially
designed for pickups. The low-profile design of the 
rear rails keeps the frame under the bed for a neater
appearance. The frame is constructed of mandrel-bent,
3x2x.120”-wall tube and can be installed without 
a roll cage. Do not use this frame if you 

intend to tow anything or haul anything in the bed.
The dropped crossmember attaches under the frame to
two U-bends to greatly lower your truck. Models are 

available for many trucks. Shipped unwelded.
For your best value, purchase a system.

Truck Rear Frame

7106 DROPPED CROSSMEMBER, 3x2” $65.00
4508 CROSSMEMBER, HEAVY-DUTY, 3x2”, 60”, 3-1/2” DROP 87.00
4512 CROSSMEMBER, HEAVY-DUTY, 3x2”, 60”, 6-1/2” DROP 87.00
7101 FRAME-NOTCH SET 54.00
4509 U-BEND, 180°; 3x2x.083” 35.00
4511 U-BEND, 120°; HEAVY-DUTY 3x2”, .120” WALL 35.00
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6102 UPPER A-ARMS (PAIR), CHROME FINISH $214.00
6110 MUSTANG II LOWER A-ARMS (PAIR), CHROME FINISH 278.00
6120 UPPER A-ARMS (PAIR), SILVER POWDER COATING 171.00
6121 MUSTANG II LOWER A-ARMS (PAIR), SILVER POWDER COATING 214.00
6126 UPPER A-ARMS (PAIR), BARE-METAL FINISH 171.00
6127 LOWER A-ARMS (PAIR), BARE-METAL FINISH 214.00

� Fabricated Spindles Intended only for drag racing,
our fabricated spindles are CNC-machined out of 4130 material
and weigh less than six pounds. A direct replacement for the
common (and outdated!) Pinto/Mustang II spindles, these 
new spindles have a black-powder-coat finish, 1/2”-20 thread 
in the steering arm, and feature relief-milled steering-arm 

and balljoint bosses 
to save weight. (Use 
Number 6164 with our

Number-8335 brake kit;
Number 6165 with both

the Number-8336 
and -8337
brake kits.)

A-Arm Front-Suspension Components

6164 FABRICATED DRAG-RACE SPINDLES FOR 
LIGHT-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR) $393.00

6165 FABRICATED DRAG-RACE SPINDLES FOR 
MEDIUM- OR HEAVY-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR) 393.00

6166 FABRICATED STREET-MACHINE MEDIUM-DUTY 
DRAG-RACE SPINDLES TO REPLACE STREET-MACHINE 
SPINDLES (DRAG RACING ONLY) (PAIR) 393.00

6167 TIE-ROD ENDS WITH ADAPTERS, STREET-MACHINE RACK 
TO FABRICATED SPINDLES (PAIR) 152.00

� Coil-Spring Assembly This economical alternative to
Koni front coil-overs is engineered for use in all Chassisworks
A-arm chassis and frames.
It offers 4”of total suspension 
travel, along with approximately
3”of ride-height adjustment. Our
exclusive design allows the spring to pivot at both the top

and bottom, preventing binding. It uses 
9”-long, 2-1/2”-ID coil springs and 
standard, OEM-style front shock
absorbers. (Shocks and springs 
must be purchased separately.)

Adjustable upper mounts are
included with Numbers 

6113 and 6125, or can be 
purchased separately.

Use Numbers 6114
or 6115 to mount

Koni 8216-2027 or VariShock 
coil-over shocks.

� Balljoints Sold in pairs, these premium-
quality, screw-in balljoints are 
compatible with all Chassisworks 
upper and lower A-arms.

6105 TRAVEL LIMITER $54.00

� Travel Limiter Compatible with either strut or A-arm
suspension, our limiter improves reaction 
time by restricting front-end travel. It 
provides a full 3”of  travel adjustment.
The adjuster attaches to your frame;
the cable attaches to the lower A-arm.

6114 ADJUSTABLE UPPER MOUNTS 
FOR 3x2” FRAME (PAIR) $65.00

6115 ADJUSTABLE UPPER MOUNTS 
FOR 1-5/8” FRAME (PAIR) 65.00

� Shock Mounts
Upper shock mounts for boxed 
and round frames.

� Upper A-Arms This exclusive Chassisworks design uses
Teflon-lined rod ends to adjust camber and caster. It was
engineered for use with Chassisworks screw-in balljoints
(Number 6104). Your existing chassis can be easily upgraded
to accept this improved suspension. Header clearance is
greatly increased by our elimination of the upper crossbar
found on conventional designs. Constructed of the highest-
quality material, these assemblies are sold in pairs and pack-
aged complete with rod ends. A-arms are compatible with
Chassisworks fabricated spindles and with Pinto/Mustang II
spindles. Upper A-arms are available either unfinished or 
finished with high-grade chrome or silver powder coating.

� Lower A-Arms All Chassisworks chassis and frames
now use our new, Mustang II-style spindles and lower 
A-arms. Constructed of the finest-quality material, these 
1-piece designs are stronger and easier to install. They also
feature easily replaceable polymer bushings in the pivots —
which provide a superior ride for Pro Street use. Lower 
A-arms are available either unfinished or 
finished with high-grade chrome or silver 
powder coating. 6113 COIL-SPRING ASSEMBLIES, FRONT, 3x2” FRAME (PAIR) $182.00

6125 COIL-SPRING ASSEMBLIES, FRONT, 1-5/8” FRAME (PAIR) 182.00
6128 FRONT SHOCK FOR COIL-SPRING SET (EACH) 24.00
615X COIL SPRINGS (PAIR) 87.00-UP

� Coil-Spring
Assemblies, Front
Shocks and Choice of
Springs – $247!

� Upper and Lower A-Arms and Balljoints: 
Chrome – $519; 
Powder-Coated Silver or Bare-Metal Finish – $429

6104 BALLJOINTS (PAIR) $49.00
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� Numbers 7104, 7137 and 7140 These models suit
most race car applications. This is the perfect upgrade from a
universal rear frame. Made of rectangular, 3x2x.083”-wall steel,
our frame is long enough to reach the main-hoop crossmember,
completely eliminating the stock front suspension and frame.
Number 7104 has 3-1/2” of ground clearance; 7137 has 4-1/2” of
ground clearance; 7140 has 6” of ground clearance.

� Numbers 7105 and 7139 These round, 1-5/8x.134”-
wall versions are intended for race cars with round rear frames
that retain stock front suspensions. This design allows you to
economically install a modern frame and the latest A-arm 
suspension. Number 7105 has 3”of ground clearance; 7139 has
5” of ground clearance.

� Numbers 7123, 7135
and 7138 These rectangular
frames were designed for use in street
rods and Pro Street machines that do not allow forward struts to
tie into the roll cage. These heavy-duty, 3x2x.120”-wall models
include a 3x2”front crossmember and Mustang II rack and 
pinion (which is stronger than Pinto steering). Three ride heights
are available: Number 7123 has 4-1/2” of ground clearance; 7135
has 6”of ground clearance; 7138 has 13” of ground clearance.
The 6”design is most popular for street-driven cars with 
narrowed, back-half frames. All frames come complete with 
mandrel-bent frame rails; a rack-and-pinion crossmember with
mounts; upper and lower A-arm brackets; detailed directions 
and assembly drawing. All frames use our standard A-arms,
balljoints and spindles. You can use Koni or VariShock 3”front
shocks with our adjustable mount (Number 6114); or, you can
install Chassisworks’ standard coil-spring setup with our front
shocks. Our Number-6107 tie-rod kit is required with all 1971-72
Pinto racks. The Mustang II rack uses stock tie-rod ends.

A-Arm Frames & Suspension Systems
A Chassisworks frame will remove up to 300 pounds of excess weight from your car
or truck. Since these unique designs use a straight front crossmember, the hub width
is infinitely adjustable. Now you can position your wheels at whatever width you need
(minimum of 50”) to maintain the correct track for your vehicle. Our
exclusive adjustable upper mounts allow 3”of ride-height adjustment.

These frames use Mustang II or
Chassisworks fabricated spindles and 
our Mustang II upper and lower A-arms
(available in silver-powder-coat; chrome;
or plain finish) and lightweight Pinto racks.
We package these components unassembled,
for lower freight charges. They do not require a 
jig to install. Excellent instructions and assembly 
drawings are provided. To make at-home 
installation even simpler, we also offer an
easy-to-use assembly fixture (Number
6706). Three frame styles are available.
The 1-5/8” and 3x2x.083” frames must be
tied to the roll cage with forward struts.

7104 A-ARM FRAME, 3x2x.083”; 3-1/2” GROUND CLEARANCE $310.00
7137 A-ARM FRAME, 3x2x.083”; 4-1/2” GROUND CLEARANCE 355.00
7140 A-ARM FRAME, 3x2x.083”; 6” GROUND CLEARANCE 354.00
7105 A-ARM FRAME, 1-5/8x.134”; 3” GROUND CLEARANCE 310.00
7139 A-ARM FRAME, 1-5/8x.134”; 5” GROUND CLEARANCE 364.00
7123 A-ARM FRAME, 3x2x.120”; 4-1/2” GROUND CLEARANCE 354.00
7135 A-ARM FRAME, 3x2x.120”; 6” GROUND CLEARANCE 374.00
7138 A-ARM FRAME, 3x2x.120”; 13” GROUND CLEARANCE 321.00
6706 A-ARM-ASSEMBLY FIXTURE 44.00

7104 A-ARM FRAME, 3x2x.083” $310.00
6120 UPPER A-ARMS (PAIR), SILVER 171.00
6121 LOWER A-ARMS (PAIR), SILVER 214.00
6104 TWO PAIRS OF BALLJOINTS 98.00
6113 FRONT COIL-SPRING MOUNTS (PAIR) 182.00
69XX TWO FRONT SPRINGS 87.00
6128 FRONT SHOCKS FOR COIL-SPRING SET (PAIR) 48.00
6706 A-ARM-ASSEMBLY FIXTURE 44.00

INDIVIDUAL PRICE: $1154.00

Package-“H” Special System Price: $1099.00
ADDITIONS TO SYSTEM PACKAGE ABOVE:
6119 NEW PINTO RACK & PINION $262.00
6124 BILLET RACK CLAMP 54.00
6106 TIE-ROD HEX ADAPTERS 44.00
6109 TIE-ROD ENDS, TAPERED 62.00
6165 FABRICATED MEDIUM-DUTY SPINDLES 393.00

Special System Price: $1806.00
ADD A NUMBER-8336 BRAKE KIT FOR $625 MORE.

� A-Arm Suspension Systems

� Upgrades to Aluminum
Coil-Overs Available

Factory-Welded
Frame:

Add $110
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Available for most cars and trucks,
Chassisworks roll bars are 1-3/4x.134”.
Roll cages are constructed of a 1-5/8
x.134”steel tubing to meet NHRA
requirements. (We also offer 4130
chromemoly, by special order.) Floor
plates are included. Chassisworks uses
a computer-controlled, 3-axis mandrel
bender to form our cages; not a 
manually gauged machine, like our
competitors. This assures that
Chassisworks bars and cages fit the
best. Our roll cages are specific to each
body style — not a universal (poor!)
fit. All struts are prenotched 
to make fitting and installation easier.
(Some final fitting is necessary.) All 
4-point roll bars feature bent rear
struts to retain the back-seat area.

A roll cage is much safer than a roll
bar and it is not much harder to install.
Plus, it provides the added benefit of
strengthening the chassis a noticeable
amount. When properly installed, a
cage does not impair driver vision,
nor hinder entry and exit from the 
car any more than a roll bar.

To easily upgrade your roll bar to a
cage, our Number-7005 conversion kit
includes cage sides and a windshield
brace. It is available in 1-5/8”- or
1-3/4”-OD tubing. All Chassisworks
bars and cages can eventually be
upgraded to the ultimate in driver 
protection: the 14-point roll cage.
Our additional-strength kit (Number
7007) adds support to any roll cage.
It includes additional side bars, dash
support and cage-top triangulator. (This
kit is included with our 14-point cages.)

Roll-cage-conversion kits are available
in 1-3/4” tube by special order.

Forward struts that extend through
the firewall can be purchased 
separately as Number 7010 (pair). Bent
rear struts that allow you to retain the
back seat can also be purchased as
Number 7011 (pair). Number 7006 is
two 1-1/4x72” straight struts that run
from the main hoop to the rear of the
frame. They are used when installing
the main hoop in the “X” configura-
tion. Rocker-support-tube Number
7024 provides an optional support
tube for the driver’s side, just above
the floor. (Standard in 14-point cage.)

Roll Bars & Cages
7000 4-POINT ROLL BAR WITH BENT 

REAR STRUTS $162.00
7001 8-POINT ROLL BAR, 1-3/4 x.134” 181.00
7002 8-POINT ROLL CAGE, 1-5/8 x.134” 227.00
7003 10-POINT ROLL CAGE, X-BRACE STYLE 258.00
7004 12-POINT ROLL CAGE 278.00
7015 14-POINT ROLL CAGE 302.00
7005 ROLL-BAR-TO-CAGE CONVERSION 106.00
7006 LONG REAR STRUTS FOR CROSS BRACE 28.00
7007 ADDITIONAL-STRENGTH KIT  38.00
7010 FORWARD STRUTS  43.00
7011 BENT REAR STRUTS  43.00
7020 8-POINT CAGE, 4130 470.00
7021 10-POINT CAGE, 4130 515.00
7022 12-POINT CAGE, 4130 554.00
7023 14-POINT CAGE, 4130 626.00
7024 ROLL-CAGE ROCKER-SUPPORT TUBE 21.00

� 7015

� 7004

� 7003

� 7002

� 7001

� 7000

� Numbers 7002, 7003 and 7004
shown with optional Number
7024. All cages illustrated with
optional Number-7026 Helmet
Bar (only $20 extra when 
purchased with cage).

All Roll Cages
Include 8 FREE

Gussets!
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Bar & Cage Components

� Swing-Out Clevis and Eyebolt Also available is 
a swing-out clevis set with eyebolts that move the side-bar 
pivots into the door openings. The eyebolt welds to the 
short tube that attaches to the cage side or main hoop,
moving the pivot into the door opening. Single-eyebolt sets

allow for top clearance; use dual-eyebolt sets
when bottom clearance is needed.

NHRA-accepted.

� Swing-Out Clevis Sets Dual-purpose design makes 
a roll-cage side bar fully removable — or, simply swing it 
out for easy entry! In Pro Street applications, additional sets
can be used on the passenger-side bar and/or the cage’s 
seat-back brace (easing access to the back seat). They fit 
1-5/8x.134” or 1-3/4 x.134”
tubing. NHRA-accepted.

� Side-Bar Clevis and Tube Use Number 7033 
to make the side bar in a roll bar removable or 
swing-out. It includes a bent lower tube 
that welds to the floor to make 
the lower end of the side 
bar pivot. NHRA-
accepted.

7008 SWING-OUT CLEVIS SET, 1-5/8x.134” ROLL CAGES $65.00
7031 SWING-OUT CLEVIS SET, 1-3/4x.134” ROLL CAGES 75.00
7033 SIDE-BAR CLEVIS & TUBE FOR 1-3/4x.134” ROLL BARS 140.00
7030 SWING-OUT CLEVIS & EYEBOLT, 1-5/8x.134” ROLL CAGES 117.00
7032 SWING-OUT CLEVIS & EYEBOLT, 1-3/4x.134” ROLL CAGES 130.00
7036 SWING-OUT CLEVIS & DUAL EYEBOLT, 1-5/8x.134” ROLL CAGES 145.00
7037 SWING-OUT CLEVIS & DUAL EYEBOLT, 1-3/4x.134” ROLL CAGES 158.00
7034 REMOVABLE-BACK-BRACE BRACKET KIT, 1-5/8” 72.00
7035 REMOVABLE-BACK-BRACE BRACKET KIT, 1-3/4” 72.00

7014 ROLL-BAR GUSSET (SET OF 4) $12.00

Our design is far stronger than gussets with holes. Made of
3/16” steel, these gussets add considerable strength to any
roll-cage joint.

� Roll-Bar Padding Specifically designed for use as roll-bar
padding, this extra-dense, close-cell material is not the ordinary
foam rubber being sold by most of our competitors. Designed with
an offset hole for easy installation, the thicker padding is directed
towards the driver. Packaged in 3-foot lengths, it is offered in your

choice of four colors.
Also in stock:

SFI-accepted, 3/4”
roll-bar-padding.

6817 BLACK ROLL-BAR PADDING, EACH $7.00
6819 RED ROLL-BAR PADDING, EACH 7.00
6820 ORANGE ROLL-BAR PADDING, EACH 7.00
6821 BLUE ROLL-BAR PADDING, EACH 7.00
690-002-01 SFI ROLL-BAR PADDING, 3/4” (BLACK), EACH 26.00

Roll-Bar Gusset
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Strange makes the finest axles and spools
for all applications.

Strange Engineering Products

SE A-3000 STREET-&-STRIP AXLES $289.50 PAIR
SE A-1000 DRAG-RACE AXLES, 35-SPLINE OR LESS 385.50 PAIR
SE A-2100 DRAG-RACE AXLES, 40-SPLINE, SOLID 419.50 PAIR
SE D-1518 SPOOLS, S/T-SERIES (FORD/GM)  179.00    
SE D-1555 SPOOLS, PRO-RACE (ALL APPLICATIONS) 189.50-UP

SE A-1025 1/2 x 2” SCREW-IN STUDS $20.54
SE A-1026 1/2 x 3” SCREW-IN STUDS 20.54
SE A-1027 5/8 x 3” SCREW-IN STUDS 77.04
SE A-1037 5/8 x 2-1/16” DRIVE STUDS 79.50
SE A-1038 5/8 x 2-3/8” DRIVE STUDS 79.50
SE A-1039 5/8 x 2-11/16” DRIVE STUDS  79.50

SE A-1019 AXLE BEARING, 1.772”-BORE, 3.150”-OD $31.80
SE A-1020 AXLE BEARING, 1.531”-BORE, 3.150”-OD  31.80
SE A-1021  AXLE BEARING, 1.562”-BORE, 3.150”-OD 31.80
SE A-1022 AXLE BEARING, MOPAR, NONADJUSTABLE 38.40
SE A-1023 MUSTANG BEARING, WITH RETAINER 38.40

Chassisworks offers the complete line
of  Strange steel and aluminum Ford-9”
and new 12-bolt-GM carriers — which
are perfect companions for our new
FAB9™ rearend housing!

Third Members 
& Cases

All wheel studs are
sold in sets of 10.

Studs

Axle bearing are available for
most applications, and are
sold individually.

Axle 
Bearings

SE N-1904 FORD-9” ALUMINUM CASE $379.50
SE N-1906 FORD-9” STEEL CASE 379.50
SE N-1922 FORD-9” PINION SUPPORT 120.05
SE N-1923 FORD-9” PINION BEARING, STOCK 44.55
SE N-1924    FORD-9” PINION BEARING, OVERSIZED 40.15
SE P-2048 FORD-9” COMPLETE THIRD MEMBER (STEEL OR ALUMINUM);

SPOOL; CHOICE OF GEARS;ASSEMBLED 1362.02-UP
SE N-1200 STRANGE 12-BOLT ALUMINUM DROP-OUT 423.95
SE P-2040 COMPLETE DANA-60 HOUSING 1625.00-UP
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� System Special Includes: 
3x2” Frame, Strange Struts with Medium-Duty
Brakes & Control Arms, New Pinto Rack with
Billet Clamp & Tie-Rod Tubes – Just $2282!        

� Subframe Connectors Designed for use with stock
floors of all popular cars, connectors reduce chassis flex 
substantially. Weld-in style is much more rigid than bolt-in
connectors. Packaged in pairs.

� Body Bushings These billet-machined subframe 
bushings will greatly reduce the chassis flex of the unibody
car. We recommend these be installed with our weld-in frame
connectors to complete the 
installation. Contains six bush-
ings (four large and two small)
to fit 1967-81 Camaros and
Firebirds and 1968-79 Novas.

Strut assemblies include 3”-travel Koni shocks, forged-
aluminum bodies with stainless-steel spindles, springs
matched to your application, complete brake kit and lower
control arms with Teflon-lined, chromemoly rod ends.

Struts are available as internally adjustable, stud-mounted;
internally adjustable, eye-mounted; or externally adjustable,
stud-mounted. Each includes your choice of lightweight,
medium-duty or heavy-duty brakes.

Strange Struts

7102 STRUT SNOUT, 3x2” FRAME $258.00
7103 STRUT SNOUT, 1-5/8” FRAME 214.00

Up to 300 pounds lighter than OEM-subframe suspension,
these snouts accept Strange struts. Available in either 
3x2”-box or 1-5/8”-round main frame rails, our design offers
longer frame rails to ease installation. Shipped unassembled.
(Complete Chassisworks accessories are available to 
install the suspension and mount your engine.)

Subframe Connectors
& Body Bushings

6816 SUBFRAME BUSHINGS (SET OF 6) $49.00
6822 URETHANE SUBFRAME BUSHINGS (SET OF 6) 75.00
7107 SUBFRAME CONNECTORS, CAMARO, 1967-69 97.00
7108 SUBFRAME CONNECTORS, CAMARO, 1970-81 97.00
7109 SUBFRAME CONNECTORS, NOVA, 1968-76 97.00
7110 SUBFRAME CONNECTORS, CHEVY II, 1962-67 97.00
7111 SUBFRAME CONNECTORS, VEGA, 1971-81 97.00
7112 SUBFRAME CONNECTORS, MUSTANG, 1964-73 97.00
7113 SUBFRAME CONNECTORS, CHRYSLER A-BODY, 1968-75 97.00

INTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE, STUD-MOUNT, WITH LIGHTWEIGHT BRAKE KIT $1691.75
INTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE, STUD-MOUNT, WITH MEDIUM-DUTY BRAKE KIT 1715.00
INTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE, STUD-MOUNT, WITH HEAVY-DUTY BRAKE KIT 1766.50
INTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE, EYE-MOUNT, WITH LIGHTWEIGHT BRAKE KIT 1691.75
INTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE, EYE-MOUNT, WITH MEDIUM-DUTY BRAKE KIT 1715.00
INTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE, EYE-MOUNT, WITH HEAVY-DUTY BRAKE KIT 1766.50
EXTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE, STUD-MOUNT, WITH LIGHTWEIGHT BRAKE KIT 1872.75
EXTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE, STUD-MOUNT, WITH MEDIUM-DUTY BRAKE KIT 1896.00
EXTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE, STUD-MOUNT, WITH HEAVY-DUTY BRAKE KIT 1947.50

Strut Snouts
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� Eliminator I This popular design has been completely 
updated. It is extremely easy to assemble correctly. It is available
in A-arm or strut front suspension; ladder-bar or 4-link rear 
suspension; 3x2”-boxed or 1-5/8”-round frame; mild steel or 4130
chromemoly. It is an excellent choice for 9.90 and 8.90 classes.
Double frame rails are optional.

� Eliminator II Shares many features with the Eliminator I.
The difference is that the rear half uses our Eliminator II 4-link
system. This chassis is offered in A-arm or strut front suspension,
with round rails of either mild steel or 4130 chromemoly. This is
an excellent choice for 8.90 to 7.50 classes. Eliminator II chassis
also come with double rear frame rails. Funny Car cages for both
the driver and passenger sides are optional for Eliminator I and II.
Many customers have built Eliminator chassis as the ultimate Pro
Street foundation.

� Nostalgia Engineered to run 9.90 to 7.70 for customers 
with older body styles (e.g., ’41 Willys) who want a late-model,
high-tech chassis. All Chassisworks chassis can accommodate
NHRA-required mufflers with little modification. All Chassisworks
chassis use .134”-wall tube that passes sonic testing, and are
shipped complete with suspension brackets, bent and straight
tubes, complete instructions and multicolored CAD blueprints.
Blueprints may also be purchased separately.

� Roadster An ideal, inexpensive foundation for 9.90 and 8.90
classes or e.t. brackets.

� Avenger These chassis represent today’s ultimate design.
They are excellent for 7.90-to-low-6-second rides.

Chassisworks was the first company to use computer design
in its drag-racing chassis. Chris Alston developed the first
doorslammer chassis kits in the late 1970s. He is more experi-
enced at building kits than any other chassis manufacturer –
which is why his designs are the most successful.

Chassisworks offers five completely different chassis
designs, each with several suspension and frame options.
Each chassis is sized for specific vehicles. We do not make 
a universal, “fits-all”chassis! Some chassis fit more than 
one body style simply because many cars, when
gutted, have the same inside dimensions.
Since we actually build cars, we know when 
a chassis is the same and when it is not.

Some of our competitors would have you
believe that they individually design a chassis for
every year and model; this is simply not so. What they do
is send you a spec sheet, and let you measure your car.
Then, they bend tubes to fit your individual car. The next time
someone orders for your body style (or body family), they
send him the chassis that you designed. Obviously, a chassis
designed this way will never fit or work as well as one that
was actually engineered and tested at the factory. There 
is simply no way for a novice to measure enough things 
correctly for this method to be successful very often. When
you buy a chassis, you want to benefit from the company’s
skill and experience in its design. To determine which 
chassis you need, call us; we will be glad to help. The 
following descriptions outline your basic choices and options.

Chassis Kits

ELIMINATOR I: MILD STEEL, A-ARM, LADDER-BAR 
OR 4-LINK, 3x2” FRAME $856.00-UP

ELIMINATOR I: MILD STEEL, A-ARM OR STRUT,
LADDER-BAR OR 4-LINK, 1-5/8” FRAME 749.00-UP

ELIMINATOR I: 4130, STRUT, 4-LINK, 1-5/8” FRAME 1714.00-UP
ELIMINATOR II: MILD STEEL, A-ARM OR STRUT,
4-LINK, 1-5/8” FRAME 856.00-UP

ELIMINATOR II: 4130, STRUT, 4-LINK, 1-5/8” FRAME 1821.00-UP
FACTORY WELDING PLEASE CALL
7237 DOUBLE-FRAME-RAIL OPTION, ELIMINATOR I 107.00
7226 FUNNY CAR CAGE, MILD STEEL 135.00
7227 FUNNY CAR CAGE, 4130 296.00
7016 BLUEPRINTS FOR ANY CHASSIS 115.00

� Chassis are shown with optional Funny Car cage, 
4-link brackets and shock mounts. These can all be 
purchased separately.

� Eliminator I
A-Arm, Ladder-
Bar Model

� Eliminator I
Strut, 4-Link
Model

� Eliminator II
Strut, 4-Link 
Model

Easily 
Accommodates 

Mufflers & Exhaust
Systems!
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This model was designed from the start as a truck
chassis, assuring the best possible fit and performance.
(Our test vehicle for this chassis has achieved consis-
tent mid-7-second times – at 3130 pounds!) Available

with either A-arm or strut front suspension and our
proven Eliminator II 4-link rear suspension, models
are currently offered for full-size Chevy/GMC trucks,

1955-87; and S-10 Chevy/GMC trucks,1982-95.
The basic, unwelded kit includes a frame and cage,

most suspension brackets, blueprints and detailed
instructions. This chassis can also be purchased with
numerous options (some of which appear in the
photo). Please call for complete information.

� Nostalgia Chassisworks pioneered the 
late-model, high-tech chassis for nostalgia classes.
Also ideal for Super Gas, Super Comp and brackets,
our nostalgia chassis fits the 1937-41 Willys coupe
and other popular bodies. (Its adjustable wheelbase
adapts to a variety of “fat-fendered” nostalgia
cars.) Double-rail construction ensures ultimate
strength. Offered with 4-link rear suspension and
either Mustang II A-arm or strut front suspension,
these chassis kits include suspension brackets,
mild-steel double frame rails and roll cage. (A 4130-
chromemoly version is offered on special order.)
Factory welding is also available. Multicolored
assembly drawings and instructions are included
with every chassis, or can 
be purchased 
separately.

Nostalgia & Roadster Chassis

Truck Chassis

7401 NOSTALGIA: 1937-41 WILLYS, A-ARM, 4-LINK, MILD STEEL $964.00
7403 NOSTALGIA: 1937-41 WILLYS, STRUT, 4-LINK, MILD STEEL 964.00
7404 NOSTALGIA: 1937-41 WILLYS, STRUT, 4-LINK, 4130 1928.00
7405 ROADSTER: 1927-32 FORD, A-ARM, 4-LINK, MILD STEEL 641.00
7406 ROADSTER: 1927-32 FORD, STRUT, 4-LINK, MILD STEEL 641.00
7407 ROADSTER: 1927-32 FORD, STRUT, 4-LINK, 4130 1500.00
7408 NOSTALGIA: 1932-34 WILLYS, A-ARM, 4-LINK, MILD STEEL 964.00
7409 NOSTALGIA: 1933 WILLYS, ELIMINATOR II, A-ARM, 4-LINK, SCALE 1285.00
7456 NOSTALGIA ELIM. II: 1937-41 WILLYS, A-ARM, 4-LINK, MILD STEEL 1071.00
7457 NOSTALGIA ELIM. II: 1937-41 WILLYS, STRUT, 4-LINK, MILD STEEL 1071.00
7459 NOSTALGIA ELIM. II: 1937-39 CHEVY, A-ARM, 4-LINK, MILD STEEL 1178.00

� Roadster Engineered to fit most body styles in
the 1927-32 range, this high-tech roadster chassis is
available with 4-link rear suspension and your
choice of A-arm or strut front suspension. It features
an all-round-tube design with left-hand Funny Car
cage for ultimate function and safety.

7450 ELIMINATOR II, ’55-59 CHEVY, A-ARM, 4-LINK $964.00
7451 ELIMINATOR II, ’55-59 CHEVY, STRUT, 4-LINK 964.00
7452 ELIMINATOR II, ’55-59 CHEVY, STRUT, 4-LINK, 4130 2143.00
7453 ELIMINATOR II, ’60-95 CHEVY, A-ARM, 4-LINK 964.00
7454 ELIMINATOR II, ’60-95 CHEVY, STRUT, 4-LINK 964.00
7455 ELIMINATOR II, ’60-95 CHEVY, STRUT, 4-LINK, 4130 2143.00
7462 ELIMINATOR II, ’82-95 CHEVY S-10, A-ARM, 4-LINK 964.00
7463 ELIMINATOR II, ’82-95 CHEVY S-10, STRUT, 4-LINK 964.00
7464 ELIMINATOR II, ’82-95 CHEVY S-10, STRUT, 4-LINK, 4130 2143.00

Steve Castelli
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Chris Alston is the most-experienced builder 
of chassis kits. Chassisworks offers 
more models for every doorslammer 
class. Our chassis are individually 
designed from the ground up,
as engineered systems, using 
the latest computer technology. (We do not 
take a front clip and a rear clip, add a cage, and call it a
“chassis,” as some of our competitors do.) Unlike other 
mail-order suppliers, we build everything from Pro Modifieds
to bracket cars in our in-house chassis shop. This continuous,
“hands-on” involvement assures you of receiving higher 
technology – and products that fit!

Our rolling-chassis packages are the industry’s most 
comprehensive, at the best prices. You get the chassis of your
choice – Eliminator I; Eliminator II (pictured); Nostalgia;
Roadster or Avenger – with the matched components you
need to assemble a winning race car:

Rolling Chassis

Mandrel-formed Chassisworks frames help you custom-
build your own “pro” chassis. Frames are available 
in either 3x2” boxed tubing or 1-5/8” round 
tubes. Choose between A-arm or strut 
front suspension, and either ladder-bar 
or 4-link rear suspension. Frame 

package includes front and rear frame rails, all front and rear 
suspension brackets, all crossmembers, blueprints 
and detailed instructions. Purchase a frame with 

our 14-point roll cage to create an Eliminator-style 
chassis for unusual vehicles.

Frames

� A-Arm Chassis include upper and lower arms;
balljoints; spindles; shock absorbers; shock mounts; coil
springs; new rack and pinion; rack clamp; tie rods and ends;
tie-rod adapter; steering column with quick-release hub and
splined U-joint.

� Strut Chassis include struts; brakes; control arm;
new rack and pinion; rack clamp; tie rods and ends; steering
column with quick-release hub and splined U-joint.

� Ladder-Bar Chassis include ladder bars; locater;
adjustable shock mount; coil springs and shocks; X-strut
wheelie bars; adapter bushings.

� Four-Link Chassis include 4-link with rod ends and
locater; adjustable shock mount; coil springs and shocks;
X-strut wheelie bars.

7115 3x2” FRAME, A-ARM, LADDER-BAR $589.00
7116 1-5/8” FRAME, A-ARM, LADDER-BAR 589.00
7117 3x2” FRAME, A-ARM, 4-LINK 589.00
7118 1-5/8” FRAME, A-ARM, 4-LINK 589.00
7119 3x2” FRAME, STRUT, LADDER-BAR 589.00
7120 1-5/8” FRAME, STRUT, LADDER-BAR 589.00
7121 3x2” FRAME, STRUT, 4-LINK 589.00
7122 1-5/8” FRAME, STRUT, 4-LINK 589.00
7124 HEAVY-DUTY 3x2” FRAME, A-ARM, LADDER-BAR 697.00
7125 HEAVY-DUTY 3x2” FRAME, A-ARM, 4-LINK 697.00

Additionally, every package includes a motor plate;
mid-plate; transmission-mount bracket; two driveshaft loops;
gas and brake pedals; master-cylinder mount; dual battery
boxes; multicolored blueprints and detailed directions.

Any rolling-chassis package can be optionally configured
to fit your exact requirements. Options include your choice 

of front and rear suspensions, plus upgrades to higher-
performance parts. Please call for complete details and prices.

PACKAGE “N”: A-ARM, LADDER-BAR PACKAGE AS LOW AS $3942.00
PACKAGE “O”: A-ARM, 4-LINK PACKAGE AS LOW AS 4156.00
PACKAGE “P”: STRUT, LADDER-BAR PACKAGE AS LOW AS 4282.00
PACKAGE “Q”: STRUT, 4-LINK PACKAGE AS LOW AS 4497.00
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Avenger chassis are available in either welded or kit form.
Specially designed to optimize the high horsepower 
of a supercharged or nitrous-injected engine,
these are the Pro Modified chassis that 
consistently run in the sixes at well over
200 mph. Three styles are offered:
Two mild-steel models, with either
strut or A-arm front suspension;
plus a 4130-chromemoly chassis for 
struts that meets SFI 25-1 Pro Stock and
Advanced ET requirements. All three models
use our late-design 4-links (Number-6246
Eliminator II 4-link in either mild-steel chassis; Number-6206
Avenger 4-link in the 4130 model). Each chassis is shipped
complete with all bent and straight tubes; Funny Car cage;
double frame rails; front-suspension brackets; multicolored
blueprints and complete instructions. Avenger chassis can be
purchased in any stage of completion desired.

This style of chassis will not fit every body style. However,
we offer models for popular vehicles (e.g., Camaro, Firebird,
Beretta, 1955-57 Chevy, Lumina, Grand Prix, Cutlass, etc.).
More are being added, so call about availability for your car.

Avenger Chassis

Chassis designed and built
by Chris Alston have won at
least six Best Engineered
awards from NHRA events.

Don Seales &
Harry Andersen

Dean Hall

AVENGER, MILD STEEL, A-ARM, 4-LINK $1360.00-UP
AVENGER, MILD STEEL, STRUT, 4-LINK 1255.00-UP
AVENGER, 4130, STRUT, 4-LINK 2097.00-UP
7016 BLUEPRINTS AND INSTRUCTIONS ONLY 115.00
FACTORY-WELDED AVENGER CHASSIS PLEASE CALL
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Coil Springs

Koni manufactures some of the finest shocks available.
The aluminum, single-externally-adjustable shock combines
affordability with adjustability and light weight. The ultimate
for serious tuners is the double-adjustable, aluminum shock.
For Pro Street and economy racers, we recommend the 
Pro Street steel shock with rubber bushings. Also available 
for stock suspensions are direct, bolt-in replacement shocks
with special valving designed for drag racing.

Koni Shocks

8216-2027 ALUMINUM ADJUSTABLE, FRONT, 3” TRAVEL $258.00 EACH   
8216-1906 SPA1 ALUMINUM ADJUSTABLE, REAR, 5” TRAVEL 258.00 EACH   
8216-1907 SPA1 ALUMINUM ADJUSTABLE, REAR, 6” TRAVEL 258.00 EACH   
8216-1908 SPA1 ALUMINUM ADJUSTABLE, REAR, 7” TRAVEL 258.00 EACH   
8212-1121 SPA1 DOUBLE-ADJUSTABLE, REAR, 5” TRAVEL 386.00 EACH   
8212-1126 SPA1 DOUBLE-ADJUSTABLE, REAR, 6” TRAVEL 386.00 EACH   
8212-1123 SPA1  DOUBLE-ADJUSTABLE, REAR, 7” TRAVEL 386.00 EACH   
80-2650 SPA1 PRO STREET COIL-OVER, REAR, 5” TRAVEL 139.00 EACH

These springs are made of chrome-vanadium wire
and finished in powder paint. The ends are squared
and ground.

6950 80-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG $87.00 PAIR
6951 95-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6952 110-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6953 130-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6954 165-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6955 200-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6956 250-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6957 300-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6958 350-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG 109.00 PAIR
6959 400-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 12” LONG 109.00 PAIR

6960 85-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 14” LONG $107.00 PAIR
6961 95-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 14” LONG 107.00 PAIR    
6962 110-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 14” LONG 107.00 PAIR
6963 130-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 14” LONG 107.00 PAIR
6964 150-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 14” LONG 107.00 PAIR
6965 175-LB. REAR SPRINGS, 14” LONG 107.00 PAIR

6130 200-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 7” LONG $87.00 PAIR    
6131 250-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 7” LONG 87.00 PAIR    
6132 275-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 7” LONG 87.00 PAIR    
6133 300-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 7” LONG 87.00 PAIR    
6134 350-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 7” LONG 87.00 PAIR    
6135 400-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 7” LONG 87.00 PAIR    
6136 450-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 7” LONG 87.00 PAIR    
6138 550-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 7” LONG 87.00 PAIR    
6140 650-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 7” LONG 87.00 PAIR    

6910 140-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 9” LONG $109.00 PAIR
6911 180-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 9” LONG 109.00 PAIR
6914  300-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 9” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6915 350-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 9” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6916 400-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 9” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6917 450-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 9” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6918 500-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 9” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6919  550-LB. FRONT SPRINGS, 9” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6920 600-LB. FRONT SPRING, 9” LONG 87.00 PAIR
6921 650-LB. FRONT SPRING, 9” LONG 87.00 PAIR

� Installation Kit
(upper left in photo)
enables you to mount two
shock absorbers. Bearings
are designed for Koni coil-
over shocks. The package
includes four bearings 
and eight snap rings.

� Spring Bearing Adjusting a coil-over shock’s
spring rate is made much easier by this special roller
bearing (lower left), which allows the spring adjuster 
to rotate 
easily. Sold 
in pairs.

� Double-Adjustable Konis, Springs & Bearings: $744 Pr.
� Aluminum Adjustable Konis & Springs: $440 Pr.
� Koni Pro Street Coil-Overs & Springs: $310 Pr.

6901 SPRING BEARINGS (PAIR) $29.00
6900 KONI BEARINGS & SNAP-RING KIT 39.00
6701 SPANNER WRENCH 24.00
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Chassisworks manufactures
the finest laser-cut header
flanges and mandrel bends
to build your own headers.
Each price is for one item.

Flanges

2806 SB CHEVY, 1-1/2” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    $36.00
2807 SB CHEVY, 1-5/8” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    36.00
2808 SB CHEVY, 1-3/4” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    36.00
2809 SB CHEVY, SUBFLANGE, STOCK HEAD    51.00
2810 SB CHEVY, 1-7/8” TUBE WITH SUBFLANGE    36.00
2811 SB CHEVY, 2” TUBE WITH SUBFLANGE    36.00
2812 SB CHEVY, 2-1/8” TUBE WITH SUBFLANGE    36.00
2813 SB CHEVY, 2-1/4” TUBE WITH SUBFLANGE    41.00
2814 BB CHEVY, 1-3/4” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    36.00
2815 BB CHEVY, 1-7/8” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    36.00
2816 BB CHEVY, 2” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    36.00
2817 BB CHEVY, 2-1/8” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    36.00
2818 BB CHEVY, 2-1/4” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    36.00
2819 BB CHEVY, 2-3/8” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    41.00
2820 BB CHEVY, 2-1/2” TUBE, STOCK HEAD    41.00
2821 FORD 429/460, 2” TUBE    51.00
2822 FORD 429/460, 2-1/8” TUBE    51.00
2823 FORD 429/460, 2-1/4” TUBE    51.00
2824 MOPAR 383/440, 2” TUBE    51.00
2825 MOPAR 383/440, 2-1/8” TUBE    51.00
2826 MOPAR 383/440, 2-1/4” TUBE    51.00
2827 BRODIX SB CHEVY SPREAD PORT, 1-7/8” TUBE    36.00
2828 BRODIX SB CHEVY SPREAD PORT, 2” TUBE    36.00    
2829 BRODIX SB CHEVY SPREAD PORT, 2-1/8” TUBE    36.00    
2830 BRODIX SB CHEVY SPREAD PORT, 2-1/4” TUBE    36.00    
2831 3-BOLT, 3” COLLECTOR FLANGE; 3/8” THICK    13.00
2832 3-BOLT, 3-1/2” COLLECTOR FLANGE    16.00    
5127 3-BOLT COLLECTOR REDUCER; 3”-TO-2-1/4” TUBE    26.00    
5128 3-BOLT COLLECTOR REDUCER; 3-1/2”-TO-2-1/2” TUBE    31.00    

Many sizes of four-into-one
collectors are available.
Each price is for one item.

Collectors

J-bends are available
in several different
ODs. Each price is 
for one item.

J-Bends

Complete, weld-up header kit consists of a pair of exhaust
flanges; 14 J-bends; and a pair of collectors! Two- and 
three-step header kits also available.

Header Kits

1000-020-36     J BEND, 1-1/2”x 16-GA.; 180°; 2.5” RAD. $13.00
1000-025-36     J BEND, 1-5/8”x 16-GA.; 180°; 3” RAD. 13.00
1000-030-36     J BEND, 1-3/4”x 16-GA.; 180°; 3” RAD. 14.00
1000-035-36     J BEND, 1-7/8”x 16-GA.; 180°; 3” RAD. 15.00
1000-040-36     J BEND, 2”x 16-GA.; 180°; 3” RAD. 15.00
1000-045-36     J BEND, 2-1/8”x 16-GA.; 180°; 3.5”RAD. 16.00
1000-050-36     J BEND, 2-1/4”x 16-GA.; 180°; 3.5” RAD. 17.00
1000-055-36     J BEND, 2-3/8”x 16-GA.; 180°; 3.5” RAD. 18.00
1000-060-36     J BEND, 2-1/2”x 16-GA.; 180°; 4” RAD. 23.00
1000-065-36     J BEND, 3”x 16-GA.; 180°; 4.5” RAD 27.00

1000-212-07 2-1/2” COLLECTOR; 1-1/2” TUBE    $24.00
1000-212-08 2-1/2” COLLECTOR; 1-5/8” TUBE    24.00
1000-212-09 2-1/2” COLLECTOR; 1-3/4” TUBE    24.00 
1000-222-08 3” COLLECTOR; 1-5/8” TUBE    24.00
1000-222-09    3” COLLECTOR; 1-3/4” TUBE    24.00
1000-222-10    3” COLLECTOR; 1-7/8” TUBE    24.00
1000-232-09    3-1/2” COLLECTOR; 1-3/4” TUBE    31.00    
1000-232-10    3-1/2” COLLECTOR; 1-7/8” TUBE    31.00
1000-232-11    3-1/2” COLLECTOR; 2” TUBE    31.00
1000-232-12    3-1/2” COLLECTOR; 2-1/8” TUBE    31.00
1000-242-12    4” COLLECTOR; 2-1/8” TUBE    39.00    
1000-242-13    4” COLLECTOR; 2-1/4” TUBE    39.00
1000-242-14 4” COLLECTOR; 2-3/8” TUBE    39.00
1000-252-13 4-1/2” COLLECTOR; 2-1/4” TUBE    46.00
1000-252-14 4-1/2” COLLECTOR; 2-3/8” TUBE    51.00
1000-262-14 5” COLLECTOR; 2-3/8” TUBE    51.00
1000-262-15 5” COLLECTOR; 2-1/2” TUBE    56.00

SB CHEVY; 1-3/4” TUBES; 3” COLLECTORS    $252.80
SB CHEVY; 1-7/8” TUBES; 3-1/2” COLLECTORS    275.20
SB CHEVY; 2” TUBES; 3-1/2” COLLECTORS   275.20
SB CHEVY; 2-1/8” TUBES; 3-1/2” COLLECTORS    286.40
BB CHEVY; 2” TUBES; 3-1/2” COLLECTORS    275.20
BB CHEVY; 2-1/8” TUBES; 3-1/2” COLLECTORS    286.40
BB CHEVY; 2-1/4” TUBES; 4” COLLECTORS    310.40

Discounts 
Available on

Complete Header
Kits!
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Rearend-Narrowing Fixture
This new-style jig uses screw-on axle-adapter
ends to assure proper alignment of housing
ends. Included are carrier adapters for Ford 9”,
Dana 60, Chevy 12-bolt, Mopar 8-3/4”and early Olds
rearends. Also provided are housing-end adapters for Mopar,
early Olds, big-Ford, Mustang, Camaro and Impala rearends,
plus a taper end to align the housing tube. Available 
separately is a housing-end adapter that allows you to install
a Strange 40-spline floater spindle.

This design works well but the shaft is always a loose fit 
on the carrier adapters. To solve this we built a new adapter
plate that bolts to the housing in place of the Ford 9”third

member and clamps the 
alignment shaft tightly in
place. It includes a pinion
gauge for accurately 
measuring tube lengths for
cutting the housing before
welding on new ends. 6708 REAREND-NARROWING JIG  $425.00

6709 NARROWING-JIG ADAPTER 
(FOR 40-SPLINE STRANGE FLOATER SPINDLE) 161.00

6713 FORD 9” FACEPLATE ADAPTER (ONLY)  300.00
6714 FORD 9” FACEPLATE WITH NARROWING JIG, ADAPTERS 

FOR LARGE AND SMALL FORD ENDS        425.00

RTN100 TUBING NOTCHER $155.00    
RTNALUMINUM ALUM. NOTCHER WITH BASE 289.00

Tubing Notcher
This assembly features a 0-to-60-degree adjustable vise that
will hold round tube up to 2” in diameter. It can either be
bolted to a drill press (with optional base) or used with a
hand drill. Any quality-brand holesaw (not included) can be
used to notch tubing. Also available is a billet-aluminum
model for heavy-duty use.
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2306    CHASSIS BRACKET, 3/8” $3.00
2305    CHASSIS TAB, 3/8” 3.00
2101    SUSPENSION TAB, 1/2” HOLE     3.00
2320    ACCESSORY TAB, 1/4” HOLE    3.00
2300    RACK-&-PINION MOUNT    8.00
1203    EYEBOLT, 1”-14, RIGHT, 5/8” BORE    25.00
1204    EYEBOLT, 3/4”, RIGHT, 1/2” BORE    20.00
3307    4130 ROD END, 3/4x3/4”, RIGHT    50.00
3344    URETHANE WELD EYE, .678x1/2” 25.00
3345    URETHANE ROD END, 3/4”-16, RIGHT-1/2” 30.00
3347    URETHANE WELD EYE, .928x1/2” 30.00
3348    URETHANE ROD END, 1”-14, RIGHT-1/2” 35.00
1104    TUBE ADAPTER, 3/4”-16, RIGHT  10.00
1501    TUBE ADAPTER, 3/4”-16, LEFT  11.00
1110    WELD CLEVIS, 3/16” SLOT, 3/8” HOLE 15.00
1210    CLEVIS, 5/8”-18, 3/8” BORE 16.00

� Dzus Key Designed specifically for Dzus fasteners.

� Spanner Wrench Use to adjust spring seats on any shock
absorber. Unique, adjustable design works in even the tightest spaces.

� Clecos & Pliers A must for tin-installation jobs! Spring-loaded,
reusable Cleco clips let you trial-fit your tin work before final 
installation. Available in two diameters (1/8” or 3/16”), Clecos are 
packaged in sets of 25. You will also need the special Cleco installation
pliers, which can be purchased with the clips.

� Pinion Center-Line Gauge The same tool that our factory uses
when narrowing rearends, it makes measuring a housing much easier 
by accurately locating the pinion center line of any popular rearend.

� A-Arm Assembly Fixture Use it to assemble any Chassisworks
A-arm frame — then return it (undamaged) for a 50-percent refund!   

� Contour Tool This Chassisworks exclusive enables you to 
accurately trace wheel-tub and interior-tin contours.

6700 DZUS KEY $11.00
6701 SPANNER WRENCH  24.00     
6702 CLECO PLIERS & 1/8” CLECOS (25) 34.00
6703 CLECOS ONLY, 1/8” (25) 24.00
6704 CLECOS ONLY, 3/16” (25) 29.00
6705 PINION CENTER-LINE GAUGE  75.00
6706 A-ARM ASSEMBLY FIXTURE 44.00
6707 CONTOUR TOOL 8.00

Specialty Tools

Fasteners

Brackets, Eyebolts, Clevises & Tabs

Our fasteners are the ultimate devices for attaching fiberglass
panels and aluminum interior panels. These slotted,
extra-large-size fasteners are 40-percent larger than standard
models. Two lengths are
offered: .500”and .550”.
Three attachment plates 
are available. Each price 
is for one item.

Chassisworks offers a huge selection of
precision-machined tube adapters,
clevises and rod ends. Also avail-
able are precision-stamped
brackets and tabs in many
sizes. All Chassisworks
components, machined
parts and stamped parts 
are available individually.
A small sample of these
products is shown. (Please
call for your specific needs.)
Prices are for individual items.

2321 TAB, BOLT-ON $3.00
2322 TAB, TUBE-END 3.00
2323 TAB, FLAT  3.00
8512 SPRING   .50
6700 KEY 10.00
8510  FASTENER, .500” 3.00
8511 FASTENER, .550” 3.00
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These universal Chassisworks pedals each 
feature a chrome finish and embossed, non-slip
skid pad (unlike our competitors’ rubber 
pads, which slip off). All units work either 
together or individually. The gas pedal mounts
to the chassis on the mid-mount bar. Unlike 
competitive designs, our gas pedal includes 
fully adjustable, 24” throttle linkage. A quick-

release pin facilitates pedal movement 
for transmission or clutch 

maintenance. Our brake-
pedal assembly includes
the mounting tube and
hardware, as shown.
A push rod with 

3/8”-24 threads is provided for
master-cylinder attachment. The pedal pivots 

in polymer bushings to prevent binding, and its
ratio is correct for drag racing. The clutch pedal
includes clutch linkage with adjustable travel
stops for both ends of travel.

Wilwood Engineering Products
� Drag Racing Front Brakes These complete kits
feature aluminum hubs with screw-on dust caps;
5-on-4-1/2”and -4-3/4” bolt circles with 1/2x3”studs;
calipers with pads; and all hardware. Available in 
three styles: Lightweight (shown), for cars under
2400 lbs. and equipped with rear disc brakes, has
2-piston calipers and 10”-diameter rotors, starting
at $539; Medium-Duty, for use on vehicles under
2800 lbs. with either drum or disc rear brakes,
includes 4-piston caliper and rotors, starting at
$569; Heavy-Duty kits, for vehicles over 2800 lbs. and
equipped with drum or disc rear brakes, include 4-piston
caliper and ventilated cast-iron rotors, starting at $669.

� Drag Racing Rear Brakes Designed for light-
weight vehicles, these kits include hats; 11.4”-diameter
rotors; calipers with pads; brackets; and hardware. For all 
popular rearends: $439-up.

� Pro Street Rear Brakes Designed for heavier 
vehicles, these kits come complete with .810x11” vented
discs; 4-piston calipers with pads; brackets; and hardware.
Also available is an optional version featuring the manual-
parking-brake assembly pictured here. Without parking brake:
$559-up; with parking brake: $669-up.

� Pro Street Front Brakes Complete installation kit
includes .810x10-3/4” vented rotors; anodized aluminum hubs
with 1/2x1-1/2” studs; 5-on-4-1/2” or 5-on-4-3/4” bolt circles;
4-piston calipers with pads; brackets; and hardware: $669.

� Quick-Check Gauge This in-line gauge offers an
instant reading on brake pressure. It reads up to 2000 psi,
and is a must for setting up your brake system. $60.00.

� Proportioning Valve Reduces pressure when 
balancing your brakes front-to-rear. $75.00.

� Residual Valve Eliminates fluid flow-back in braking
systems in which the master cylinder is mounted lower than
the disc-brake calipers. (Use 10-lb. valve with drum brakes
only; use 2-lb. valve with disc brakes.) $21.00.

6304  GAS PEDAL $54.00
6305  BRAKE PEDAL 87.00
6306 CLUTCH PEDAL 75.00
6312 MASTER-CYLINDER MOUNT 13.00
6325 BRAKE & CLUTCH PEDALS 150.00
6320  MASTER CYLINDER & PUSH ROD  118.00
6326  BRAKE LINES, FRONT & REAR 214.00
6327 MOPAR MASTER-CYLINDER ADAPTERS 18.00

Pedals

� Master Cylinder Our tandem, OEM-
style master cylinder and 3/8”-24 push rod with
1-1/32” bore are suitable for use with most
brake systems. The reservoir is plastic. Use with
mount Number 6312. Brake lines feature 3/16”
steel lines and Number-3 braided-steel hose.
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Chassisworks Disc Brakes
All the hubs, rotors and brackets in our brake kits are manufactured
by Chassisworks and will fit most 15”wheels. Silver-anodized, billet-
aluminum hubs are machined to accept the 1/2x3” wheel studs in
both 4-1/2” and 4-3/4” bolt circles. Screw-on dust caps are included.
For vehicles under 2400 lbs., Number 8335 features billet, two-piston
Wilwood calipers with solid, 10”-diameter, 3/8”-thick rotors. Number
8336, for vehicles up to 2900 lbs., uses four-piston Wilwood calipers
and solid rotors measuring 11-3/4x3/8”. (These solid rotors are 
available with optional slots which lighten the rotor and wipe the
pads, for better braking.) For vehicles up to 3400 lbs., Number 8337
uses four-piston Wilwood calipers with 11-3/4x.810”-thick rotors.

Recently, Chassisworks expanded its front-brake kits to fit 1971-80
Pinto/Mustang II; ’67-69 Camaro; ’64-72 Chevelle; and ’64-74 Nova.
Light-duty kits are intended for lightweight vehicles equipped with
parachutes. Medium-duty kits are for heavier drag-race vehicles.
These kits provide substantially more braking than factory front disc
brakes, while saving up to 50 lbs. Our large, 11-3/4” rotors with four-
piston calipers are ideal for heavier drag cars with OEM spindles.
These kits also work well on small-tire “Street Shootout” cars.
Heavy-duty kits offer additional braking combined
with vented rotors to stop the heaviest drag and
street machines. Please call for complete details.

8325 LIGHT-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR), ’71-80 PINTO/MUSTANG II                      $554.00
8326 MEDIUM-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR), ’71-80 PINTO/MUSTANG II 645.00
8327 HEAVY-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR), ’71-80 PINTO/MUSTANG II 776.00
8331 MEDIUM-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR), CAMARO/CHEVELLE/NOVA 645.00
8332 HEAVY-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR), CAMARO/CHEVELLE/NOVA 776.00
8361 MEDIUM-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR), ’65-66 IMPALA SPINDLE 695.00
8362 HEAVY-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR), ’65-66 IMPALA SPINDLE 826.00

� Heavy-Duty

� Light-Duty

� Medium-Duty

8335 LIGHT-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR) FOR FABRICATED SPINDLE $544.00
LIGHT-DUTY BRAKES WITH SLOTS (PAIR) FOR FABRICATED SPINDLE 594.00

8336 MEDIUM-DUTY BRAKES (PAIR) FOR FABRICATED SPINDLE 625.00
MEDIUM-DUTY BRAKES WITH SLOTS (PAIR) FOR FABRICATED SPINDLE  675.00

8337 HEAVY-DUTY VENTED BRAKES (PAIR) FOR FABRICATED SPINDLE 746.00
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Nitrous-Bottle Racks
Chassisworks has developed three new styles of racks to
secure single or dual nitrous bottles. The stand-up rack
positions the bottle(s) vertical to the floor. Our lay-down
rack mounts the bottle(s) horizontally. The 15-degree lay-
down rack positions the bottle(s) at a 15-degree angle. All
racks are designed for 10-lb. or 15-lb., industry-standard,
6.90-inch-diameter bottles. Built from a combination of
aluminum and steel to reduce weight and increase
strength, each rack features a rubber guard on all edges
that contact the bottle, preventing scratching. Optionally
available is an aluminum handle that attaches directly to
the bottle, easing insertion of a bottle into the rack.

6420 HANDLE FOR 6.90”-DIAMETER BOTTLE  $59.00
6421 STAND-UP RACK FOR SINGLE 10-LB. BOTTLE  115.00
6422 STAND-UP RACK FOR DUAL 10-LB. BOTTLES 175.00
6423 STAND-UP RACK FOR SINGLE 15-LB. BOTTLE 120.00
6424 STAND-UP RACK FOR DUAL 15-LB. BOTTLES 180.00
6425 15-DEGREE RACK FOR SINGLE 10-LB. BOTTLE 140.00
6426 15-DEGREE RACK FOR DUAL 10-LB. BOTTLES 200.00
6427  15-DEGREE RACK FOR SINGLE 15-LB. BOTTLE 145.00
6428  15-DEGREE RACK FOR DUAL 15-LB. BOTTLES  205.00
6429  LAY-DOWN RACK FOR SINGLE 10-LB. BOTTLE 140.00
6430 LAY-DOWN RACK FOR DUAL 10-LB. BOTTLES  200.00
6431 LAY-DOWN RACK FOR SINGLE 15-LB. BOTTLE  145.00
6432 LAY-DOWN RACK FOR DUAL 15-LB. BOTTLES 205.00

� Dual Stand-Up Rack
Shown with industry-standard 6.9”-diameter bottles.

� Single 15-Degree Rack
Shown with Number-6420 aluminum bottle handle.

� Dual 15-Degree Rack

Bottle handle 
only $28.50 when
purchased with 

any rack!
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� Billet-Mount Engine Crossmember
Constructed of .120”-wall, 2x2”tube,
this mandrel-bent crossmember is
42” wide (can easily be shortened if 
necessary); fits small- and big-block
Chevy engines; and provides 6” of oil-pan
clearance from the bottom of the engine
block to the top of the crossmember drop.
Passenger side of crossmember has an
adjustment slot in the motor-mount 
tabs to facilitate engine installation.
Uses Number- 6055 billet side mounts
and optional Number-3046 spuds.

� Straight And Dropped Crossmembers
We now manufacture heavy-duty, Pro Street-style 
transmission crossmembers for straight or 2”-, 4”-, 6”-, and 
8”-drop applications. Made of 1-5/8x.134”-wall material.
Shipped 40” long for easy modification to any width 
frame. Kit includes weld eyes and brackets (much more

sophisticated than tube sleeves
used by others) for easy 
installation and convenient
removal.

� Driveshaft Ovals The 1x2”, box-tube driveshaft loop
allows the use of a straight frame crossmember to increase
ground clearance. Our 1x2”driveshaft loop is available in two
versions: U-bend or oval. The U-bend style can be used as a
replacement for any driveshaft loop. The 360-degree-oval, full
loop is available in three inside lengths: 6-1/2” inside height
for use near the front U-joint; 9” inside height for use by the
rear U-joint with 5”-travel shocks; or 11” inside height for use
with 7”-travel shocks.

6050 TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER, STRAIGHT $74.00
6051 TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER, 2” DROP 97.00
6052 TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER, 4” DROP 97.00
6053 TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER, 6” DROP 97.00
6054 TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER, 8” DROP 97.00

6037 DRIVESHAFT OVAL, 1x2”; 6-1/2” INSIDE HEIGHT $64.00
6038 DRIVESHAFT OVAL, 1x2”; 9” INSIDE HEIGHT 64.00
6039 DRIVESHAFT OVAL, 1x2”; 11” INSIDE HEIGHT 64.00
6040 DRIVESHAFT LOOP, 1x2”; 10-1/2” INSIDE HEIGHT 34.00

Crossmembers & Driveshaft Ovals

6060 BILLET-MOUNT ENGINE CROSSMEMBER $130.00
3046 STAINLESS-STEEL MOTOR-MOUNT SPUDS (PAIR) 46.00
6055 CHEVY POLISHED BILLET SIDE MOTOR MOUNTS (PAIR) 140.00
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Our bolt-on front subframe features mandrel-bent 
box rails and forward struts, and includes provisions 
for mounting the radiator-core support and the 
front bumper. This Chassisworks frame also moves 
the front wheels inboard 3/4”and rearward 1/2”,
greatly increasing front-tire 
clearance. Our hood-hinge
mounting assembly makes

reinstalling the front fenders and hood easy and precise.
You can also add the aluminum inner-fender-well kit
with rubber dust covers for a professional-looking
installation. All of this can easily be done in your 
home workshop. The Chassisworks package is so 

complete that there is no hunting 
for missing or additional parts 
during assembly.

1962-67 Chevy II Bolt-On 
Street-Machine Frames

� A photo-illustrated, step-by-step, 122-page
instruction guide is included with frame purchase.
(Also available separately for just $39.)

NOFAB
Bolt on 

Higher Technology!

� A-Arm Packages –
$1403-Up 
Includes Spindles, A-Arms,
Balljoints, Billet Rack with
Mounts & Tie-Rod Ends.

7700    ’62-67 CHEVY II BOLT-ON FRAME FOR SIDE MOTOR MOUNTS $904.00
7700    ’62-67 CHEVY II BOLT-ON FRAME FOR SMALL-BLOCK MOTOR PLATES 954.00
7700    ’62-67 CHEVY II BOLT-ON FRAME FOR BIG-BLOCK MOTOR PLATES 954.00
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State-of-the-art engineering
workstations enabled Chassisworks
engineers to create the finest 
bolt-on frame ever made for the
early Chevy II. Our design is far
superior to kits made from Mustang
II components. (Remember that the
Mustang II/Pinto suspension was
designed more than 30 years ago!)
Chassisworks designed and 
manufactured every part of this 
new clip to optimize performance
and fit. These are not used, OEM
parts that have been modified.

We are able to introduce these
all-new suspension products at
affordable prices because we have
the most-advanced, most-efficient
manufacturing facility in the 

aftermarket-chassis industry.
By making our own billet rack-and-
pinion assembly, we are able 
to get perfect front-suspension
geometry at any hub-to-hub width.
(All other manufacturers use the
standard-width Mustang II rack,
making the width of the front track
wrong for most applications.) 

The engine mounting is also 
simplified with our billet, urethane-
bushed side mounts for Chevy
engines. Also available: profile-
machined, bolt-in front motor
plates. Made on our CNC-machining
center, these provide an exact-fit
motor plate at a low cost. No one
else can offer you this.

A photo-illustrated, 122-page
instruction guide is included 
with frame purchase 
(or available separately 
for only $39).

6650 ’62-65 HINGE & UPPER-FENDER-PANEL MOUNT $181.00
6651 ’62-65 ALUMINUM INNER-FENDER PANEL 191.00
6652 ’66-67 HINGE & UPPER-FENDER-PANEL MOUNT 181.00
6653 ’66-67 ALUMINUM INNER-FENDER PANEL 191.00  

� Save $100! 
When You Buy Your Chevy II
Frame, Hinge Mount, Fender
Panels & Side Motor Mounts or
Motor Plate at the Same Time!    
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� Motor Mounts Polished-finish, side motor mounts 
for our bolt-on Chevy II front frame are computer-designed
and CNC-machined from aluminum billet for strength.
Models are offered for small-block, big-block and V-6
Chevrolet engines. Urethane bushings with steel sleeves
provide the vibration dampening and high torsion strength
needed for today’s high-horsepower engines. Stainless-steel
mounting hardware included.

The optional motor-mount spuds are CNC-machined 
from stainless-steel billet. Male-and-female design allows
the two halves to be tightened completely and provides 
the correct amount of crush on the urethane motor-mount
bushings and steel sleeves. The internal hex machined into
the end makes tightening easy. Polished finish for great,
long-lasting appearance.

6055 CHEVY, POLISHED BILLET SIDE MOTOR MOUNTS $140.00
3046 POLISHED STAINLESS MOTOR-MOUNT SPUDS 46.00
6056 ’62-67 CHEVY II SMALL-BLOCK BOLT-IN MOTOR PLATE 161.00
6057 ’62-67 CHEVY II BIG-BLOCK BOLT-IN MOTOR PLATE 161.00
6058 ’62-67 CHEVY II AUTOMATIC BOLT-IN MID PLATE 171.00
6059 ’62-67 CHEVY II LAKEWOOD BOLT-IN MID PLATE 201.00

Chevy II Street-Machine Motor Mounts

� Motor and Mid Plates Our motor plates are profile-
milled from 1/4”-thick, 6061-billet aluminum and bolt onto
our Chevy II front frames. Each positions the engine in the
original location with provided stainless-steel hardware.
Available for small- or big-block Chevrolet.

Bolt-on mid plates are designed specifically for our 
1962-67 Chevy II frames. Laser-cut from .090”-thick steel,
midplates include frame-mounting brackets and hardware.
Number 6058 is for use with automatic transmissions;
Number 6059 is for use with Lakewood bellhousings.
Plates can be used with either Chassisworks’ bolt-on frame
or factory front ends.
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NOFAB Steering Columns

6450  SMALL-BLOCK CHEVY II HEADERS, 1-3/4” PRIMARY TUBE $595.00
6451 BIG-BLOCK CHEVY II HEADERS, 2” PRIMARY TUBE   665.00
6454 SMALL-BLOCK ’67-69 CAMARO OR ’68-72 NOVA, 1-3/4” PRIMARY TUBE 595.00
6455 BIG-BLOCK ’67-69 CAMARO OR ’68-72 NOVA, 2” TUBE  665.00

Headers
Small-block headers combine 
1-3/4”-diameter primary tubes with
3”collectors. Big-block headers have
2”-diameter primary tubes with 
3-1/2” collectors. All styles are fully
welded and silver-high-temperature
coated. Our laser-cut, 3/8”-thick
header flanges prevent warping,
yet are lightweight. Headers fit on
straight- or angle-plug heads. (All
allow clearance for clutch bell crank
on cars with manual transmissions.)
The collector flange is also 3/8” thick
and provides superior exhaust 
sealing. All hardware and gaskets
included. Headers now available 
for NoFab 1967-69 Camaro and
1968-72 Nova frames.

� Package 6184 fits 1962-66 Chevy IIs and includes the
steering-column shaft; intermediate shaft; high-misalignment,
needle-bearing U-joints; self-lubricating lower-column 
bushings and mounts; all mounting hardware. Number 6185
fits the 1967 Chevy II and includes a column-adapter shaft;
intermediate shaft; high-misalignment, needle-bearing 
U-joints; and all mounting hardware.

� Package 6188 fits the 1967-69 Camaro/Firebird and
includes a GM RAG-flange-to-DD-shaft U-joint; collapsible
shaft, 3/4”-DD-to-1”-DD; 3/4”-36-spline-to-3/4”-DD-shaft 
U-joint; and all hardware. Package 6189 fits the 1967-69
Camaro/Firebird and includes a GM RAG-flange-to-DD-shaft
U-joint; collapsible shaft, 3/4”-DD-to-1”-DD; vibration-resistor
3/4”-36-spline-to-3/4”-DD U-joint; and all hardware.

� Steering Shafts & U-Joints
These packages include all parts
needed to connect the stock Chevy II
or early Camaro steering column to
the Chassisworks rack and pinion.

6184 STEERING SHAFTS & U-JOINTS, 1962-66 CHEVY II $262.00
6185 STEERING SHAFTS & U-JOINTS, 1967 CHEVY II 262.00
6188 STEERING SHAFTS & U-JOINTS, 1967-69 CAMARO 247.00
6189 STEERING SHAFT & VIBRATION-RESISTOR U-JOINTS, 1967-69 CAMARO 327.00
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Simply remove your stock frame and
replace it with our state-of-the-art,
bolt-on street-machine frame!
Formed out of laser-cut, CNC-
precision-bent steel, this new frame
is fixture-welded for an exact fit.
Our unique manufacturing process
created a superior frame so strong

and lightweight, it’s the only choice
for street or strip applications.
Track width is 60”, brake hub to
brake hub, with 4-1/2” of ground
clearance at the crossmember.
Rolling radius is 12”.

This fixture-welded frame
includes billet side-motor-frame
adapters; mounts for the factory
radiator-core support; stock bumper-
mounting holes; emergency-brake-
cable mounts; Chassisworks’ 
transmission-crossmember 

frame brackets; clutch-shaft mount 
(manual transmissions); and 
mid-plate mounts.

Mount your engine with billet-
aluminum, urethane-bushed side
motor mounts in street cars. Or, use
our profiled aluminum motor plate
and steel mid plate (automatic
transmissions) and a Lakewood 
bellhousing.

Bolt-On Frames for First-Generation 
Camaro-Firebird & 1968-72 Nova/B-O-P

7701 FACTORY-WELDED, BOLT-ON FRONT 
FRAME – INCLUDES CHEVY BILLET 
SIDE-MOTOR-MOUNT FRAME ADAPTERS $1395.00

� A photo-illustrated, step-by-step, instruction
guide is included with frame purchase.  
(Also available separately for just $39.)

NOFAB
Bolt on 

Higher Technology!
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The billet rear-body mount also includes the connec-
tion for an optional bolt-in subframe connector.

Urethane or aluminum subframe bushings 
are available.

Obtain maximum
exhaust clearance with
our tubular
transmission
crossmember.
It bolts to mounts welded to the
frame assembly. Crossmembers
have a black-powder-coat finish
and are available for Turbo 350, Turbo 400, Powerglide,
700R4 and manual 4-speed or 6-speed transmissions.

Bolt-on subframe connectors attach our NOFAB front
frame to the stock, front-leaf-spring mounts of the
1967-69 Camaro-Firebird or 1968-72 Nova/B-O-P. Highly
recommended for optimum handling and straight-line
performance, Chassisworks subframe connectors add
rigidity to the chassis. Contoured to fit the stock floor,
our 2x2” tubing allows maximum clearance for larger
exhaust systems. All fasteners and hardware needed for
installation are supplied, along with detailed directions.
Connectors are black-powder-coated for appearance
and corrosion resistance.

This frame utilizes the same street-machine front-
suspension components as the Chassisworks Chevy II
bolt-on front end. In-house designing on our state-of-
the-art engineering workstations enabled Chassisworks
engineers to create the finest bolt-on frame ever made
for the early Chevy II, Camaro and Nova. These are 
not used, OEM parts that have been modified. Our
frames and components are superior to kits made from
Mustang II components because Chassisworks designs
and manufactures every part to optimize performance
and fit.

A photo-illustrated instruction guide is included with
frame purchase (or available separately for only $39).

7701 FACTORY-WELDED, BOLT-ON FRONT FRAME – INCLUDES CHEVY BILLET 
SIDE-MOTOR-MOUNT FRAME ADAPTERS $1395.00

6063 PROFILE-MACHINED, BOLT-IN SMALL-BLOCK-CHEVY MOTOR PLATE 159.00
6064 PROFILE-MACHINED, BOLT-IN BIG-BLOCK-CHEVY MOTOR PLATE 159.00
6065 CHEVY V8, BOLT-IN MID PLATE FOR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 169.00
6066 CHEVY V8, BOLT-IN MID PLATE FOR LAKEWOOD BELLHOUSING 199.00
6067 TURBO 350, POWERGLIDE, 4-SPEED TUBULAR TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER 159.00
6068 700R4, RICHMOND 5-SPEED TUBULAR TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER 169.00
6069 TURBO 400 TUBULAR TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER 179.00
6070 RICHMOND 6-SPEED STREET-ROD TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER 199.00
6071 PONTIAC V8, AUTOMATIC, BOLT-IN MID PLATE 189.00
6072 PONTIAC V8, BOLT-IN MID PLATE FOR LAKEWOOD BELLHOUSING 219.00
6816 ALUMINUM BODY BUSHINGS (SET OF 6) 40.00
6822 URETHANE BODY BUSHINGS (SET OF 6) 75.00
5601-20 SUBFRAME CONNECTORS FOR ’67-69 CAMARO, LEAF-SPRING FRAME 169.00    
5601-21 SUBFRAME CONNECTORS FOR ’68-72 NOVA, LEAF-SPRING FRAME 179.00    
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Street-Machine A-Arm-Suspension Package

Our street-machine A-arm-suspension package includes
sculpted, dropped spindles; tubular upper and lower 
A-arms; balljoints; custom billet rack with mounts and 
tie-rod ends — for as little as $1403.

This package has been designed with the bolt-on 
concept in mind. All necessary parts and fasteners are
included, so it can be easily installed.

Maintaining the front-end geometry, an all-new, billet
rack and pinion has been designed to the correct width.
The billet mounting clamps allow you to rotate the rack 
for maximum steering-column clearance.

Chassisworks’ sculpted, dropped spindles were designed
for the demands of today’s high-horsepower street machines.
Using our state-of-the-art engineering workstations, we
created a strong, lightweight spindle with integral caliper-
mounting brackets. These spindles provide a perfect fit —
with no modifications required (unlike OEM spindles).

Vented-rotor disc brakes with billet hubs include an
11.75”-diameter, .810”-thick rotor with all
parts needed for installation. The hub is
drilled for 4-1/2”and 4-3/4”bolt circles 
with 1/2”studs. Choose one of the three
most-popular Wilwood four-piston calipers:
Dynalite II; billet Dynalite; or sculpted
Dynalite.

Tubular upper A-arms use a screw-in balljoint, making
assembly easy. Billet, adjustable rod ends simplify front-end
aligning and won’t slip loose (as do OEM ends). Upper 
A-arms are offered in standard finish; black powder coat;
or polished stainless steel.

Tubular lower A-arms are one-piece and do not require
a strut rod. The screw-in balljoints can be quickly installed.
Mounts for coil-overs and the antiroll bar are included.
Lower A-arms are offered in standard finish; black powder
coat; or polished stainless steel. The polished balljoint 
covers will add the finishing touch to the tubular A-arms.

Billet-aluminum VariShock coil-over shocks with either 
a single, 14-position adjuster knob (QuickSet 1) or dual,
16-position adjuster knobs (QuickSet 2) allow for external
adjustment of both bump and rebound. Ride-sensitive
SensiSet shocks are valved to suit the application. Spring
rate is matched to your car. These shocks also provide easy
ride-height adjustment.

STREET-MACHINE A-ARM-SUSPENSION PACKAGE   AS LOW AS $1403.00    
BLACK-POWDER-COATED UPPER & LOWER A-ARMS ADD 60.00
POLISHED-STAINLESS-STEEL UPPER & LOWER A-ARMS ADD 525.00
ANTIROLL BAR WITH BILLET HARDWARE & MOUNTS 189.00
POLISHED RACK & PINION  ADD 39.00
VENTED FRONT-BRAKE KIT WITH FORGED BILLET DYNALITE CALIPERS 746.00
VENTED FRONT-BRAKE KIT WITH POLISHED, FORGED BILLET DYNALITE CALIPERS   852.00
VARISHOCK SENSISET WITH CHOICE OF SPRINGS (PAIR)   406.00
VARISHOCK QUICKSET 1 WITH CHOICE OF SPRINGS (PAIR)  424.00
VARISHOCK QUICKSET 2 WITH CHOICE OF SPRINGS (PAIR)  698.00
SPANNER WRENCH FOR VARISHOCKS   30.00
POLISHED BALLJOINT COVERS (SET OF 4)   62.00
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Street-Machine A-Arms

Our tubular A-arms are constructed out of .156”-wall tubing, with 7/8”-diameter upper
arms and 1”-diameter lower arms. The billet, eyebolt-style adjuster in the upper A-arms
greatly simplifies suspension alignment and cannot come loose like the slotted-style,
OEM adjusters. These one-piece-design lower A-arms don’t require a strut rod. Our
billet bushing mounts are stronger and look better than the tubular bushing mounts
used by all other manufacturers. The lower-coil-over and antiroll-bar mounts attach
to a cross tube, making the lower A-arm stronger and more flex-resistant.

The threaded balljoint housings have a profiled groove
on their outside diameters to enhance the appearance,
and feature dust-boot counter-bores to provide 
a better balljoint seal. The screw-in balljoints 
are sold in pairs with the dust boots, and 
must be purchased separately. Optional,
polished-stainless balljoint covers screw 
onto the top of the balljoints and greatly 
improve their appearance (sold in pairs).

Billet eyebolts, bushings and pivot pins are included. Chassisworks’ exclusive 
billet pivot studs have taper-formed heads and provide the correct bushing preload;
set-screw grooves assure they will not come loose.

Our A-arms are available in three finishes and two materials: plain mild steel;
black-powder-coat mild steel; and polished stainless steel.

6171 PLAIN UPPER A-ARMS, MILD STEEL, STREET MACHINE (PAIR) $221.00
6172 PLAIN LOWER A-ARMS, COIL-OVER, MILD STEEL, STREET MACHINE (PAIR) 272.00
6179 POLISHED UPPER A-ARMS, STAINLESS, STREET MACHINE (PAIR) WITH BALLJOINTS 452.00
6180 POLISHED LOWER A-ARMS, COIL-OVER, STAINLESS, STREET MACHINE (PAIR) 

WITH BALLJOINTS 664.00
6181 BLACK UPPER A-ARMS, MILD STEEL, STREET MACHINE (PAIR)  246.00
6182 BLACK LOWER A-ARMS, MILD STEEL, STREET MACHINE (PAIR) 307.00
6104 BALLJOINTS (PAIR)  49.00
6173 BALLJOINT COVERS FOR STREET-MACHINE A-ARMS (PAIR)  39.00
6711 WRENCH FOR SCREW-IN BALLJOINTS  31.00
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Street-Machine Dropped Spindles & Brakes

Designed using state-of-the-art engineering workstations, and cast 
exclusively for Chassisworks by a foundry with decades of spindle-making 
experience, our new dropped spindles are both strong and lightweight.
Integral caliper-mounting brackets are included in the castings for the brakes
required by today’s high-horsepower street machines. Constructed of high-
strength ductile iron with a heat-treated, alloy-steel spindle shaft pressed 
and locked into place, they are available with either a bare-metal or 
black-powder-coated finish.

Billet-aluminum hubs come standard with screw-on dust covers and feature
both 4-1/2” and 4-3/4” bolt circles. The vented rotors are 11.75” in diameter and
.810”thick; 2-1/2”-long studs are included (3”studs are optional). All necessary
bearings, seals and hardware needed for installation are supplied. Rotors feature
curved gas-relief slots to aid in braking. You have a choice of two popular,
four-piston Wilwood calipers.

The brake lines are 18” long; DOT-approved; stainless-steel-covered; and
Number-3-Teflon-lined. Includes Number 3-to-1/8”-NPT 90-degree adapter for
caliper; 3/16” SAE female 
inverted flange for frame end.
Frame-mounting bracket and
stainless hardware are provided.
These assemblies will fit 
most 15”-diameter wheels.
Call Chassisworks for details.

6174  SCULPTED DROPPED SPINDLES, BARE METAL FOR STREET-MACHINE A-ARMS $342.00
6186  SCULPTED DROPPED SPINDLES, BLACK-POWDER-COAT 

FOR STREET-MACHINE A-ARMS 393.00
8320 STREET-MACHINE BRAKE KIT WITH WILWOOD FORGED BILLET DYNALITE CALIPERS 746.00

STREET-MACHINE BRAKE KIT WITH WILWOOD POLISHED FORGED DYNALITE CALIPER 852.00
6329 BRAKE LINES FOR STREET-MACHINE A-ARMS 60.00
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Billet Rack & Pinion
Sculpted from billet aluminum,
our racks and mounts are 
available in either a satin finish 
( — 1 part numbers) or polished 
( — 2 part numbers); the center tube 
is polished stainless steel. Two 
styles of mounts with stainless-steel 
hardware are available, for either 
Chassisworks A-arm crossmembers 
or Mustang II-style crossmember 
mounts. The rack can be rotated 

in its mount to align the input shaft
with the steering column.

The rack tie-rod ends have male 
9/16”-18 threads and 3/4”-36 spline 
input shafts. The racks are available 
in 15 different inner-socket widths,
allowing correct suspension 

geometry in very narrow or very wide
vehicles. Minimum inner-socket width
is 15.5”; maximum is 29.5”(in 1-inch
increments). The range is from nine
inches shorter than a Mustang II rack
to five inches wider — making this 
component suitable for virtually any 
manual-rack, front-steer application.

6175-XX-1 SATIN-FINISH BILLET RACK (SPECIFY LENGTH) $433.00
6175-XX-2 POLISHED BILLET RACK (SPECIFY LENGTH) 464.00
6176-1 SATIN-FINISH BILLET RACK CLAMP FOR 

CHASSISWORKS MOUNT    101.00
6176-2 POLISHED BILLET RACK CLAMP FOR 

CHASSISWORKS MOUNT    111.00
6187-1 SATIN-FINISH BILLET RACK CLAMPS 

FOR MUSTANG II FRAME MOUNT 171.00
6187-2 POLISHED BILLET RACK CLAMPS FOR 

MUSTANG II FRAME MOUNT 191.00
6177 TIE-ROD ENDS FOR BILLET RACK (PAIR) 48.00
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Street-Machine Antiroll Bars
Providing increased stability 
for both street driving and 
drag racing use, our light-
weight, tubular-design,
3/4”-diameter antiroll bar 
is black-powder-coated.
Includes urethane bushings;
custom linkage eyes manufactured in-house;
stainless-steel hardware; polished, billet-aluminum
clamps (instead of the stamped-steel clamps common
to other manufacturers). A true bolt-on installation!

All-new VariShocks are adjustable for ride height,
and include urethane bushings at each end.
Convenient, external knobs at the base of QuickSet
models adjust valving 14 ways (QuickSet 1) or 256
ways (QuickSet 2). SensiSet valving is factory-set
to suit your specific application. Choice of spring
rate: 140, 180, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550 
or 650 lbs. Spring rate is matched to your
application.

6178-XX ANTIROLL BAR, STREET-MACHINE 
CROSSMEMBER (SPECIFY LENGTH) $191.00

� Shock-Mount Fasteners
We have three styles of shock-mount
fasteners for our street-machine front
suspension. The shock spuds are CNC-
machined from stainless-steel billet. The
male-and-female design allows the two
halves to be tightened completely, providing the correct
amount of crush on the shock’s urethane bushings and
sleeves. The internal hex machined into the end makes

tightening easy. Polished 
finish assures a great,
long-lasting appearance.
Also available are 
stainless-steel Allen bolts 
or Grade-8 hex bolts.

� Shock Simulator
Chassisworks’ shock simulator
(right) takes the guesswork out
of aligning the front suspen-
sion and setting ride height.

� Spanner Wrench 
for VariShock

VARISHOCK SENSISET (PAIR) WITH CHOICE OF SPRINGS $406.00
VARISHOCK QUICKSET 1 (PAIR) WITH CHOICE OF SPRINGS 424.00
VARISHOCK QUICKSET 2 (PAIR) WITH CHOICE OF SPRINGS  698.00

3043  COIL-OVER BOLT SET, GRADE 8 (SET OF 4)   11.00
3044  COIL-OVER BOLT SET, STAINLESS STEEL (SET OF 4)  26.00
3045   COIL-OVER SHOCK SPUDS (4 PAIRS)  76.00
6712-12 SHOCK SIMULATORS FOR VARISHOCK 12”-RIDE-HEIGHT SHOCKS (PAIR)   26.00
899-012-201 SPANNER WRENCH FOR VARISHOCK 30.00

Coil-Over VariShocks for Street Machines 
SensiSet QuickSet 1 QuickSet 2
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� Front Frame & Crossmember No, this is not your
mother’s Mustang II front clip! Because the crossmember 
is available in 15 different widths, our exclusive design is
“adjustable” to fit virtually any car or truck (hub widths
from 51” to 65”). Select your vehicle ride height by choosing between available
4-1/2” or 6” ride heights! Frames are made of 4x2x.120”-wall box tube,
mandrel-bent on a computer-controlled tube bender for precision fit and 
wrinkle-free bends. These 4x2” rails and tapered frame horns can be factory-
welded to the crossmember for an additional charge.

Crossmembers are fully welded at the factory. Replace your existing frame
by purchasing both the crossmember and 4x2” frame rails!
Chassisworks also manufactures a full range of front-
suspension, steering and brake components which bolt to
this crossmember. The entire front suspension mounts
to the crossmember — ensuring a simple and precise
installation, because all suspension and steering mounts 
are correctly located.

4x2” Frames for Street Machines

� Complete Frame Assemblies Available to fit
most vehicles, full frames combine all the advantages of
our 4x2”, crossmember-style, A-arm front suspension
with our 4x2” 4-link or ladder-bar rear frame. Available
factory-welded for as little as $400 extra!

COMPLETE FRAME, A-ARM FRONT, LADDER-BAR REAR $1308.00
COMPLETE FRAME, A-ARM FRONT, 4-LINK REAR 1308.00

7160 4x2” A-ARM CROSSMEMBER $500.00
7170 4x2” A-ARM CLIP, 4-1/2” GROUND CLEARANCE 803.00
7171 4x2” A-ARM CLIP, 6” GROUND CLEARANCE 803.00
5306 24” TAPERED FRAME HORN (EACH) 51.00
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� 4x2” Ladder-Bar-Frame Package 
Adds up to Big Savings!

� Rear clip for 32” ladder bars; standard ladder bars;
weld-on track locater; adapter-bolt set; coil-spring setup;
two rear springs; and a pair of rear shocks included.
Package-011 System Price: $1099-Up!

� Above components for 36” ladder bars:
Package-012 System Price:  $1143-Up!

� 4x2” 4-Link-Frame Package 
Adds up to Big Savings!

� Rear clip for 4-link; standard 4-link;
bolt-on track locater; coil-spring setup;
two rear springs; and a pair of rear 
shocks included.

Package-013 System Price: $1040-Up!

� 4x2”Ladder-Bar & 4-Link Rear Frames These
are completely new designs, engineered specifically for
street machines (not the ill-fitting 4x2” versions of 3x2”
drag-race clips sold elsewhere!). Mandrel-bent from
4x2x.120”-wall tube, frames are available for virtually 
any application. Rails can be assembled as narrow as 20”,
outside width, for use in compact cars. Our lower kickup
(above the rearend) accommodates a lower floor
behind the seats. Extra-close rear bends greatly
increase trunk space. The 2x1” driveshaft loop
increases both ground and driveshaft-tunnel 
clearance. Optional 4”-ID crossmember exhaust
ports (shown) provide a full 1/2” of clearance
around a 3” exhaust tube, taking the hassle out 
of plumbing for exhaust systems.

The included 4x2”crossmember can be taper-cut (as
shown) to attach to existing frames. The provided upper
shock mounts accept Chassisworks’ coil-spring kit and
either VariShock or Koni coil-overs. For ultimate fit and 
function, install our FAB9™ rearend housing and other
Chassisworks accessories! Available either unassembled in
kit form or factory-welded to your specifications.

7150 4x2” REAR CLIP FOR 32” LADDER BARS $494.00
7151 4x2” REAR CLIP FOR 36” LADDER BARS 494.00
7152 4x2” REAR CLIP FOR 4-LINK 494.00
1070 EXHAUST PORT (EACH) 16.00

FACTORY-WELDED 4x2” CLIP ADDITIONAL 200.00-UP
6250 4-LINK FOR 4x2” FRAME (GOLD LINKS) 191.00

4-LINK FOR 4x2” FRAME (CHROME LINKS) 261.00
6251 4-LINK FOR PRO STREET, 4x2” FRAME (GOLD LINKS) 377.00

4-LINK FOR PRO STREET, 4x2” FRAME (CHROME LINKS) 447.00

� Ladder-Bar-Suspension Features
Front mounts offer four adjustment holes with built-in geometry
for street or strip. Front brackets mount under the frame,
increasing ground clearance and spacing of the ladder bars 
(for improved cornering stability). Bolt in any Chassisworks 
ladder bar!

� 4-Link-Suspension Features
New-design 4-links incorporate both street-
machine and drag-race geometry. Four different
4-links are available: Chrome or gold link tubes
for use with mild-steel or 4130 rod ends; or
chrome or blue link tubes accepting billet,
urethane-bushed rod ends.

All components 
can be upgraded 

to meet your 
specific needs!
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Buildups By Our In-House R&D Shop
� HOW TO INSTALL A � Pages ???-???
“NOFAB” FRONT
SUBFRAME

The all-new,
complete A-arm
front clip that 
literally bolts into
1962-67 Chevy IIs.

� HOW TO INSTALL A � Pages ???-???
LADDER-BAR SUSPENSION

Chassisworks makes it possible to add race-car rear
suspensions to stock GM frames.

� HOW TO INSTALL � Pages ???-???
A LATE-MODEL FRONT END

We put a 
tubular 
subframe 
and A-arm 
suspension to
work in a GM
intermediate.

� HOW TO INSTALL � Pages ???-???
A SUBFRAME & SUSPENSION

Chris Alston’s personal 1965 Mustang gets 
back-halved in our chassis shop.

� HOW TO PRO STREET � Pages ???-???
A UNIBODY CAR

Follow the 
installation of 
our 4-link rear
subframe and 
10-point roll cage
into Super Chevy
magazine’s Saturday Night Special.

� HOW TO INSTALL � Pages ???-???
A ROLL BAR

Our custom-fit
assembly and
three swing-out
bars provide 
painless entry 
and exit 
for second-
generation 
GM F-bodies and other street/strip machines.

� HOW TO SELECT � Pages ???-???
A REAR SUSPENSION

Chris Alston compares 4-links and ladder bars.

� HOW TO CHOOSE � Pages ???-???
A CHASSIS

Pick the correct full chassis, rear subframe 
or front clip.
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LADDER BARS
Unlike “slapper bars” and other bolt-on
devices, welded ladder bars give you a strong
suspension with some basic adjustability. Any
ladder bar that uses an adjustable front mount
can be adjusted for three things. First is what
we’ll call the suspension’s “intersect point” in
the chassis. When you raise or lower a ladder
bar in its front mount, you’re actually adjusting
the intersect point of how the drive loads are
applied in the chassis. Secondly, you can adjust
pinion angle by rotating the two rod ends at
the rear of the ladder bar. Finally, you can
adjust the preload in the car by setting one side
differently from the other, effectively shifting
weight from one rear tire to another. Adjusting
pinion angle or preload in a standard-type 
ladder bar requires removing the bar, then
screwing or unscrewing the ends.

What’s known as a “double-adjustable”
ladder bar allows you to adjust pinion angle
and preload in the front intersect point without
removing the bar from the car. A double-
adjustable style is just easier to use. It has right
and left threads, so it works like a turnbuckle:
You can loosen and rotate the adjuster without
taking off the bar. There are two real advan-
tages to having the adjuster in the bottom bar,
instead of the upper bar: (1) It’s easier to get to
with a wrench, which solves a real problem in
many cars; (2) the rod angle goes straight back
and straight forward, so you can move it a lot
further before the spread between the two
tubes gets so great that you can’t put the bar
back on the car.

Our popular Battle Cruiser line offers two affordable, fully adjustable
styles of rear suspension. The “double-adjustable” ladder bar is 
ideal for e.t. brackets and street-strip applications. The 4-link is 

now available with a choice of front-mount designs 
that fit aftermarket rear frames (as shown) 

or a boxed crossmember.

Select a 
Rear 

Suspension

HowTo Chris Alston Explains 
Drag Racing Suspensions

Chassisworks’ exclusive front
crossmember features a tighter
bend, more adjustment holes and
stronger, 360-degree brackets.

LADDER-BAR LENGTH
Anyone who tells you that short-wheelbase
cars need 30-inch ladder bars, intermediate 
cars use 32 inches and long-wheelbase cars 
use 36 inches is just showing you he doesn’t 
understand the big picture. What makes a 
ladder bar work is dependent on where the
front mount is in relation to the car’s center of
gravity. A 32-inch ladder bar can be adjusted 
to have the same intersect point as a 36-inch
bar in relation to the car’s center of gravity.
The reason everyone uses 32-inch ladder bars 
is a space consideration. Bars shorter than 
32 inches tend to rotate the pinion angle 
excessively, plus they require a front mount 
that is very close to the ground.

On a long-wheelbase vehicle (like a truck),
the 36-inch ladder bar may be the best choice.
When under-body clearance is not a factor, the
longer bar can transfer weight more easily.

4-LINKS
A 4-link is definitely superior to ladder bars.
However, a 4-link is only superior in application
if you are willing to invest the time it takes to
sort it out. A ladder bar has two or three
adjustment holes that actually work; a 4-link
might have 50! Actually, the 4-link doesn’t
have 50 places that are better; it has perhaps
three that are better, a couple that are the
same, and a whole bunch that are worse. You
just have a lot more possible intersect points.
A tremendous amount of engineering goes into
a properly designed 4-link. There are 4-links 
on the market that won’t gain you anything,
because the spread on the holes and/or the
brackets themselves are improperly located.
Consequently, there are lots of adjustments 
that you can’t even get to.
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4-LINK LENGTHS 
All 4-links use top and bottom bars of unequal
lengths. However, some have a top bar which 
is considerably shorter. These are commonly
referred to as “unequal-length” 4-links. This is
definitely an inferior design from the past,
when chassis builders were not allowed to
modify stock frames. This style causes rapid
changes in the pinion angle and the front 
intersect point. Stay away from these designs! 

The Chassisworks Eliminator II 4-link is the
most sophisticated rear suspension available to-
day. With its 1/2”-diameter bolt holes, the 4-link
adjustments are now much finer and, of course,
there are more from which to choose. This is
the same design that we developed, tested and
install on our 6-second Pro Modified cars.

LADDER BARS vs. 4-LINK
A 4-link is like anything else that’s infinitely
adjustable: If you’re not going to spend the
time it takes to get it adjusted correctly, you’re
better off with a part that doesn’t adjust. If you
want to buy something that’s inexpensive; that
doesn’t take a lot of real care and extra energy
to install; and that basically works right out 
of the box, then ladder bars are for you. If 
you want your car to go as fast as possible,
and you’re willing to invest whatever energy it
takes, choose a 4-link.

Neither type of suspension is perfectly 
suited to all-around highway operation. To be
100-percent streetable, a rear suspension must
allow the rearend to “roll” independent of the
body. This movement is necessary to smoothly
transverse potholes, speed bumps, curbs and
other irregularities in the road. Chassisworks
now offers ladder bars and 4-links with large,
urethane-bushed rod ends which greatly
increase the amount of rearend roll available
— a real plus for Pro Street applications.
Additionally, these urethane bushings will
absorb some of the road vibrations.

The importance of rearend roll is greatly
diminished on smooth surfaces, of course.
Typically, a 4-link allows the rearend to roll a
few degrees more than ladder bars. Our new
Pro Street 4-link offers an unprecedented
amount of suspension travel and, consequently,
an incredibly smooth ride. Incidentally, this is
the first race-type 4-link ever designed specifi-
cally for high-powered street cars and trucks.
Beware of old-style “4-bar” designs. These are
borrowed from the street-rod industry, and will
not hold up to high horsepower.

One more thing: All of your chassis and 
suspension components should be purchased
from a single source. If you buy a Chassisworks

4-link or ladder bars and another company’s
subframe, you’re compromising whatever 
science was designed into each system —
assuming you can even get the parts to fit!
Frame design has a tremendous amount to do
with the bracket design. A knowledgeable 
chassis builder actually designs the suspension
first, and then designs a frame that will hold it.

LOCATERS 
A locater keeps the rearend from moving right
and left. Any ladder-bar or 4-link car with coil
springs has to have one. Without a locater,
you couldn’t even drive the car. Only two types
are used in drag racing anymore. The more
common is the track locater: a diagonal link
that runs from the front of one side of the 
suspension to the rear of the other side. In
chassis where clearance problems exist, or in
very narrow frames, we use a wishbone,
instead, to center the rearend.

Some companies still offer only panhard
rods, which attach to the
frame and to the top of the
rearend. In a drag car, the
frame is very narrow,
making this link extremely
short — only 12 to
18 inches long.
Such a short link
causes the rearend to
move right to left in the frame as much as 
two inches through the suspension travel. The 
panhard rod has no place on a very narrow 
rear frame, but it can be used on wider rear
frames. Use a track locater whenever possible.
A track locater or wishbone will always keep
the rearend centered through its full travel.

HOUSING FLOATERS
If you have leaf springs and want to add either
ladder bars or a 4-link, housing floaters are
mandatory. The rearend attempts to pivot
around both the suspension bar and the leaf
spring, because they’re both attached to the
housing. Since it can’t pivot around two 
dissimilar-length arcs, the rearend will bind up
without floaters. The section that the spring
goes through is greased, allowing the floater 
to slide on the spring — compensating for 
the different arcs through which the rearend
moves. Our design also centers the rearend 
and permits adjustment of the ride height.

Incidentally, floater sales have been on 
a steady decline for years — reflecting the 
diminished popularity of leaf springs. Even
though Chassisworks offers the most advanced
floater made, it’s a dying part. We recommend
installing coil springs, which do not require
floaters.

COIL SPRINGS
In the past, leaf springs were popular because
Super Stock rules required original-type springs;
leaf-spring cars once cost less money to build

than coil-over cars; and Chrysler Corporation
devoted lots of energy to Super Stock spring
technology. However, rule changes have made
late-model cars more popular — and those all
came with coil springs. Plus, with the advent 
of inexpensive coil-spring-mounting kits, cost 
is no longer an issue. Leaf springs are much
harder to mount; they require floaters; and 
they weigh so much more that it’s pointless 
to continue with them. By the time you buy 
two shock absorbers and floaters and build
new top and bottom shock mounts, the price
difference is negligible. Last but not least are
some important performance disadvantages.

Because leaf
springs sit under-
neath the frame,
your ladder bars
must fit inboard of

the frame. In a coil-spring car, you can make the
bars fit under the frame — in the space that
would otherwise be occupied by leaf springs.
Now the suspension has a wider stance, so the
car won’t body-roll as much. Moreover, you
can’t get a leaf-spring frame narrow enough to
run big tires on any kind of skinny car. Leaf
springs take up a minimum of six additional
inches of frame width. So, if you’re trying to put
a big tire on a narrow car like an early Nova or
Mustang, you’ll be lucky to get a 14-inch slick
in there, because you can’t build the suspension
that narrow. You can’t install the ladder bars a
foot apart; it just doesn’t work.

Coil springs are the way to go. The only
exception would be the guy who just wants 
to put a set of ladder bars on an existing,
stock-type full frame. Anybody who’s doing 
a “back-half” car, with a new frame, should
throw the leaf springs away.

LADDER-BAR ROD ENDS
The rod end at the front of a ladder bar is
extremely critical. This is the one that invariably
fails because it’s the front end that’s being
bent, and that’s a real hard load to overcome.
Conversely, the rear rod ends are being pulled
and pushed, and will take a lot more strain in
those directions. The strength of any rod end is
determined entirely by the amount of area
there is to break, and by the strength of the
material. At a minimum, you need a 4130-type,
3/4-inch-shank front rod end on a ladder bar, or
it will break. We’ve gone to a 1-inch-diameter
shank, so the cross section is actually twice that
of a 3/4-inch end. Plus, it’s made from a new

Our economical 
coil-spring assembly
offers a full six inches
of suspension travel
and approximately six
inches of ride-height

adjustment.  

Select a Rear Suspension

HowTo
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aerospace material with strength equivalent to
4130 chromemoly.

Another factor is the diameter of the ladder
bar’s tubing. The bottom bar tends to flex in a
real high-horsepower or heavyweight car. Our
1-1/4-inch bottom bars are almost impossible
to flex. To offset their slightly heavier weight,
we use two 3/4-inch-shank rod ends with 
1/2-inch bolts at the rear. You don’t give up 
any strength, because you have two rod ends
back there.

Even with the giant front rod end, you have
to be very careful inspecting and replacing it.
When you first install the rod ends, measure
them with a caliper. If they stretch even a 
couple thousandths, get rid of them. They need
to be inspected frequently, especially in a heavy
and/or very fast car. At the absolute minimum,
it’s an annual throw-away part.

Some manufacturers advertise that solid rod
ends in the front of the ladder bar will cause
binding; however, since ladder bars for race 
use do not “roll,” installing spherical rod ends
would only increase the possibility of breakage
— definitely a bad idea.

In a solid-rod-end car, you cannot run the
front bolt that holds the rearend to the frame
tight, because it pinches the bracket against 
the rod end, and binds it up. If you torque this
5/8-inch bolt and squeeze these brackets, the
rearend won’t go up and down. What it does is
promptly break a front rod end off! However,
track locaters that bolt onto the front of 
ladder bars now require that the bolt is tight;
otherwise, the locater won’t locate the rear 
suspension. Chassisworks solved this problem
by going to a 3/4-inch-hole bracket with a 
spacer set. The spacer tightens against the side
of the rod end, but it has a 3/4-inch outside,
so it will pivot in the bracket — allowing you
to tighten the front bolt. If you keep it greased,
it’s really free and really strong.

For Pro Street applications, Chassisworks
has developed a huge, aerospace-alloy,
billet-steel ladder-bar rod end that uses large 
urethane bushings. It’s strong enough for big-
block horsepower.

4-LINK ROD ENDS
Spherical-type rod ends should be used in all
links. The rearend actually rotates, and solid 
rod ends don’t allow that natural movement.
A 4-link with solid ends will be much stiffer,
making the car difficult to hook up. For drag
racing 4-links, Chassisworks offers sets of eight
rod ends in either mild steel or 4130 chrome-
moly. The 4130 units are twice as strong, and
are absolutely mandatory for vehicles making
lots of horsepower, and/or carrying a lot of
weight, and/or running huge rear tires.

For Pro Street applications, Chassisworks
has developed a huge, aerospace-alloy, billet-
steel rod end that uses large urethane bushings.
It’s strong enough for big-block horsepower.

SHOCK ABSORBERS
Today’s basic rear-suspension setup uses an
inexpensive coil-spring kit with light-valved,
OEM-type shock absorbers. Our adjustable-
ride-height lower shock mount allows the home
builder to be off a little in his calculations,
and still get the car to ride where he wants.
And there is some adjustment in that for 
performance. Our kit uses the same coil springs
that we put in our Koni coil-over set. It’s a nice,
compact unit that works well for the budget-
conscious guy. For about $230, you get a 
complete set of shocks, springs, adjustable-
height lower mounts and upper spring mounts.

The next step up is to a true coil-over.
The advantage here is mostly in the valving of
the shock. What’s known as the single-internal-
adjustable Koni shock was specifically designed
for drag racing. You take it off and rotate it to
adjust how hard the shock comes apart. This
separation, or extension, is the majority of 
tuning on a drag racing shock. Like anything
else, if a shock has more adjustments, you can
possibly make it work better, because you have
more places you can put it. Internally adjustable
Konis cost about $300 a pair, with springs.
Our mounting kit is about $60, so the true-coil-
over package is almost $130 more than the
coil-spring kit described above. The third step
up the “shock ladder” is the VariShock QuickSet
1 externally adjustable, aluminum-bodied coil-
over. Since the extension setting of the shock is
what controls a drag race car’s rear suspension,
these shocks are the “best bang for your buck.”
For about $420 a pair (with springs), you get
the external adjustment at two-thirds the price
of double-adjustable shocks.

The ultimate drag racing shock is VariShock’s
double-adjustable QuickSet 2. One knob at the
bottom adjusts how hard the shock absorber
comes together; a second knob at the bottom
sets how hard the shock pulls apart. These 
cost about twice as much as the internally
adjustable SensiSet model, but we recommend

the QuickSet 2 to the racer who’s seriously
interested in both hooking up at launch and
maintaining high-speed stability at the big end.

WHEELIE BARS
The two popular styles of wheelie bars use
either a flat bottom bar with a tubular upper
bar; or tubular bars on both the bottom and
top. The flat-bottom design was a functional
wheelie bar in its day, but it’s old technology
now. It is inherently inconsistent in the way the
aluminum bottom bar acts as a spring. When it
gets up on the wheel, it gets some of its spring
by flexing the bottom bar, and some from 
having an actual spring in the top. So you have
these two springs working together, and it’s 
difficult to fine-tune and get good control.
It also takes up more room under a car. In a
real narrow, late-model, pro-type car, this is a
serious issue. Plus, its mounting-bracket design
prevents this type of wheelie bar from running
real close to the ground, and bumper clearance
is an incredible problem on newer cars. Most
flat-type bars are also too short, so they tend 
to unload the tire. A 44-inch bar may be real
common, but it’s too violent against the tire to
work well. The car may not wheelstand, but
you’re not getting the optimum result, either.
You want a wheelie bar at least 50 inches long.

Dual-tube wheelie bars are found in all real
race cars because they’re a little lighter; they
offer better bumper clearance; and they result
in a more solid assembly, making them easier
to fine-tune. On dual-tube wheelie bars, it is
important to “X” the top strut — not the 
bottom. By “X”-ing the top, you have more jack
clearance. Plus, designs that only “X” on the
bottom half will break the lower tube, because
the partial “X” overloads the tube in the center.
This will only happen in hard-launching, fast
cars, but why take a chance? 

Now you must choose between a spring-
loaded or unsprung design. On a car that
wheelstands hardly at all, you can get away
with our unsprung version, because you’re not
violently on the bar that hard. But if you have 
a car that seriously wheelstands, you want the
spring-loaded bar to give that extra bit of 
control. The difference in price is about $50.
A spring-loaded bar may seem simple, but it’s
actually quite sophisticated. Adjustments have
to be made very carefully. Most racers make
way too coarse of an adjustment; the way they
get a car not to wheelstand excessively is to
make it unload the tire. It’s a fine line to get the
wheelie bars to delicately keep the car on the
ground without unloading the tire, particularly
where it counts most: in the first 60 feet. You
need a bar that’s very stable and lets you make
fine adjustments. That’s why dual-tube, spring-
loaded wheelie bars have become the norm for
pro race cars �

Spherical rod ends (foreground)
are offered in several mild-steel
and chromemoly versions for 
competition 4-links. Larger, billet-
steel rod ends with urethane
bushings (background) are 
included with all Pro Street 4-links.
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Choose a
Chassis

HowTo Chris Alston’s Tips About 
Frame & Chassis Selection

SUBFRAME vs. CHASSIS
First, you must decide whether you need a
“back-half” modification or a full chassis. The
advantage to the back-half conversion is its
price: about $2400 for a complete Chassisworks
subframe, FAB9™ housing, ladder-bar or 4-link
suspension, coil springs and mounting kit,
shock absorbers, roll cage, wheel tubs, and
everything else you need.

To get a back-half car to go fairly fast —
say, low 10s — is not that difficult, but weight
distribution becomes a problem. Because the
rear is so much lighter than the front, it’s hard
to make the car perform consistently. If you
plan to go quicker than 10.50, you should 
definitely consider a full-chassis car.

If you purchase a Chassisworks subframe,
you have another option: You can start out with
our rear-subframe kit now, and install one of
our A-arm or strut front frames later — turning
your back-half car into a full, Eliminator-style
chassis. In fact, our front-frame kits are 
specifically designed to be added-on later,
without making the finished chassis look like 
it was built in two parts.

BOX vs. ROUND RAILS
Anyone who decides to step into a full chassis
must next choose between a box frame or a
round frame. Fact: There is no advantage to 
a box-rail car! A lot of people are under the
mistaken impression that a box-rail car is
stronger; in fact, the strength of any car comes

mostly from its roll cage. While a box-rail frame
is physically larger, it’s also made out of thinner
material. And it adds about 30 pounds to 
the car — a considerable amount of weight,
considering that a round-tube chassis costs
about $100 less.

Once upon a time, a box-rail car was 
somewhat easier to assemble, but that’s not 
the case anymore. Because of the way we build
our Eliminator-series cars — and because
Chassisworks instructions are so detailed —
the round-tube version isn’t any harder to
build.

Now, if you’re still uncomfortable with
building a round-rail car, that’s a real good 
reason not to buy one! But from a strict 
performance standpoint, it’s better in all 
applications, because it’s lighter. Another slight
advantage is that a round-rail car sits lower 
to the ground because its frame isn’t as tall.

ROLL CAGES
With the advent of ultrasonic testing in sports-
man categories, there’s a lot of confusion about
mild-steel roll cages. We use .134-inch-wall
tube to assure that your chassis will pass
NHRA’s (.118-inch) minimum wall-thickness
requirements.

Next question: Do you need a Funny Car
cage? Our standard Eliminator chassis is plenty
safe without one, but there is a performance
advantage. If you want to run better than 8.90s,
you should consider one because it makes the
car stiffer and, consequently, more consistent.
Plus, if you want to feel as safe as possible, it
does afford more protection. But you’re going
to pick up about 30 pounds, and spend about
$125 extra. (If you buy a standard Eliminator
chassis now, you can always add our Funny Car
kit later.)

Affordable, easy-to-assemble Eliminator I chassis
are offered with either round or rectangular
frame rails and a wide range of suspension
options. For builders planning to run quicker than
10.50, Chris Alston recommends a full chassis. 

A Chassisworks subframe is the ideal foundation
for a “back-half” conversion. Frame kits are 
offered for either 4-link or ladder-bar suspension.
For substantial savings, order your subframe 
together with a complete 
suspension system, as 
illustrated here. FAB9™

axle housings (not shown) 
are available separately.
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MILD STEEL vs. 4130
Some people believe that 4130 chromemoly
cars are stronger than mild-steel cars.
Not necessarily! While 4130 tubing is 
a stronger material, because it’s
made out of an alloy steel, the
rules let us use thinner material
(.083- and .065-inch wall). Thus, a
stronger material that has a thinner wall
is about as strong as a thicker-wall mild
steel. The 4130 chassis is going to be 20- to 
25-percent lighter because it’s made out of
thinner material; there’s simply less steel in the
car. Basically, what you’re paying for when 
you buy a 4130 car is weight reduction. In a
basic Eliminator kit, you pay about $900 extra
to save 70 to 80 pounds.

Now, some guys would pay a fortune for 70
to 80 pounds. You have to ask yourself: “Could
I spend $900 somewhere else, and be better
off?” If you have cast-iron cylinder heads on
your engine, and you want a 4130 chassis,
you’d be better off buying aluminum heads. If
you’re going to go fast — mid-eights or quicker
— you probably should get 4130, because mild
steel definitely detracts from the resale value of
a car like that.

The only real disadvantage is that a 4130
car must be TIG-welded. That means every 
single accessory, bracket and tab has to be 
TIG-welded. For the first-time, build-it-yourself
type of guy, this is not the way to go; he
shouldn’t even consider it. Chromemoly is for 
a higher-skilled, more capable fabricator. Mild
steel, on the other hand, is extremely forgiving.

I also hear people say that 4130 is more
likely to crack. Wrong again! This tubing was
originally developed for the aircraft industry to
make airframe parts, and nothing is stressed
worse than airframe parts. If this stuff didn’t
have excellent fatigue life, it wouldn’t be in 
airplanes. I have never seen a worn-out 4130
“door” car that was assembled correctly. Nor
have I seen a worn-out mild-steel car that was
assembled correctly. So, durability isn’t really 
a consideration.

A-ARMS vs. STRUTS
In the front end, you’ve got two choices:
A-arms or struts. If money’s tight, an A-arm car
is cheaper to build. If you have the money, you
can consider building a strut car. The disadvan-
tage to struts is that they cost a little more
money. The advantages are lighter weight and
better header clearance. In a narrow car like a

Monza or Vega, or most big-block cars, header
clearance can be a real problem. In a wider car,
like a Camaro, it’s not as big a factor because
the frame is wider, so the A-arms are farther
apart. (Our exclusive A-arm design goes a long
way towards solving this problem by exposing
the exhaust ports more than other A-arms.)

As for performance, the reality is that the
strut is not an infinitely better suspension 
than the A-arm. In some cases, an A-arm 
might actually work better, because it has a 
bit more front-end travel than a strut. If you
have a nose-heavy car (which most cars built 
economically tend to be), or a high-horsepower
car with a marginal tire, more front-end travel
is an advantage.

The modified MacPherson strut is the 
latest technology. For anybody who’s building 
a serious car, it’s the preferred choice. An 
internally adjustable strut must be taken off the
car for adjustment of its valving; an externally
adjustable strut can be readjusted without
removing it from the car. The latter is a very
sophisticated piece. In the hands of a person
who wants to spend some energy working 
on it, that’s an advantage — not because of
the strut, but because the shock absorber is
adjusted externally, and has more control and
more variables. A well-equipped strut car is
going to be a few hundredths faster than a
well-equipped A-arm car.

If you have the money, you need to decide.
Even with the spindles and shocks that must be
purchased along with A-arms, the cost is still
several hundred dollars less than for struts.
The weight difference is typically between 15
and 20 pounds, depending on the style of frame
you’re using. That’s a lot of weight in a 7.90
car, but 20 pounds isn’t worth a dime in a
Super Gasser.

DOUBLE FRAME RAILS
If a customer wants to run quicker than 7.90,
we insist that he step up to our double-frame-
rail, Avenger-series car. The reason is not that
our Eliminator chassis won’t go that fast; it’s
just that the kind of horsepower it takes to run
that fast will flex a single-rail car excessively.
You need the double rails to deal with the extra
horsepower. A flexible car takes more power to
go the same speed. When you want to run low
sevens or high sixes, it takes every bit of horse-
power you can find, muster, beg, borrow and
steal; you can’t let the chassis use any of it up.

Some people believe that a 7.90 car can be
upgraded to a 6.90 car, but they’re designed
and built completely different. A nitrous or
blower motor makes so much torque, and flexes
the car so much more, that you need extra 
tubing and a considerably different design to
support this brutal horsepower, so the car will
stay flat and track correctly. If you plan to go
faster than 7.90, you need the double frame
rails and other advantages built into our 
state-of-the-art Avenger chassis.

In a lower-horsepower car, double rails can
be too stiff. A notable exception is our
Nostalgia chassis for older, fat-fendered cars.
Because these bodies are so narrow, we can’t
put the roll-cage supports in the same places
that we do in our late-model cars. The double
rail frame is another way to stiffen the chassis.
Plus, these older bodies are so tall that we have
extra room to make the frame taller, and still fit
it under the stock floor.

As a general rule, if you want to run 10.50s
or slower, install a back-half suspension system.
If you want to run low tens to high sevens,
build an Eliminator I or II chassis. If you want to
go quicker than that, buy the Avenger chassis.

Chassisworks front subframes can slash as much as 300 pounds
from the front of a race car, hot rod, truck or Pro Street car. 
All frames are designed to accept Chris Alston’s exclusive A-arms
and rack-and-pinion steering.
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Working with a full-frame car makes
the installation of a new rear suspension
somewhat easier than when dealing with
a unibody car, as the frame rails provide
solid, ready-made mounting points for
the required crossmembers. With this in
mind, a 1966 Chevelle was chosen
to illustrate the steps involved in
adding a Chassisworks ladder-bar
system to a typical framed car.

Neither a black-belt rating as a
welder nor exotic, hard-to-find
tools are required for the home
builder to complete a project such
as the one shown on these pages;
the most essential items are sim-
ply common jackstands, levels,
squares, tape measures and patience. Of
course, a flat place to work is also highly
desirable.

The main key is getting the rearend
assembly back in its proper place after a
new rear suspension is installed, and this
is assured by measuring and recording
the stock placement of the axle housing,
in relation to fixed points, before any-
thing is dismantled. A protractor or incli-
nometer can be used to determine the
existing pinion angle, while factory holes
in the frame rails can be used as natural
reference points for the front-to-back
location of the axle tubes. The frame rails
themselves are convenient for both the
ride-height and housing-centering chores.

One should also be aware that the
housing will be going in and out of 
position numerous times before the car
gets back out on the street. The use of 
a floor jack is highly recommended to
assist in this area �

To begin at the end, this is our 1966 Chevelle project car as it looks following
the installation of a Chassisworks ladder-bar rear suspension. The ride height can
be quickly and easily changed with the adjustable lower shock mounts.

Factory Frames Make
Installation a Breeze

The narrowed rear is
put back under the car

and set up in its original
location. Pre-existing

holes in the frame were
used as reference points

for the initial front-to-
back measurements,

taken from the front of
the axle tubes.

After the correct height of
the housing is set, using

the recorded measure-
ment from the bottom of

the frame to the top of
the tubes, it is necessary

to center the housing
from side-to-side. A level
is used to assure perfect
numbers when checking

the distance from the
sides of the frame rails to

the ends of the tubes.

Install a 
Ladder-Bar
Suspension

HowTo

After recording all the necessary
measurements of the stock location
of the rear housing, pull the 
housing out from under the car,
strip the axle tubes of everything
except the brake-line brackets,
and cut them to accommodate the
desired wheel/tire size. Shown 
bolted to the housing is the 
exclusive Chassisworks pinion-
centering gauge; used on any 
popular rearend and in conjunction
with the provided worksheet, it
allows any competent home builder
to achieve professional results.
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A protractor or an inclinometer set across the front of the
yoke will reveal the initial pinion angle, and an adjustable jack
stand comes in handy for returning the now-free-floating
housing to its stock attitude.

To determine the location of the front crossmember, measure
the prescribed distance forward from the housing and make a
mark on the frame rails. Next, measure the distance between
the rails at this point, noting the exact location of the drive-
shaft centerline.

These measurements 
are then transferred to 

the dropped-loop 
crossmember, which is

marked for cutting. Labeling
the driver and passenger
sides of the crossmember

will help in maintaining its
proper orientation, keeping

the loop centered under 
the driveshaft. Be sure 
to cut the ends of the 

tubing to follow the 
contour of the rails, if any.

Don’t be 
reluctant to sneak
up on the perfect

crossmember length
by making a series

of small cuts on the
tubing. A snug fit is
helpful for the final

alignment.

Using material 
provided in the kit,

gusset straps are
fabricated and

welded to the back
of the brackets 

for added strength.

This is how the
Chevelle’s fully

welded front cross-
member looked just 

prior to its final
installation. Note

the contour on the
end of the tubing.

With their assignments as spacers for the brackets com-
pleted, the steel sleeves are returned to their intended
homes in the middle of the urethane bushings.

This is the last time the crossmember will be seen in the 
daylight. With the ladder bars assembled and mounted to 
the crossmember, the entire unit slides under the car and is
lifted into place, with the rear brackets snug to the axle
tubes. This is where a tight fit for the crossmember will 
come in handy, to help hold itself in position.

After cutting the crossmember to size, the front ladder-bar brackets
are set in their proper, as-wide-as-possible locations and tacked in
place. (The minimum clearance from the brackets to the frame is 1-1/2
inches.)  The steel sleeves that ride in the middle of the urethane
bushings are used to establish the correct spacing for the brackets.
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Bumping the brackets into the housing will undoubtedly jostle it around;
all measurements must be rechecked before firing up the welder.

With clamps holding the front crossmember in place, the rear brackets
are checked for plumb and tacked to the housing.

Constant use of a tape measure
is critical to ensure the success
of any chassis or suspension
installation. Here, the distance
between the brackets is 
verified after they are tacked 
to the housing.

With the rear brackets tacked in
place, and after making sure

everything is straight and square,
the front crossmember is tacked to
the frame. The ladder bars are then

removed from the front brackets,
and the crossmember is 

welded to the frame.

The housing is brought back out from under the car and the ladder
bars are removed from the brackets. The ears at the top of the housing,
used for mounting the stock link bars, will be removed to provide
clearance for the panhard bar.

Again, the steel sleeves from the urethane bushings are used as 
spacers, and the brackets are welded to the axle tubes. Chassisworks 
recommends also welding the tubes to the housing for added strength.

With the brackets welded to the tubes and gusset straps added,
the housing and ladder bars are remounted under the car. The
shock is then assembled
in the center position of
the adjustable lower 
shock-mounting plate,
which is held in its
desired location and
marked for cutting.
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The universal lower-
shock mounting plate
is then cut along the

line to fit on the back
of the rear ladder-bar

bracket.

After tacking the plate to
the ladder-bar bracket,
make sure it is straight
and plumb before final
welding.

The tubing for the 
upper shock-mount

crossmember is cut to fit
between the frame rails
and positioned with the
use of levels and shock

simulators, with the
adjustable shock mounts
set at their highest level.
Once again steel sleeves,

fabricated from tubing
for the upper shock
mounts, are used to
establish the proper

bracket spacing.

This is the fully fabricated upper shock-mount crossmember,
prior to installation. The tabs on the ends of the tube were
added to allow the crossmember to sit as high as possible
between the frame rails, while still providing a sufficient
amount of surface for welding.

These are the pieces included in the Chassisworks panhard-bar kit.
One end of the bar and one of the rod ends are threaded for
adjustment; the other rod end is welded in place. The bracket at
the lower left is attached to the axle tube.

The non-threaded end of the panhard bar is marked for cutting to
the desired length. The housing must be properly centered when
determining the correct bar length.

Seen here are the installed upper
shock-mount crossmember and
the panhard bar, which spans the
distance from the frame on the
left side to the axle housing on
the right. Make certain that the
panhard-bar bracket on the hous-
ing clears the frame rails.

The shocks are installed without
the springs, and all clearances are
checked at both full compression
and full extension to make sure
nothing binds up. Clearly visible is
the extra brace  welded between
the lower shock-mounting plate
and the housing.
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Don’t forget to remount the pads for the rubber axle snubbers
onto both sides of the housing, directly below the frame rails, to
keep the shocks from bottoming out and beating themselves up.

With all necessary brackets attached to the housing, it’s time to
complete the narrowing procedure; Chassisworks carries the parts
needed for the home builder to do the job. The pinion centerline
gauge, foreground, is machined to work with all types of housings,
while the alignment bar, carrier adapters (left), and housing-end
adapter provide absolute precision when welding the ends in place.

The alignment bar slides into the housing
and through the carrier-bearing adapters,
which are installed in place of the carrier
bearings. The housing-end adapter fits
snugly into the bearing area of the stock
housing end (which was cut off a couple of
inches from the backing-plate mounting
flange), holding the end perfectly square to
the pinion.

With clamps holding
everything in place,

the stock housing
end is welded back
onto the axle tube.

The housing ends
are fully welded,
and the entire
assembly is back
in place. Visible
are the notches
that had to be
cut into the stock
crossmember to
allow full ladder-
bar travel, and
the lower shock-
mount gussets.

Lacking only the brake backing plates and a bit of paint, the
ladder-bar installation is virtually complete, with the panhard-
bar bracket clearly visible. The bearing-mounting areas of the
stock housing ends have been cut off to allow the use of the
Strange safety hubs, which are bolted to the housing-end
flange from the inboard side and contain their own bearings,
eliminating the potentially hazardous C-clip method 
of holding the axles in place.

L60-15 tires on 15x8-inch
rims put a full 22 inches
of rubber on the ground
as the Chevelle returned
to earth. Visible on the
right side of the photo 
is one of the additional
gussets (formed from the
cut-off ends of the front
crossmember) that runs
from the crossmember 
to the frame.
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This “after” photo of our project car reveals a state-of-the-art front frame and
A-arm suspension nestled within the confines of a classic 1965 Oldsmobile 442.
All of the components used in this transformation, including the aluminum 
radiator, are available to the home builder through this Chassisworks catalog.

Update an Older Doorslammer 
with Chassisworks Components

Chassisworks A-arm frames and suspension
systems provide a number of advantages over
stock and other aftermarket designs in race
cars, trucks, street rods, and Pro Street vehi-
cles. Lower ride height, better weight distribu-
tion, the ability to easily adjust the suspension
to compensate for differing conditions, more
working room around the engine, increased
structural strength and greater header clear-
ance are among the most noteworthy
improvements.

Best of all, these benefits are accomplished
while eliminating up to 300 pounds from the
nose of a car or truck. Available in either
round- or boxed-tube versions and featuring
the exclusive Chassisworks tubular A-arms,
Mustang II-type spindles, rack-and-pinion
steering and infinitely adjustable hub width
(minimum 50 inches), these kits can be
installed in virtually any make or model.

One of the more extreme “low-tech”
methods of eliminating front-end weight is
illustrated by the car used in this project.
When this 1965 Olds 442 was converted into
a fulltime drag car back in 1982, the roll cage
and a ladder-bar rear subframe were installed
by the owner. A large part of the weight-loss
program consisted of taking a hole saw 
to whatever remained after all the 
“nonessential” material was removed.

Unfortunately, the structural integrity of
the chassis also disappeared, right along with
the pounds and ounces. This unwanted flexi-
bility led to a host of problems, including a
nasty string of broken transmission cases.

It was for these reasons that the Olds was
rolled into the Chassisworks chassis shop.
The object was to transform a well-used,
worn-out and tired old warhorse into a 
high-tech, state-of-the-art racer, capable of
handling today’s higher-horsepower motors
while meeting increasingly stringent safety
requirements.

The “before” view of a 
perfect candidate for a 

high-tech transplant. This
previously back-halved,

ladder-bar Olds had spent
the last 10 years of its life

on the drag strip, but its
heavy “Swiss-cheesed”

frame flexed extensively
and led to continual prob-
lems with consistency and

broken transmission
cases. Also note the lack

of front brakes!

The first step in this 
project is to make sure

the front wheels will 
wind up back where they 
started. With the wheels
pointed straight ahead,

the distance from the
rocker panel to the 

front-axle center line is
recorded. All of the new
suspension brackets will
be referenced from this 
measurement, and the
tires will return to the

center of the wheel well.

Install a 
Late-Model
Front End
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With the stock
front suspension in

the dumpster, the
nose clip is 

reattached to the
car, and both the
frame and front

end are blocked up
at the new (and

substantially lower)
4-inch ride height.

One of the most critical components
for the correct installation of the high-
tech Chassisworks subframe and front
suspension is a simple piece of string,
tied onto the exact center of the rear
crossmember and extending forward
precisely through the middle of the car.
Here, Chassisworks fabricator Jimmy
Berg measures from the string line to
the rocker panels to verify its location,
after which the front of the string is
taped to the shop floor to keep it
securely in place.

After determining the correct
frame width (as per the

instructions included with
each kit), the frame rail is

tacked into position on the
rear crossmember, blocked up

off the ground, and checked
in a couple of places with the
use of squares and tape mea-

sures to keep it straight and
centered on the string.

The Chassisworks
diet plan is now well

under way, with
about 300 pounds

scheduled to 
disappear by the
time this project 

is completed.

All too often, as in this case, the front
suspension is virtually ignored in the quest
for greater performance. Most of the atten-
tion is focused on the engine and transmis-
sion, which of course are heavily massaged
to produce and harness gobs of horsepower.
The back half of the car will be modified in
attempts to get that horsepower to the
ground, and the roll cage is fabricated with
an eye towards protecting the driver in the
event of some sort of catastrophic failure.

The front end, however, is apparently
often thought of as merely a handy place to
hang the front tires. With this Olds, the front
brakes had even been completely eliminated
— a dangerous example of an enthusiastic
zeal for shedding weight getting in the way
of basic common sense and the concept of
self-preservation.

As Chris Alston sees it, this sort of behav-
ior makes no sense at all. The performance,
consistency, reaction time and handling of
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After the frame rails are in the car, they must be attached to the roll cage. Shown here is
the Chassisworks cage-side-extension loop, which is cut in half to yield a brace for each
side. The rise in the tubing allows for maximum header clearance under the car.

With the frame rails and braces welded in place,
small squares are set on the floor up against the
rocker panels, and a straightedge is placed
between them, under the car. A tape measure is
then run from the straightedge forward, and a
large square is set against the frame rail at the
recorded distance between the rocker panel and
the original spindle center line. The frame rail is
marked at this spot, providing the reference
point for all suspension brackets.

The lower A-arm brackets
are attached to the
Chassisworks assembly 
fixture and tacked to the
frame rail as specified 
in the instructions. (This 
fixture not only assures 
correct spacing and 
alignment of both upper
and lower brackets, but,
after assembly, it can be
returned undamaged 
to Chassisworks for a 
50-percent refund.) 

After the rack-and-pinion
crossmember is installed and
the rack-and-pinion mounts
attached, the front support
tube is positioned between
the crossmember and the 
lower rear A-arm bracket.

any car can all suffer greatly without a properly
designed and installed front suspension. In any
racing endeavor, this can often result in the
dreaded “last-one-there” status; or, in the worst
case, a mighty scary ride that may lead to a brush
with the guardrail or a competitor.

Chassisworks front-suspension kits are 
available to rectify this situation. Most of the
components are designed, developed and 
manufactured in-house, while those parts that
are purchased from other vendors (tubing,
shocks, spindles, steering boxes, etc.) must be of
the very highest quality to be included.

After years of selling his parts and kits to 
successful backyard mechanics and car builders
throughout the world, Chris Alston is well aware
of how hesitant some folks are about cutting off
the front of a car. The assumption is generally
that a chassis jig is required to get everything
back together in the right places, and it’s no 
mystery where this impression comes from.
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Next, the rear support
tube is installed

between the A-arm
bracket and the frame,

tying the entire front
end together with 

minimum weight and
maximum strength.

The last remaining step in assembling the
front framework is attaching the forward

struts from the frame rails to the cage. If the
stock dash is being retained, holes will have

to be cut to allow the tubing to pass through;
if it is to be replaced with an aftermarket

dashboard (such as the Chassisworks 
aluminum dash, Number 6607), this is a 

good time to cut out the original.

Now this Olds is beginning
to look like a race car! All
of the front-end structural
tubing is in place, and it’s
time to start installing the 
suspension components.

To accept the larger Chassisworks tie-rod end, the tapered hole in
the stock spindle must be welded up and drilled out to accept a
1/2-inch bolt, which facilitates bump-steer adjustment as well.
Also seen here is the tie-rod adapter that allows the tie rod to be
cut and sized as needed; its wrench-friendly hexagonal shape is
useful for setting toe-in during alignment.

The A-arm suspension is just about complete. The shock simulator is 
set at ride height for the initial installation, and will be replaced by an
externally adjustable coil-over shock absorber with the properly rated
Chassisworks spring.

“All of us who read car magazines have
seen countless cars being built on jigs,” Chris
stated, “and it might seem to be the only way
it’s done. We do this in our chassis shop, but
that’s because we build a lot of cars. If you’re
only building one car, it just doesn’t make
sense to do it any other way than the ‘string’
method we recommend.”

And just what is the “secret of the string”?
It’s actually so simple that it appears to be truly
revolutionary.

With the car sitting on a level floor at the
desired ride height and the stock front end
removed, an ordinary piece of string is tied
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With all the new
frame and suspension

pieces in place, the
next step is the

engine installation.
The crank center lines

(horizontal and 
vertical) are scribed

onto the timing 
cover; the motor is

then centered within
the frame rails and
blocked up off the

ground at the 
predetermined 

center-line height 
of 10 inches.

Chassisworks manufactures
predrilled front and rear 
(or “mid”) motor plates
for popular V8s, now 
including early Oldsmobile
engines. At the time this
car rolled through the 
in-house chassis shop,
however, Olds-specific
motor plates had yet to be
added to the product line.
That’s why the installer is
shown adding four holes 
to a Chevy midplate to
adapt the powertrain.
The midplate is also 
inverted to accommodate
the Olds starter, which is 
on the opposite side of a
Chevrolet’s.

To size the midplate, measure from the dowel holes on the back
of the block down to the frame; mark that location for cutting
on the predrilled midplate, and notch the lower corners to fit
on the frame rails.

Chris Alston determined that the Oldsmobile
motor should run two degrees uphill 
(to the rear) to assure proper pinion angle; a
machinist’s level set at two degrees is placed
on a straightedge positioned on top of the
block, and the back of the engine is raised 
and shimmed at the correct height.

Once the motor is exactly located, a piece of
cardboard (from the motor-plate shipping
carton) is bolted to the motor and cut to fit.
It is then used as a template for fabricating
the front motor plate.

With the front plate trimmed, drilled and bolted
to the motor, a small piece of tubing is installed
between the frame rail and the forward frame-
support tube. Positioned against the back of the
motor plate, the upper plate-mounting tabs are
welded to this brace, while the bottom tab is
welded onto the lower-A-arm bracket.

onto the exact center of the rear cross-
member of the car. This string is then
brought forward a bit past the now-
phantom front of the car, pulled tight, and
positioned precisely in the middle of the
span between the rocker panels.

At this point, the front of the string is
taped to the floor and, assuming that the
car doesn’t get moved around, you now
have a precise center line from the back 
of the car to the front. It is from this string
line that all subsequent measurements 
are taken, and parts are positioned.
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As viewed from inside
the car, the vertical 

midmount-support tube
and tabs are welded in
place, providing a solid

backing to keep the
motor and trans from
leaping out of the car.

After bolting the
midplate to the back
of the block, it’s time

to install the mid-
mount bar, so the

plate will have
something to bolt up

to. This crosstube
spans the two for-

ward frame-support
tubes, and is located

with the use of a
straightedge placed

on the back of the
midplate, as shown.

Anytime motor plates are
installed in a car, there

should be some means of
keeping the motor from

moving front to rear during
high-horsepower launches.

This Chassisworks torque 
limiter attaches the block

solidly to the frame rail on
the driver’s side, preventing

any movement due to 
flexing of the motor plates.

The torque limiter permits the use of a rubber
transmission mount, which helps prevent broken
trans cases. The removable Chassisworks transmis-
sion crossmember lets you pull the trans out from
under the car, if necessary, and the extra cross
bracing stiffens the car. For safety, Chris Alston
recommends two driveshaft loops. The shifter
platform mounts to the top of the front loop, and
both are held in place with quick-release pins.

Adjustment of this Chassisworks
travel limiter controls the amount
of front-end travel, resulting in
better reaction times. A clevis 
is welded to the forward 
frame-support tube to mount the 
adjustment plate, and the cable is
looped through a 3/16-inch hole
drilled in the lower shock mount.

After cutting the dash to the proper length, the 
windshield contour is traced onto the panel, which is
then trimmed to fit. For the relatively inexperienced
home builder, the cardboard shipping box can be cut
and used as a template for this operation.

There is no doubt that the string method
works. The project presented on these pages
went from start to finish without getting 
anywhere near the shop jigs that are used 
to build everything from street rods to the 
six-second, 200-mph Pro Mod monsters that
have made Chassisworks famous. And, as
usual, the entire process is clearly explained 
in the excellent installation instructions that
accompany all Chassisworks components.

It was during discussions concerning the
problems that may be encountered by the
home builder that Chris mentioned the most
common cause: the simple failure to follow
the directions. As an example, he mentioned
the process of setting the ride height.

“When you buy our frame kit,” he said,
“the assembly drawings and instructions tell
you exactly where everything is in relation to
the ground. If you determine where you want
the car to ride before you put anything on it,
and block it off the ground at that height,
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Dzus fasteners are used to
attach the dashboard to the
chassis, with the tube-end
Dzus plates welded onto 
the two support tubes that
run from the midmount bar
to the back of the dash.

This shows how the frame
and brackets are fabricated
to mount onto the seat.
Chris Alston recommends
positioning everything so
that the bottom of the seat
itself actually sits on the car
floor, to gain every available
inch of head room.

With the seat in the 
driving position, a seat-

frame tab slides onto each
side of the frame tubing,

and is then aligned and
welded onto the rear

crossmember. These tabs
positively locate and

secure the back of the 
seat in the chassis.

With the rear of the seat
mounted, a Chassisworks

folded clevis is welded 
to each side of the front 

of the seat frame, in a
location that allows the
attachment of the clevis

tab to the chassis.

To provide mounting points for the seat belt
and shoulder harness, holes are drilled through
the frame in the correct locations under and
behind the seat, and a threaded boss (shown)
is installed and welded into each hole.

A quick-release steering-wheel hub is included
in the Chassisworks steering-column assembly,
along with all the tubing, bushings, U-joints
and hardware that are needed for a clean and
trouble-free installation.

Unless the driver is very short or very tall,
Chassisworks recommends locating the
steering shaft about 22 inches from the
floor, as measured from just in front of 
the seat. The shaft is suspended from the
top of the cage with wire or string for
adjustment while positioning the rest of
the steering components.

then you know exactly how high the suspension will
be off the ground when you’re done.

“But some people refuse to first block up the car
at ride height, and then build the chassis. They think
they have to set it up on a table of some sort. What
happens then is, you wind up building a car, and
then trying to figure out how to get it to sit where
you want it. Instead, you should figure out where
the car is going to sit before you start, and then
make the frame hold it up there.

“If you already have your car where you want it
in relation to the ground, you really can’t mess it up.
But you can certainly get into trouble if you try to
build it up in the air.

“Also, the shocks installed here are 9-7/8 inches
long at ride height, and we used the springs to get
them there. If the finished car weighs more, put in a
heavier spring; if it weighs less, put a lighter spring
in it. Use the threaded adjuster on the coil-over
housing to dial in that optimum shock length, and
when you stand back, the car will be sitting precisely
where it should be. It’s actually fairly simple to set it
all up right, if you just follow the directions.”

This theme came up again when the topic was
the front-end alignment. When asked how long one
could expect to spend adjusting the upper-A-arm
threaded rod ends to set the camber and caster,
Chris replied, “If you build it carefully to all the
instructions, you can adjust it out in an hour or so,
because it will be close to start with. But if some-
thing is messed up, you’d better be prepared to work
on it for quite a while to get it aligned properly.”

Bump steer is the result of the A-arms traveling
in one arc as the suspension goes up and down, and
the tie-rod ends traveling in another, pushing and
pulling the spindles with them. While these arcs will
never be identical, there is a mathematical
relationship between them that basically
says: “If the arcs aren’t close, the steering
turns drastically, if not disastrously.”
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One U-joint is installed on the
shaft of the rack-and-pinion
steering box, and the other
one is positioned back near
the firewall area. The lengths
and angles of the two pieces
of tubing that comprise the
steering shaft will depend on
chassis and header clearance;
these can only be determined
with the engine and cylinder
head (removed for photo)
installed in the car.

With the steering-shaft angles set, the column
tubing is cut to length. The flanged polymer
bushings are placed in the ends of the column,
which slides over the steering shaft and is then
welded into position. Here, the column is tacked
to the vertical midmount-support tube and
braces attached between the midmount bar 
and the column, positioned to clear the dash.

After the steering column and shafts are
installed, the front motor plate is notched to
provide clearance.

This Wilwood dual-master-cylinder assembly is
teamed with a Chassisworks brake-pedal kit to 
provide superior stopping ability.

A tube loop is installed between the midmount
bar and the midmount-support tube to provide
an attachment point for the Chassisworks gas
pedal. In addition to being positioned so the
top end of the assembly pulls straight back on
the throttle linkage, the pedal must clear the
transmission and the steering-column support
tube; there also must be room for the driver’s
foot to operate freely.

Before the assemblies are welded up, the height,
clearance, and travel of the pedals are checked.

After adding a brace to the brake-mount
tube, the dual-master-cylinder assembly is
mounted to the frame. It is very important to
keep the lowest part of the assembly higher
than the bottom of the frame rail, to keep it
from getting ripped out of the car on bumps
and trailer ramps.

Chris weighed in once again with the
value of following directions: “If you build
everything at the dimensions we give
you, it will be very close to spec and,
usually, just a couple of shims either way
on the rod ends will make it work. This is
one of the reasons we don’t use the
stock, tapered tie-rod ends, because you
can’t take the bump steer out of it. We
weld up and drill out the tapered holes
on the spindles to accept a half-inch bolt,
which lets us shim the tie rods. However,
if the installation is inaccurate, it may be
necessary to shim the rack-and-pinion
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The components
provided in the

Chassisworks
switch-panel 

kit include 
heavy-duty

switches, front-
access fuse 

holders, and all
the necessary 

electrical 
connectors.

The body of the switch-panel case is made of
steel, to allow direct welding to the roll cage,
and the front panel is removable to allow
access to the electrical connections. Here, the
switching unit is positioned up out of the line
of sight, but within reach of the strapped-in
driver. Visible at the upper left are the 
quick-release pin and mounting clevis for 
the window net.

With all interior components in place, Jimmy tries
out the driving position. His right hand is simulat-
ing the location of the shifter lever after setting
the height of the removable shifter platform.

The first step in mounting the new, one-
piece, fiberglass nose clip is to install the
“tube wedges” on the rack-and-pinion
crossmember. Next, “wedge ramps”
are welded onto the main tube, both to
facilitate nosepiece alignment when
putting it back on the car and to keep 
the nose clip from moving side to side.
The tube is rotated 180 degrees, with the
wedges on the bottom, when in use.

This angle shows how the support tubes are attached to the main tube
and arrayed to reinforce the top, sides, and front of the nose; care must
be taken to assure the support tubes don’t interfere with the tires. The
body plates are fastened to the body with reusable Cleco clips, which
are replaced with rivets when everything fits correctly. These plates are
then ’glassed onto the nose clip for strength, while Dzus fasteners are
used to attach the trailing edge of the nose to the cowl.

Before the nosepiece is removed once again, measurements are taken so
this Chassisworks tow point can be fabricated. Just the business end of the
assembly will protrude through the bodywork, providing a discreet, strong
and handy attachment point for tow ropes. Also visible are the short
pieces of tubing used as sleeves for the radiator mounts, tacked into place
on the crossmember.

unit itself to compensate, or even remount
the rack in the worst cases.

“Ideally, you don’t want more than 
1/8-inch toe change, top of shock travel to
bottom. If you have to have a little exces-
sive toe-in, that’s fine, but it cannot toe-out
under any circumstances. Toe-out is the 
kiss of death; the car will be undriveable in
high gear, it will steer itself, and if you don’t
fix it you will end up upside-down. In the
old days, nobody paid much attention to
this, and that’s why a lot of the early cars
handled so poorly.”
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Chassisworks’ firewall kit includes
the steel panels used to form the
A-pillar and cowl caps, which are
trimmed to fit and welded into
position. The aluminum firewall is
then cut to shape and fastened to
the steel panels. Here, Cleco clips
hold the firewall in place prior to
being riveted; the contour at the
bottom of the firewall provides
greater header clearance. Also
visible are the Dzus brackets used
to hold the nose clip in place.

The mid-tunnel kit comes in
three pieces: the driver’s
and passenger’s floor pieces
and the driveshaft tunnel
itself, which comes taller
and longer than necessary.
At this point, measurements
are taken and the tunnel is
cut down to size. Openings
are also cut to allow access
to the shifter-platform
mounting tubes.

With the mid-tunnel trimmed and positioned, the two
transmission tunnel pieces, which come with the floor
portion attached, undergo the same procedure.

Here’s the finished
interior. The 
combination of 
the Chassisworks
tin kit and careful
craftsmanship 
has resulted in a
highly functional,
show-quality 
driver’s 
compartment.

Waiting for the final installation
of the engine block, radiator,
coil-over shocks, new noseclip,
and wheels and tires, the 
complete Chassisworks frame
and suspension components 
are revealed in all their glory.
Disc-brake assemblies and
brake-line kits are also in stock
at Chassisworks.

With the Oldsmobile about to be rolled back out
into the daylight and onto its trailer, Chris Alston
tries out the driver’s seat and controls while
consulting his checklist, making sure for the
umpteenth time that everything has been done
to perfection.

The original plan was for the Olds to receive
a simple transplant of the Chassisworks
Number-7105 subframe and A-arm suspension.
However, the owner was so pleased by the 
form and function of the upgrade that he 
quickly realized the rest of the car suffered in
comparison. A couple more requests were 
made, then a couple after that. Before too long,
an essentially brand-new 1965 Oldsmobile was
rolled back outside and onto its trailer.

By that time, not much remained of the 
original except for the ladder-bar rear 
suspension, the roll cage, and the exterior 
body panels from the windshield to the trunk.
New interior framework and tin, dashboard,
seat, window net, pedals, master cylinder,
front disc brakes, switch panel, firewall, shifter
platform, radiator, nose clip and tow-point
mounting were all pulled off the Chassisworks
shelves and installed under the watchful eye 
of our cameras. Now, as shown in these photos,
this new-old Olds has a fresh lease on life �
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Chris Alston’s exclusive component 
packages are making real racing 
suspensions more affordable than ever.
Today, anyone can purchase a complete 
4-Link Suspension System, roll cage,
and “tin” interior for less money than it
takes to build a decent engine. Moreover,
Chassisworks components and instruction
sheets are specially designed for home
installation by anyone with basic welding skills.

To demonstrate the economic advantages of various
Chassisworks packages, Chris Alston set out to 
convert a stock 1965 Mustang GT into a combination 
Pro Street/Super Street machine — without spending
more than $2000 (excluding wheels and tires).
The finished product is rolling proof that a 10-second
doorslammer chassis can, indeed, be built on even 
the most limited budget.

One secret to success is the universal Chassisworks
Suspension System, which comes complete with a rear subframe; two coil

springs; OEM-style
shock absorbers; a
tubular upper cross-
member; adjustable-
height lower shock
mounts; front and
rear suspension brackets; an adjustable track-locater
assembly; and your choice of either ladder bars or 4-link.
(Spring rates vary with the application; each set of
springs is custom-matched to the particular vehicle by
Chassisworks.)    

Chassisworks Packages 
Make it Easy & Economical

Chris Alston’s personal project car started out as a 4-speed 1965 Mustang with
130,000 miles. Original GT wheels were traded for a complete 9-inch Ford rearend.

To stay within the $2000 budget, Chris decided against modifying or
even repainting the stock outer body. The original bucket seats, door
panels, dashboard, headliner and carpet were all retained. Removing the
entire rear floor made the subframe installation much easier and neater.
Following the Chassisworks instructions, a “cut line” was made exactly
24 inches forward of the rear-axle center line. The long, narrow slits on
either side of the transmission tunnel create clearance for the boxed
connectors that will tie the new rear frame to the stock front subframe.

Frame components all come with
Chassisworks’ universal 4-link
subframe kit, including dropped
crossmember; upper shock
mounts; shock crossmember;
rear frame crossmember; and a
pair of subframe connectors.
Note the wrinkle-free finish of 
the mandrel-bent steel.

Install a 
Subframe &
Suspension

HowTo
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Leading edge of 
frame crossmember 

lines up against 
the stock floor. The 

driveshaft is centered 
over the dropped 

portion. Exceptionally
tight bend of
Chassisworks 

crossmembers 
ultimately creates 

additional 
tire clearance.

Next, installer
Joel Garceau

trims and
installs both

subframe 
connectors

through the
corresponding

slots in 
the floor.

It’s easier and
more accurate

to install the
new frame in

pieces — using
the vehicle to

help build it —
than to weld it
up on a bench,

then try to make
it fit the car.

Chassisworks
instructions

guide the home
builder through

every step.

Instruction sheets reveal
how to determine the 

correct frame width for
your particular wheel-tire
combination. In this case,
outside width is 24 inches

(note center-line mark 
on tunnel). Additional 

measurements are taken
between the outside rails
and the quarter panels at

several points along the
subframe, ensuring that 

the frame is installed 
perfectly square.

Roll-cage construction begins by bending four
1/8-inch floor plates to the contour of the floor.
These will anchor the cage sides and main hoop.
Once the prebent tubing is cut to length, an area
slightly larger than each plate is marked off, as
shown.

To ensure the best possible weld, each outlined
area is ground to remove any paint, body filler
or debris.

After tack-welding the floor plates, Garceau uses
a magnetic level while tacking the main hoop.
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Cage sides 
are carefully 

positioned 
to clear 

the stock 
sun visors 

and glove-
compartment

door.

Next, a strut connects the main hoop to the frame above the 4-link bars, forming an X-brace.
Chassisworks installers use this notched section of angle iron to align and hold the three sections
during welding.

Longest sections 
are the rear struts

tying the main hoop
into the back of 
the frame. Here,

Garceau both 
measures for 

strut length and 
determines the 

section of the 
package tray to 
be notched for 

clearance.

The short strut at the
right ties one side of the

cage to the frame at a
point just above the 

forward 4-link bracket.
Installation of the 

horizontal seat-back 
brace and swing-out 

side-bar clevises 
(visible above torch) 

completed this 
12-point roll cage.

Suspension stage begins by tacking in both sets
of forward 4-link brackets, even with the outside
of the frame rails.

The many advantages of a man-
drel-bent Chassisworks subframe
begin with a super-low ride height.
What brings the body way, way
down is an ultra-high frame “kick-
up” over the rearend. Moreover, by
simply repositioning two bolts in
the lower shock-absorber mounts,
the body can be lowered even fur-
ther — or raised — in a matter of
minutes. As much as six full inches
of “instant” height adjustment is
built right into these unique
Chassisworks shock mounts. (The
design is also specially contoured
to clear a back brace attached to
any popular rearend housing,
including the beefy 9-inch Ford.) 

Chassisworks subframes are
also much narrower than older
frame designs sold by competitors,
thanks to the tighter bend of the
dropped front crossmember. The
extra three-to-four inches of tire
clearance created here are really
critical in a Vega or other small
vehicle, whose performance may

Install a Subframe & Suspension

HowTo
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While the stock
rearend housing

was on the bench
for narrowing 

and bracing, the
Chassisworks crew

also welded on 
the lower shock

mounts and 4-link 
brackets. Now,

Garceau attaches
the four rod ends.

After bolting 
both coil-spring 

assemblies to 
their lower 

brackets, Joel 
raises the entire
rearend to align
the upper shock
mounts with the

crossmember.

With the rearend 
assembly centered

between the 
frame rails,

the track-locater
tube is measured,

marked, and 
cut to length.

After determining the largest tire diameter 
(29 inches) that would fit inside the stock wheel
openings, tinsmith Jimmy Berg selected a pair of
24x40-inch Chassisworks aluminum tubs.

In this trial-fitting, both tubs are temporarily
attached to the frame with Cleco clips.

ultimately be limited by how much
tire can be squeezed between the
frame rails and quarter panels.

All Chassisworks subframes are
shipped unassembled (for ease 
of installation), and generously 
oversized — good news for 
you truck owners shopping for
extra-long steel all around.

Install a Subframe & Suspension

HowTo
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Since this car will see regular street duty, Chris Alston selected the steel version of his rear-floor
kit. Center sections come prebent and prerolled from Chassisworks to fit over the frame. (These
finished pieces have already been trimmed and notched to fit the Mustang’s roll cage, driveshaft
loop and quarter panels.)

Cleco clips hold
the various 
panels in place,
pending powder
coating. The rear
firewall was 
custom-built.
(Chassisworks
has since added
a production
firewall to its
interior kit for
this application.)  

Following 
powder coating,
the wheel tubs,
belly pans and
floor sections
will be riveted 
to the frame 
and sealed with
silicone.

Rather than retaining any part of
the stock floor, Chris Alston elected to
replace it with a steel Chassisworks
kit. Offered as a complete, trim-to-fit
package, these prerolled floor panels
and belly-pan pieces are available 
in your choice of either steel or 
aluminum.

“It’s actually easier to rivet new
floor panels on top of the new frame
than it is to try to fit and piece the
stock floor around the new frame,”
Chris explains. “When you keep the
stock floor, you keep all the problems
that came with it. By the time you 
cut out the wheel wells for each 
side, you’ve cut away half the floor,
anyway. If you go ahead and throw
the rest of it away, the frame can
come up higher; the car can sit lower;
you have a lot more room for the 
suspension; and you get a much 
cleaner, neater installation.”

At the outset of this project, Chris
intended to purchase and narrow a
used 9-inch Ford rearend, then have its
axles resplined for about $100.
However, a friend eagerly traded his
complete 9-inch assembly — including
drum brakes — straight across for the
rare GT wheels that came with this
Mustang. Then John Mazzarella of
Strange Engineering offered an irre-
sistible deal on a pair of brand-new
axles. A universal Chassisworks back
brace stiffened up the entire housing.

All of this back-half reconstruction
left no room beneath the body for a
fuel tank, necessitating a plastic cell 
in the trunk. Fully anticipating long
highway cruises in his new toy, Chris
installed a 16-gallon Pro Street cell
and mounting brackets — bringing 
the grand total to just under $2000.
Indeed, all of the parts that went into
this radically transformed Mustang
cost less than rebuilding its engine —
and will probably prove more impor-
tant to its quarter-mile performance �
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Exclusive
Chassisworks lower
shock mounts were
specially designed

to clear the axle
housing’s back

brace, plus provide
up to six inches of

easy ride-height
adjustment. Stock
Ford brake drums

will be fitted to the
Strange axles.

The factory fuel 
tank was replaced 

by this 16-gallon 
cell. By modifying 
and relocating the 

stock deck-lid 
hinges inboard,

Chassisworks 
eliminated 

interference with 
the tall wheel tubs.

(Note original 
mounting locations

near outer edges 
of lid.) Also, the 

factory lock 
mechanism 

remains intact.

Closeup reveals reworked
hinge and fabricated box
mount, welded to the deck
lid. The original spring
latch was shortened and
attached to the cage strut.

The transformation is complete! Treaded 29/18.5-15 rear tires and 15x14-inch Aerolite wheels 
fit inside the stock wheel openings. Front rims are matching 15x6-inch Aerolites. The original 
289-cubic-inch engine, clutch and 4-speed are still in place.

Black cage tubing complements the original red
dashboard, door panels, seats and carpet. Optional,
swing-out side bars are highly recommended for
street applications. Notice how the cage sections
do not interfere with the factory armrests, window
cranks, door handles, sun visors or glove box.
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Pro Street
a Unibody Car

Cars with 4-link rear suspensions and full roll cages have long been
common on drag strips. After all, the cages offer the greatest amount
of protection for the occupants during mishaps, and the 4-link offers
the greatest amount of adjustability for maximum traction under a
wide variety of track conditions.

As can be seen in these “before” and “after” photos of a 1963 Nova, the installation
of a 4-link rear subframe allows massive amounts of rubber to fit under a car.

Installing a 4-Link Rear suspension
& 10-Point Roll Cage

The location of the front subframe crossmember is specified in relation to
the axle centerline; in this kit, 25 inches forward. Keeping in mind that
there is a 1-1/2-inch difference between the axle centerline and the front
of the 3-inch-diameter axle tube, 23-1/2 inches is subtracted from the 
73-inch reference distance; this distance is then measured back from the
transmission crossmember and marked on the car’s floor, which will be cut
along this line.

In the 
foreground

are the 
components

that are
included in 

our basic rear-
subframe kit.

Reference points are also critical under the car for fabricating the
new subframe; in this instance, the front of the transmission 
crossmember-mount is the fixed point choice used for measuring
back to the front of the axle housing.

The first step in a 
project to upgrade 
the rear suspension 
of any car is to make
sure that the axle 
centerline will end up
back where it started.
Here, a measurement
is taken (and 
recorded) of the stock
location, using the
door opening as the
point of reference.

HowTo
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The popularity of these automotive additions has been
growing greater for a large segment of the street-machine
crowd, as well. But merely putting race-car parts on street-
driven cars is definitely not appropriate, for a variety of 
reasons that ranges from physical comfort and convenience
of operation to potentially dangerous conditions for both
car and passengers.

In response to the needs of our customers, we here at
Chassisworks have continued to develop and refine 
products that can trace their lineage directly back to the
drag-racing world, but that have been redesigned and built

If a torch is used to cut the sheetmetal, be sure to have a water
sprayer (visible under the wheel well) on hand to extinguish the
flames that will probably result from the undercoating catching fire
(water is much less messy than a fire extinguisher in this application).

Here are the exclu-
sive Chassisworks

dropped cross-
member and 2x1-

inch driveshaft-
loop assembly.

These let the
crossmember sit
lower in the car,

with plenty of
clearance for both

the ground and
the driveshaft.

The crossmember will reside between the rocker panels of the uni-
body Nova, along the lower edge. When measuring for the proper
width of the crossmember, be sure to note the location of the 
driveshaft centerline, which is rarely in the exact center of the car.

The driveshaft centerline is marked on the crossmember 
(along with identifying the passenger and/or driver’s side of
the crossmember to assure its orientation); the bottom half of
the driveshaft loop is centered on the crossmember at this
point, with the bottom of the loop lined up just above the 
bottom of the crossmember, and the 3x2-inch tubing is marked
for notching. The use of a square will ensure proper alignment.

The cut in the
crossmember 
was cleaned up
with a sanding
drum, which
helped achieve a
perfect fit for the
driveshaft loop.

After the loop is cut to size and the two halves welded
together, it is tacked to the crossmember. Again, the use
of a square helps in final positioning.

The completed 
crossmember is worked
into position, with 
the bottom of the 
crossmember’s ends 
flush with the bottom of
the rocker panels, and
tacked into place. If the
crossmember has been 
cut to achieve a snug 
fit, the positioning and
alignment of the cross-
member is much easier.

Pro Street a Unibody Car

HowTo
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specifically to handle the real-world rigors
of the street. Our beefy link bars and ends
require a bit more work to adjust, but 
cannot loosen by themselves; urethane
bushings ride on steel sleeves in all critical
locations to minimize the transmission of
road imperfections to both the hardware
and human software; swing-out and/or
removable cage tubing eases the hassle of
getting in and out of the car, while still
providing full protection when all the
pieces are back in place.

All of these are found in this 
segment, as a backyard hulk of a 1963
Nova starts its transformation into a
street/strip megaplayer. This project was
pursued in conjunction with the editors of
Super Chevy magazine, which published
an expanded version of this build up in
multiple issues under the heading of
“Saturday Night Special.”

The first step in preparing
the new frame rails for
installation is to cut the 
vertical section of the front
of the rails to size. The 4-link
brackets are designed to fit
flush with the bottom of the
front crossmember; the
frame rail will be cut three
inches up from the bottom
of the 4-link bracket, which
is designed to fit up snug in
the frame rail’s curve.

Next, the distance from
the trailing edge of the
crossmember to the
inside of the rear of
the car, in the trunk
area, is determined.
The rails will rest on
the lip left behind
when the trunk was
cut out.

This measurement,
taken from the
inside of the vertical
section of the rails,
is transferred to 
the frame rails
themselves, which
are then cut to
length.

Assuming the body is unwrinkled and the rear quarter panels are
straight, a tape is used to measure across the back of the car to find
the exact center of the rear area. It can’t be assumed that the trunk-
latch mechanism is in the middle of the car.

Once the midpoint of the car is established, the proper distance is
measured out in both directions from this point, to mark the location
of the frame rails (in this application, they will be 24 inches apart, as
measured from the outside of the rails).

The front crossmember is then also marked for the frame-rail locations.
The 24-inch frame width is subtracted from the length of the dropped
crossmember, that number is divided by two, and this distance is 
measured in from the rocker panel on each side.
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This particular Nova, which ultimately received a
supercharged small-block, was partially responsible
for the development of our “NoFab” line of bolt-on
front clips for various 1962-72 GM cars. As work 
progressed in our chassis shop, we became aware 
of Super Chevy’s concerns about installing the new
powerplant in this body. Coincidentally, our engineers

The frame rails are placed with their outside edges on the
lines on both the crossmember and the inside of the trunk
lip, tacked in place, and again measured to verify the proper
width. Measuring across the tops of the frame rails should
also be done to verify they are plumb and straight.

A piece of tubing
(included in the kit) is

cut and mounted as far
aft as possible.

Although the frame
rails will also be welded

to the back-end body
panel, this crossmember

provides much more
strength and stability
for the assembly than

the factory sheet metal.

The upper shock mount is fabricated as per the instructions,
positioned as referenced from the dropped crossmember, and
tacked to the frame rails. (The use of a level that attaches to the
tubing magnetically is recommended, but you must make sure that
there are no metal shavings between the level and the tubing.) 

With a unibody car,
subframe connectors

must be fabricated to
tie the rear subframe
into the front of the

car. On this Nova, the
front-frame stubs

make natural forward
mounting points for
the connectors. The
trailing part of the

stubs were cut off at
the transmission

crossmember.

After the frame stub is removed, the 3x2-inch box tube to be used 
for the connector is held up in place and the trailing end marked for
cutting. As always, a snug fit aids in the installation process.

Since the front-
frame stub is 
narrower than 
the box tubing,
the front of the
connector tube
was notched 
to provide the
proper contour;
the “flaps” will 
be hammered
down and 
welded, with 
the welds then
ground smooth.

When welded up, ground down, and painted, the subframe connector
will look like it has always been there.

Pro Street a Unibody Car

HowTo
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had been considering creation of an all-new front-
suspension system for some time.

One thing led to another, and the results can be
seen both in this installation section (“How To Install a
‘NoFab’ Subframe”) and on the catalog pages devoted
to NoFab systems — which are now available for
1968-72 Novas and the 1967-69 Camaro-Firebird, as
well as the first-generation Chevy II that gave birth to
this exciting product line. �

The floor of the Nova needed only a few taps with a mallet to make
room for the connectors, while some other cars will require the floor to
be notched. Note that the connector fits under the “overhang” of the
frame rail, and is lined up with its inside edge.

After the contoured
front 4-link brackets

are assembled
(using the steel

sleeves from the
urethane-bushed,

billet link-bar weld
eyes as spacers to

establish the correct
bracket-assembly

width), the bottoms
of the brackets are

positioned flush
with the bottom of

the crossmember,
then tacked 

in place.

Here is the Chassisworks
FAB9 rearend housing,
complete with 4-link
brackets and back
braces, that was used in
the Nova. Installing the
center section, axles, and
brake-kit brackets before
mounting the housing is
recommended.

With the housing resting roughly in place and the pinion angle established
with the help of a protractor and screw-type jackstand, it’s time to install
the link bars. The middle set of holes on each bracket is used for the initial
set up, and all the bars are positioned with their threaded rod ends in the
forward location, to facilitate later fine-tuning of the suspension.

Here is the track-locater tube after being cut to size. The
rear weld eye is next removed from the clevis and welded
onto the tube. The forward, threaded rod end is screwed into
place, with the locking nut set in about a half-dozen threads
from the large end. After the assembly is back in place, the
housing is checked to see if it is now centered from side to
side. If not, one end of the locater is removed from its clevis
and the rod end screwed in or out, as required (increasing
the locater length will shift the housing towards the driver’s
side; making it shorter pulls it the other way).

The billet, CNC-machined lower shock mounts are
installed on the housing, again starting off by using
the middle set of bracket holes.
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Our exclusive antiroll bar was also installed in the Nova.
This is the completed assembly after it was fabricated;
the box-tube mounting brackets fit inside of, and are
welded to, the new subframe rails, while the width of
the arms exactly matches the outer width of the frame.
Pieces of thin steel plate are included for capping off
the cut-to-size mounting brackets.

This is how the
4130 antiroll bar

itself fits inside 
the 1-5/8-inch

mounting tube,
with the bushing 
in between. It is

critical that every-
thing fits together 

snugly, with no
allowable slop.

The front-to-back location of the antiroll bar, as spelled out in the
installation instructions, is referenced between the bar centerline
and the inner, vertical plane of the new frame rails, while the vertical
placement of the bar is determined in relation to the center of the
upper shock bolt. After attaining the proper placement of the
antiroll-bar unit, its position was marked, the unit was removed from
the car, and the mounting brackets cut to size and capped. The
assembly was then clamped back in place, all dimensions verified,
the adjuster links installed, and then everything was checked once
again before being tacked in.

The wheels and tires
were installed, the car

was set back on the
ground, and the center-

line of the rear axle
checked to make sure

it was back in the origi-
nal location and that

nothing was amiss.

Before the final
welding took

place, wet rags
were tied around

the shocks and 
the housing was

covered with a
thick tarp to 

protect everything
from welding

sparks and debris.

This is an overall view of the completed 4-link rear subframe 
and suspension system from the passenger compartment...

...while this shot from under the car shows the track locater in place,
along with how the subframe connectors meet the crossmember.

With the subframe completed, it’s time to go inside the
Nova for the construction of the 10-point roll cage.
Our cage kit includes material for the mounting plates,
which must be cut and formed to follow the floor’s 
contour. On the left is the final shape of the driver’s-side
plate for the main hoop; on the right is a plate segment
that has not yet been introduced to a hammer.
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The main
hoop was

then brought
inside the car

and marked
for trimming

to length.

This is how the end
of the main-hoop 

tubing was notched
to fit the plate’s

contour. The weld
will fill in any gap
(within reason, of

course) that exists
between the pieces.

After tacking
both sides of

the main hoop
in place, it is

checked to
make sure it is

level before
moving on to

the cage
sides.

The cage side is cut to fit and
positioned; the form-following

shape of the tubing in the
early Nova kit can be seen in

relation to the windshield post.
The horizontal bar should be

higher than the door opening,
but not so high that it would
be impossible to weld a bead
all the way around the tubing
where it joins the main hoop.

Another important point is to
make sure that the cage-side
tubing doesn’t interfere with
the operation of any of the
controls for street cars. Here,
the headlight switch was pulled
out to check the clearance.

Both cage sides are
in place, and the

windshield brace is
marked for cutting.

If the windshield-brace
tubing is cut carefully
and correctly, it should
level out quite nicely.
There is obviously not
enough clearance for
welding the top of this
tube in place, but there
is a way around that.

Here’s the aforementioned
method for welding the top of 
the windshield-brace joint. The
tack welds holding the cage-side/
windshield-brace assembly to the
floor and to the main hoop are
broken, the assembly is set down
on the floor, and the welding can
be easily done. (The tacks holding
the main hoop to the floor will
probably also have to come loose
for this process.)

With the windshield
brace positioned and
tacked to the cage side,
these corner gussets,
included in the kit, are
added to the structure.

The next chore is the fabrication of the X-braces.
The area at the top of the antiroll-bar mount was
designated as the spot to mount the rear of the
brace, while the forward end will attach right in 
the middle of the main-hoop bend, in line with the
cage-side tubing. After the first, continuous-length
brace was cut, formed and tacked to the car, the 
second piece of X-brace tubing is marked to start 
its fitting procedure.

Pro Street a Unibody Car

HowTo
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Ever wonder how
the pros get those
X-braces lined up
so well?  We use a
notched piece of
angle iron and a
couple of clamps
in our chassis 
shop to achieve
the alignment.

These clamps also
come in very handy
to keep the various
pieces of tubing in
place during the 
fitting process. Also
visible is one of the
gussets that are
installed at the 
intersection of each
cage side and the
main hoop.

The next tubing to be
installed will be the

struts that run from the
back of the main hoop

to the extreme rear 
of the new subframe.
The tubing is marked 

to determine the center
of the eventual 

fishmouth shape.

The rear of the strut will
be installed on top of

the extreme rear of the
subframe rail, flush with

the outer edge. Once
the leading end of the

strut is in place, a
straightedge is clamped
to the top of the rail at

the midway point to
help line it up.

The nut has to be located at the top in this case, or
the bar will never be able to be removed. The angle
and position of the lower mount must also allow
the intended operation of the swing-out arm.

Because this Nova will be seeing considerable street time,
swing-out side bars are being installed along with the
removable back brace. Here, the swing-out clevis is welded
to the lower end of the tube, bolted to the mounting tab,
and, with the top end of the tube resting roughly in place,
the tab is about to be tacked to the cage-side tubing.

The next order of busi-
ness is to fabricate the
struts from the main
hoop back to the new
subframe rails. With the
lower end of the tubing
roughly in place on the
top of the subframe
bend, the top of the
tube is marked with the
angle required to have
it fit fairly snugly under
the back-brace mount.

After welding the
struts front and back,
they were also 
welded to the raised
part of the subframe
rails since they line 
up so closely in this 
early Nova kit.

A removable back brace allows
easy access to the back seat, an

important factor if a car is not
dedicated exclusively to racing

purposes. With the driver’s side of
the brace installed, a helper holds

onto the other end of the brace
tubing as the mount and clevis

are held in place and the 
tubing marked for cutting.

After cutting the side bar to length and installing the upper clevis,
but before everything was welded up, the door was closed to make
sure that the side bar didn’t interfere with the operation of the
door and window handles. As shown here, the handles are fine;
however, the stock arm rests are history.
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Once all the mounting tabs have been welded in
place, the clevis is quick-pinned to the tab before it
is welded to the side bar. A hole should be drilled
in the tubing at this location, then welded up; this
rosette weld will minimize the movement of the
clevis within the tubing as the circumference of the
clevis is welded.

It is not uncommon
for the bracket-clevis
fit to change slightly
after final welding of 

all components. We 
recommend careful

elongation of the
bracket’s hole to

achieve the proper
quick-pin fit, rather

than just hogging out
the hole with larger

drill bits.

With the welding
completed, the
front seats are
mocked up in

place. The remov-
able back brace

will be the mount-
ing location for

the top straps of
the intended 

5-point safety 
harness.

This view into the Nova’s
passenger compartment
shows all the tubing of
the 10-point roll-cage kit
in place at the completion
of the project.

With the Nova high
on the lift of our 
in-house chassis shop,
this snail’s-eye 
view shows how 
the tin installation,
the dropped 
crossmember, and the 
subframe connectors
all tie in together 
to provide a sanitary
package.

All of the pieces used in a typical tin-installation project are
laid out here, including the detailed instruction sheets.
Not shown is the steel driveshaft tunnel.

Another angle shows
the tin as it extends

into the trunk, along
with the package
tray/rear firewall.

Also visible are the
rear main-hoop

struts as they extend
to the back of the

car, not to mention 
a couple of our 

battery trays,
welded in place.

The upper, rear mounting
tab for the window net
was welded right next 
to the gusset at the
intersection of the main
hoop and the cage side;
the lower, rear tab was
mounted to the main
hoop, as shown. Here,
the proper location 
for the clevis for the
quick-release pin is
determined.

The installation of interior tin 
is covered elsewhere in this 
catalog, but this is what the
interior of the Nova looked like
when it was fully skinned.
All panels are aluminum, and
still covered with the protective
plastic; the driveshaft tunnel is
steel and welded to the floor.
Cleco clips are being used to
hold the panels in place, prior
to the actual riveting.
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Even for fast cars that spend most of
their waking hours on the street, installing
some sort of roll-over protection is always
a good idea. Naturally, a full roll cage
offers maximum protection, and is down-
right sex, to boot. Unfortunately, climbing
over and around all the tubing to get in 
the car, on a regular basis, can soon get 
old for even the most die-hard and hard-
core of drivers – let alone their possibly
not-quite-so-enthusiastic passengers!

The best alternative is a well-designed
roll-bar system, and the more places that 
it attaches to the car itself, the better.
While the jungle-gym complications are
reduced, getting around the side bars can
still require an uncomfortable degree of
physical contortions.

Which brings us to the subject at hand:
the installation of a more-user-friendly,
8-point roll bar. This particular kit provides
a substantial degree of safety, and is
NHRA-accepted for competition use with
stock-floored cars running 10 seconds flat
or slower. The kit shown here also includes
the optional bent rear struts, the removable
back brace, and quick-pinned, swing-out
(or removable) side bars that make getting
in and out of the car a whole lot easier.

This Chassisworks 8-point roll-bar kit features the optional removable 
back brace, bent rear struts, and swing-out side bars that are NHRA-accepted
for competition use.

Your Chassisworks Roll Bar is
Mandrel-Formed to Fit Your Interior

Installing the sub-
frame connectors

is the next step.
This is what the

box-tube sub-
frame connectors

look like when
they arrive,

complete with
factory-welded

mounting gussets
and end caps.

Flexible, unibody cars
require a little extra effort

to install roll bars or 
cages; the first step in this 

installation is to replace
the six rubber body 
bushings with these 

billet-aluminum versions 
(Part Number 6816).

After removing the bolt that holds the body
bushing in place, the rubber OEM piece is
pounded out.

After installing the
rearmost billet bush-

ing, a thick washer
had to be used to
take up the space

previously occupied
by the bottom 

part of the original
rubber bushing 
in this Camaro;

otherwise, the bolt
would run into the

car’s floor before 
it was seated.

The billet bushing then slides into place
and is bolted down. Caution: Don’t
remove all the bushings on each side 
at the same time, or the body and
frame will have to be realigned.

Install 
a Roll Bar

HowTo
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These features allow you to minimize the impact
of the required tubing on the car’s more basic and
mundane daily-driving chores, while still fulfilling 
the original design function. If the rear seat 
needs to be utilized for passengers, unbolting and
removing the back brace provides the necessary
access. Likewise, the swing-out side bars can also 
be easily unbolted. Then, when it’s time to once
again push the performance envelope, simply put 
all the bars back in place and go racing.

A certain amount of structural rigidity has to 
exist in the car for all this to work properly. With 
a full-frame vehicle, this is not a concern, but
installing a roll bar (or cage) in a unibody car
requires a bit of extra work to stiffen everything up.

Here, the front
of the connector

is set in place
inside the front
frame stub, and

the bottom of
the car’s floor 

is marked 
with a scribe 

for cutting.

After cutting, the offending strip
is removed to make way for the
connector. With this Camaro, it
would have been possible to
merely push the floor up to make
room, but notching it makes for
a much cleaner installation.

After bending the brake lines out of the way, the 
connector is ready for welding. The gussets on either side
of the connector may have to be notched to follow the
contour of the floor.

This view from under
the car shows both

subframe connectors
welded in place, with

the brake and fuel
lines rerouted to clear

the new hardware.

Floor-plate material
for the roll bar is
included in the kit.
After being cut to 
size, the plate is then
formed into shape.
Also visible in the 
foreground is the 
top of the subframe
connector, welded 
to the floor.

With the floor plates
welded to the floor,
it’s time to fit the
main hoop and 
contour the ends to
fit the plates. The roll
bar was leaned back
slightly, to match the
angle of the door
opening; it should sit
as high as possible 
in the car, while still
allowing enough
room to fully weld
the rear struts to 
the hoop.

Once the hoop location
is finalized, the contour
of the floor plate is
marked on the ends 
of the tubing for the
trim-to-fit process.

Fitting the bent rear
struts is the next part
of the installation
process; the hidden end
of the pre-bent tubing
goes through a hole in
the rear package tray
and rests on a floor
plate. Note: When
marking any tubing for
cutting to length, leave
it a bit long and then
“sneak up” on the
proper fit with a series
of short cuts.
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If a tubing notcher isn’t available, fishmouth cuts can be achieved with
a carefully used disc grinder.

Looking down through 
the driver’s-side corner 
of the rear windshield

shows the small hole cut
into the package tray for
the strut to pass through;

obviously, the rear 
speakers will have to be
moved a bit inboard to

clear the tubing.

This view from
the trunk shows
the strut in 
place and fully
welded to the
mounting plate.

After both rear
struts are fabricated
and in place at the
middle of the main
hoop’s bends, a
straightedge and
level are employed
to make sure both
sides match.

With the seats removed,
and the headliner and
tinted rear windshield 
protected from sparks,

the rear struts are welded 
to the main hoop.

As mentioned, there 
must be adequate room 

to weld the strut all 
the way around.

The subframe struts that unite the main hoop to the subframe 
connectors are an integral part of this 8-point roll-bar design. Here,
a hole that is substantially larger in diameter than the strut tubing 
is cut into the floor, far enough forward to clear the rear seat and
directly above the connector.

The hole in the
floor must be 
large enough to
allow the strut 
to be welded to 
the subframe 
connector itself.

The angle of the sub-
frame strut in relation

to the hoop requires
substantial contouring

of the tubing to
achieve a quality fit.

When fabricating the
bars for both the
removable back brace
and the swing-
out/removable side
bars, a hole is drilled
through the end of the
tubing for a rosette
weld before inserting
the clevis.

In some installations, the angle
of the strut’s bend may have to

be slightly modified. Here, the
long piece is the optional bent

strut as it comes in the kit, while
the inner piece is cut, formed,

and ready to mount in this
Camaro. To open up the bend a

little, stick one end under an
immovable object and lean down
on the other end. Obviously, you
should do this in gradual stages.
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This kit includes the means to take care of the
problem: We provide billet-aluminum body bushings
to take the place of the OEM rubber, along with 
subframe connectors to rigidly tie in the front 
subframe to the rest of the car. Obviously, these
modifications will result in a ride that is substantially
harsher than the automakers intended, but it’s hard
to imagine why this would be a major problem for
anyone reading this catalog and contemplating the
use of our products.

Rather than use a roomy, shoebox-style car for
this installation, we wanted to show how it would 
all go together in a sleeker, more-modern car 
with a fairly confined passenger compartment.
This second-generation Camaro fit the bill quite 
nicely: a daily driver loaded with horsepower, and
scheduled for occasional runs down the track.

The mounts for the back brace are positioned at the widest point of the
main hoop. One end of the tubing is fully welded to the clevis, while the
other is left loose until the very end of the fitting-and-installation process.

This combination
of tubing and
bracket is used to
provide the front 
mounting/pivot
point for the 
side bars.

Again, the floor plate is cut and contoured; the lower end of the
bar itself is fully welded and bolted to the bracket, while the 
bracket itself remains loose in the tubing until the fit is finalized.

After determining
the best angle for
the side bar, the
front assembly is
tacked down; here,
the rear mount is
held in place and
the tubing marked
for cutting.

With the mounting tab now tacked to the hoop, the tubing
is marked for its second cut.

Before doing any final welding, the side bar is checked for proper operation
and orientation.

Install a Roll-Bar

HowTo
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There are a few major
requirements with a
project such as this.
The car must be level
and solidly supported

at every corner, so the body doesn’t rock and change the
readings on the levels as the installer moves about the
passenger compartment. A water sprayer and/or a fire
extinguisher should be close at hand whenever using
torches or welders. And, needless to say, competent 
welding skills and a familiarity with tape measures and
the other tools of the trade are also very important to 
the success of the mission �

With the seat
mocked up in place,
another critical item
to check before
welding everything
up is the clearance
between the side
bar and the arm
rest. Failure to do so
may result in some
unnecessary hacking
of the door panel.

After welding the tab
to the main hoop and
cutting the side-bar
tubing to length, the
clevis is installed in the
end of the tube and
the holes aligned with
the help of a punch.

With the quick-
release pin in
place, the rosettes
in the tubing are
welded up first,
to minimize the
movement of the
clevis as it is then
fully welded.

We recommend using a round file or die grinder,
rather than a larger drill bit, to “egg-shape”
the hole in the mounting tab to achieve proper
quick-pin clearance if the alignment changes
due to the welding procedure.

After everything else
is done, don’t forget
to weld up the 
second end of the
removable back
brace, again starting
with the rosettes.

All of the pieces used in this installation are displayed here.
Needless to say, some assembly is required.

Install a Roll-Bar

HowTo
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The introduction of our new bolt-on front-frame kit for the 1962-67
Chevy II marked the beginning of a new era for the home car builder.
The first in a projected series of what we refer to as our “NoFab”
family of products, this entire front-end clip has been designed for
assembly and installation with a bare minimum of common hand tools.
No welding or special fabrication skills are required, which greatly
extends the car-building possibilities for a whole new segment of the
automotive-enthusiast population.

This is the assembled look of our true-bolt-on front frame for the 1962-67 Chevy II.
Absolutely no welding is required to achieve professional-quality results with this
kit, which also removes around 50 pounds from the nose.

Update Any Chevy II with the Only
Front Clip That Really Does Bolt In

Once the car’s steering column, hood, grille, bumper and
headlight assemblies are removed, the fenders are the
next to go.

With the aid of a
floor jack, the entire
original front clip is

rolled away from 
the firewall after the

bolts holding it to 
the car are removed.

The only OEM part
that will be returned

to the car is the 
radiator-core support.

After treating the firewall to a cleanup and fresh coat of
paint, the new, factory-welded main-frame segment (which
includes all the suspension mounts) is simply held in place as
it is bolted to the car.

With the lower frame securely mounted, the front struts are
installed. The tops of the struts attach to the firewall in the
factory location.

Rather than stick 
an ugly attachment 

plate on the frame to 
mount the struts, we 

developed our Gemini
connector. Aside from

looking cool, this
assembly underwent

serious destruction
testing and proved

that the tube will
break before the

connector fails.

Install a NOFAB
Subframe

HowTo
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Rather than dealing with
the compromises involved
in trying to make existing
stock or aftermarket parts
fit, we chose to start over.

By utilizing the industry’s most-sophisticated workstation 
computers, we created an entire product line. Prior to the 
revolution in computerized design and manufacturing, a project
like this would have been impossible for anyone not linked with
the Detroit automakers.

However, Chassisworks now has computing power that far
surpasses anything Detroit possessed when these cars were

Special high-strength-steel, socket-head Allen bolts are used to
secure the struts solidly to the frame.

Our preformed and predrilled aluminum inner splash panels slide down
into place...

No welding, but some drilling required. The holes drilled into the
frame, through the slots in the inner splash panels, are then tapped
for the 10-32 stainless screws that are provided.

Our precut, rubber splash-panel boots are custom formed to fit
around the suspension components; they are installed on the
outer side of the panel.

The radiator-core support simply slides in place behind the
mounting tabs on each side of the front crossmember.

...and the fender/hood-hinge mount goes in next, under the splash
panel and over the radiator-core support and upper strut mount.

It’s amazing what can be achieved these days without a welder.
The abundant space in the engine bay is also readily apparent.

Install a NOFAB Subframe

HowTo
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built! We also have extremely sophisticated
CNC milling centers in our facility — and we
aren’t afraid to use them! Just about every
part in this kit simply did not exist before we
got started with this project, and everything
has been designed specifically for this 
purpose. In fact, more than 400 new parts
were created in the process.

Instead of providing a set of blueprints
that might intimidate the first-time builder,
our NoFab kits come with photo-illustrated
installation books that show literally every
step in the conversion. The photos presented
here have been pulled from the instructions
just to give an overview of the steps

With its various
angles and the
curved top, it took 
a lot of time and
effort to design and
manufacture the
fender/hood-hinge
mount. However, the
result is a perfect fit,
especially with the
fender.

The Nova’s original sheet metal lined right up when everything went back
together. It did take all of about five minutes to align the hood, though.

The A-arms
used in this kit
are constructed
out of stainless
steel. The
upper arms 
are adjustable
for alignment
purposes.

Stainless-steel pivot studs are used to secure the A-arms
to the frame, and the precisely located set screws fit into
the channel in the studs.

The raw spindle castings are delivered to our shop, where all
machining operations take place on one pass through a Mazak
machining center.

With a shock
simulator in
place, the 
spindle is
mounted to
the A-arms.

Our steering-rack mounts are both foolproof and strong. A raised section
on the back of the billet clamp fits into the machined area of the factory-
welded, crossmember-mounted boss.
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involved; approximately
300 additional photos
appear in the books! 

The development 
of this kit has taken 

us down routes that will serve hot rodders well in the 
coming years. By simply changing the width of the front
crossmember itself, the stainless-steel, crossmember-
mounted A-arm-suspension components will fit into a wide
variety of cars, as will our new billet-aluminum hubs and
cast-iron spindles and rotors.

We also designed and now manufacture our own billet
steering rack — one that provides extra ground clearanceThe rack assembly can be rotated in its mounts to provide the best

angle for the steering-rack input shaft.

After the urethane bushings are smeared with grease and
installed on the antiroll bar, it is brought up in place from
under the car...

We manufacture the antiroll-bar-link eyebolts in-house. Urethane bushings
are again used, and the eyebolt mounts to the pad visible on the lower 
A-arm. Also visible is the tie-rod end.

After checking the suspension, adjustable coil-over shocks are
installed.

The antiroll bar is an important part of the handling package of this kit.

...and secured in place with the billet clamps.

After greasing the balljoints, the zerk fittings are removed. These
stainless-steel caps are secured with countersunk stainless screws.

Install a NOFAB Subframe

HowTo
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while also allowing proper bump-steer control.
The first rack in the industry built specifically
for street machines, it is available in one-inch
increments from 15.5 to 29.5 inches wide,
to fit any car with a front-hub width that 
measures between 51 and 65 inches.

This endeavor also led us into manufactur-
ing our own headers specifically for NoFab
installations. After expending enormous time
and resources to achieve and refine the ease
of installation for this NoFab kit, leaving our
customers on their own at this point made 
no sense. Consequently, we have developed
equal-length-style headers for big- and 
small-blocks that clear all Chassisworks 
frame, suspension and steering components.
(An aftermarket “mini-starter” must be used.) 

The vehicle undergoing the transformation
in these photos, a 1963 Chevy II Nova, was a
long-running project car (“Saturday Night
Special”) commissioned by Super Chevy 
magazine. During its extended stay in our
chassis shop, this Nova also received our 
4-link rear suspension and subframe kit; FAB9
rearend housing; 10-point roll cage with
swing-out sidebars; and new, wheel-tubbed
“tin” interior (with a steel driveshaft tunnel).

Our 11-3/4-inch, vented rotors are directional, and drilled for both
bolt circles.

These are the contents of the 1962-66 Chevy II steering-column kit. (The 1967
steering column requires a column adapter, which is provided.)

Our new, billet-aluminum hubs have threaded stud-mounting holes for both 
4-1/2- and 4-3/4-inch bolt circles. We recommend that all threads should always
be chased before use.

After greasing and installing the wheel bearings and mounting the
hub/rotor assembly on the spindle, a dust cap is screwed hand-tight onto
the hub; an internal O-ring will keep it from coming loose.

After holes are drilled into the end of the steering column, our
bushing is installed flush with the end of the column and
secured with blind rivets.
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The new bracket bolts to the firewall from inside the passenger
compartment. A clamp secures the tab of the bracket to the steering
column itself.

A steel sleeve
rides inside the

urethane bushings
of our new, billet-
aluminum motor

mounts.

These mounting brackets are used to connect the
midplate to the lower frame mounts.

The motor is carefully guided into place...

After a bit of time with a tape measure and hacksaw, the steering
linkage is complete.

Our automatic-
transmission 
midplate was bolted
up to a block 
to illustrate an 
engine installation.

The brackets are
attached to the
back side of the
frame mounts,
using the two
inner frame bolts
on each side.

...and the 
midplate mounts
loosely secured.
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Stainless-steel, socket-head
Allen bolts and locknuts are
the fasteners provided in the
motor-mount kit, but we also
offer these optional, stainless
button-head “spuds” for those
who wish to dress things up.

This shot from under the car shows another view of just about everything we’ve installed,
plus the Wilwood brake calipers used with our rotors.

The bracket for attaching the motor plate to the frame
can be seen just ahead of the crossmember. This bracket
replaces the side-mount hardware, which is attached to
the crossmember itself.

The precision length 
of the spuds causes
them to bottom 
out against each 
other before the
motor-mount saddle
can distort and
squeeze the bushings
excessively.

Chris Alston demonstrated his hands-on approach to this new product line many
times during these photo sessions. When an extra pair of hands was needed to get
the block in place, the Chassisworks president was there.

This small-block, front motor-plate kit comes compete
with the same stainless-steel, button-head Allen bolts
that are used throughout the new bolt-on front end.
The billet plate is milled out of 6061-T6 aluminum.

A blown, 421-inch small-block will be
riding up front when the Saturday Night
Special returns to the streets and hits the
dragstrips. This mighty mouse is backed 
by a Jerico 4-speed manual transmission.
For high-horsepower applications, we 
offer a motor-plate version of the NoFab
front frame, in either big- or small-block
configurations, along with pre-cut and 
pre-formed aluminum plates for both ends
of the motor.

As mentioned, this Chevy II kit was
merely the first of an entire series of 
high-tech, NoFab installation packages.
The same quality and ease of installation
are now available to anyone inclined to
replace the front clip of a first-generation
Camaro-Firebird or a 1968-72 Nova.
Watch our magazine ads and Web site
(www.cachassisworks.com) for all the
details as additional NoFab applications
and products are introduced by Chris
Alston’s Chassisworks. �

Install a NOFAB Subframe

HowTo
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This is the header kit that was developed specifically for this application.
Note the sexy, machine-formed (not welded) primary pipes.

...while the passenger side clears the aftermarket mini-starter.

We’re throwing this shot
in just in case anyone
wondered what a blown
motor would look like in
this new front end.

Why is this man standing on a box? Chris Alston Jr. demonstrates the
strength of the pallet-attached shipping carton that contains all of our
front-frame and suspension components.

An entire production run of our bolt-on front frames is lined up,
awaiting shipment, to Chevy II owners.

With this Nova back on the ground and rolled outside, the ground
clearance under the headers is evident.

The view down the driver’s side of the motor shows how the headers
have been contoured to clear the steering linkage and frame...
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Dear Mr. Alston,

Earlier this year, I ran into a major chassis problem with my 1966 Nova. I finally made the decision to replace the front
clip. I figured that if I was going to go through all of the trouble, I might as well go all-out and replace the suspension,
brakes, shocks, etc. I have never done anything like that myself, so I had several questions to ask. I called your shop
and, boy, was I lucky that it was [technical representative] Mr. Mike Weddle who answered the telephone.  Mike not
only answered all of my questions; he made several recommendations. He did not try to sell me anything I did not

need, but he made sure I got everything that I needed.

I was still apprehensive. When I received the shipment, two things immediately
caught my attention:  the quality of the parts and how thorough, detailed 

and simple the installation book was. I immediately realized that even 
I could do this!  

During the installation, I did run into a couple of snags — neither of which
was the fault of your parts, but mine. Every time I called Mike for advice,

he made me explain the situation in detail, then took the time to make sure 
I understood how to remedy the situation.

Once I got back to the track, my fellow racers were absolutely amazed at how everything
fit so well. They could not believe how “clean” it all looked, and how my stock fenders, grille and bumper were right
where they needed to be. As far as performance, my 60-foot times have never been quicker, nor has my e.t. My steering
is tighter than ever because of your rack and pinion, and the
adjustable shocks are great. 

I want you to know that Mike deserves a pat on the back. Because 
of his assistance, you have a very happy and satisfied customer. 
Also, every chance I get, I will recommend your business to everyone.

My fellow racers were absolutely
amazed at how everything 
fit so well... My 60-foot 
times have 
never been 
quicker.

Bob & Johnette Payne’s NOFAB Nova

”

“

Sincerely,   

Bob Payne
Loogootee, Indiana




